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IN CHANCERY. 
To the Honorable Judges of the Supreme Court of Appeals 
of Vir.Qinia: 
Your petitioner, Annie E. Fox Parkes, respectfully rep-
resents that she is aggrieyed by a final decree entered by 
the Circuit Court of the ·County of Accomac, Virginia, on 
the 20th day of June, 1935, in a certain chancery suit pending 
in said Court wh_erein your petitioner was plaintiff and Ben 
T. ·Gunter and J. Abbott Byrd, Administrators of J. Harry 
Rew, deceased, and J. Merritt Chandler and Nora E. Chandler 
were, among others, defendants. 
A transcript of the record of so much of said chancery suit 
as relates to, deals with or bears on the subject of controversy 
herein is herewith presented as a part of this petition, in which 
the errors in said decree complained of may be seen. From 
that part of said decree of J nne 20, 1935, set out in the rec-
. ord your petitioner prays for an appeal and superse_deas. 
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All page reference hereinafter made, unless otherwise in-
cHeated, are to the manuscript record of the Clerk. 
This suit involves the settlement ·of the estate, real and per-
sonal, of the late lamented Honorable J. Harry Rew. Among 
many questions raised, a bond of Jos. H. Mason and wife 
for $5,000.00 dated .June 1, 1920, has been claimed by Nora 
E. Chandler, the wife of J. Merritt Chandler, to be part of a 
lien for $15,000.00 against the ":M:ajor ~fason Farm'', situated 
near Bloxom, Accomac County, Virginia. 
There are herein presented two questions for decision: 
1. Whether or not the trial court erred in permitting J. 
Merritt Chandler and Nora E. Chandler, defendants herein, 
upon whom process had been executed, to file their separate 
answers in this cause, on April 25, 1935, more than 90 days 
after the filing of the Bill and more than 90 days after the 
filing of ali amended and supplemental Bill herein, without 
notice to the adverse party and without "good cause" shown, 
as required by Sec. 6122 of the Code of Yirginia. 
2. Whether or not the trial court erred in overruling the 
report of the Commissioner in Chancery and decreeing a cer-
tain bond for $5,000.00 (though duly cancelled and released 
of record), claimed by the defendants, to be a valid lien upon 
the "Joseph H. Mason Farm", along with the two bonds for 
the sum of $5,000.00 each held by the plaintiff. 
These questions will be considered in order. 
COURT HISTORY OF CASE. 
Hon. J. Harry Rew died July 28, 1933. The Bill herein was 
filed November Rules, 3d Monday, 1933 ; an amended and sup-
plemental Bill (in no way affecting or amending the original 
bill in relation to the subject matter of this appeal) was filed 
at the July Rules, 3d Monday, 1934; that on October 10, 1934, 
the Adminisfrators of J. Harry Rew filed their answer to the 
Bill and to the amended and supplemental Bill; and on said 
October 10, 1934, a decree of reference was entered, the Bill 
having been taken for confessed as to J. Merritt Chandler 
and Nora E. Chandler, Defendants, ·on whom process had 
been returned executed; that beginning January 11, 1935, 
voluminous depositions were taken before E. L. Parks, Com-
missioner in Chancery, at which hearings Stewart K. Powell 
appeared of record as attorney for the said Chandlers and 
cross examined the plaintiff relative to her two $5,000.00 
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bonds constituting a lien on the '' J os. H. Mason Farm'', but 
without asserting any claim of his clients, or either of them, 
to a third $5,000.00 bond as a lien on said farm or otherwise ; 
that on April 2, 1935, said Commissioner in Chancery filed a 
lengthy report; that on the 15th day of April, 1935, upon 
the hearing· on said report and certain exceptions thereto (but 
none by Defendant Chandlers), the Court, without confirming 
or rejecting the report of said Commissioner in Chancery, 
entered an order permitting counsel (Stewart K. Powell) to 
file answers for the said J. Merritt Chandler and Nora E. 
Chandler within 10 days from the rising of Court, and re-
referred the papers in this cause to said Commissioner in 
Chancery for the taking of evidence in support of said' an~ 
swers to be :filed, which answers were in fact :filed pursuant 
to said decree April 25, 1935; that after taking the evidence 
set out at length in the attached record, said Commissioner 
in Chancery, after discussing said evidence in detail and at 
length, rejected the claim of said Chandlers and reported: 
''I would say that the bonds of Annie E. Fox Parkes consti-
tute a first lien on the 'J o.s. H. Mason Farm'.'' 
This ·report was filed June 4, 1935. To this report the 
Chandlers by counsel excepted, and on the hearing on the mat-
ter on June 20, 1935, the Court sustained. the exceptions and 
overruled the report to said exte·nt. 
Sec. 6122 of the Code of Virginia, 1930, provides when a 
defendant in equity upon whom _process has been executed 
(as in this case) may answer, namely, in 90 days from the 
day on which process has been returned executed, or 90 days 
after the Bill shall ·have been :filed at Rules, or after any 
amended or supplemental Bill shall have been filed (none of 
which was done) unless after notice to the adverse party 
(which was not given) and for "good cause" (none being or 
could have been shown). 
The defendants, according· to their evidence, knew from 
December 13 or 14, 1925, that Nora E. Chandler. held the bond 
in question 'vhich J. Merritt Chandler claimed to have taken 
up from L. R. Mason and on the same day givel}. to his wife. 
On September 23, 1933, following Rew's death in July and 
before this suit was instituted and Bill. filed, a notice of 
motion for judgment was served on J. Merritt Cha:ndler on 
his guaranty of plaintiff's two $5,000.00 bonds, the payment 
of which had been guaranteed (for the third time) and as-
sumed by himself and Rew on May 22, 1930. In the fall of 
1933, therefore, the defendants learned through counsel all 
that the records in the Clerk's Office showed in connection 
with this matter, including the.fact that the bond claimed to 
be held by Nora E. Chandler had been receipted in full and 
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the deed of trust securing it released. They also at this time 
(fall of 1933) learned of the recorded trust account of J. Harry 
Rew, Trustee, in the matter of the sale of the "J os. H. Mason 
Farm'', which account showed the payment in full of the bond 
of L. R. Mason, Assignee, which is now claimed to be the 
property of Nora E. Chandler. ' See R., 46. 
Even if the defendants had not known it before, from the 
Bill and Exhibit ''A'' filed therewith (Exhibit ''A'' being 
copy of the released deed of trust securing the claimed bond), 
November Rules, third Monday, 1933, they and their counsel 
must have learned, from the marginal entry on this deed," 
that the bond duly cancelled had on May 13, 1930, been pro-
duced before the Clerk and duly released; and from the an-
swer of Rew 's Administrators filed on October 10, 1934, to· 
the Bill and to the amended and supplemental Bill, they must 
have been advised of said trust account showing the bond. 
had been paid. Knowing all of· this but too well, what ''good· 
cause'' could they show for failure to file their answers in the 
time prescribed by the statute. 
In Gray, etc., v. Fro;ncis, etc., reported in 139 Va., at page 
350, Justice Sims, in commenting on Sec. 6122, said: 
''The statute is a· wholesome one and should be firmly en-
forced." (P. 358.) · 
Further discussing the intendment of the statute, Justice 
Sims at page 359 said: 
''The intendment is directed chiefly against permitting a 
defendant, by filing his answer, or other defense, after the 
limit of time specified in the statute, to put the plaintiff to 
further proof than that already theretofore made, thus work-· 
ing a delay or continuance, because of matters not previously 
alleged and which thereby, for the first time, sought to be put 
in issue ; such intendment not being directed against error 
apparent on the face of the record already made.'' 
''The chief mischief which the statute seeks to remedy is 
the delay worked by dilatory tactics in pleading, where the 
pleading presents new matter uot theretofore appearing on 
the face of the record, which might and should have been 
pleaded promptly at an earlier stage of the cause. The stat:-
ute. under consideration plainly means, we think, that 'good 
cause' for the delay mentioned in the statute can bP. shown, 
where the pleading is of the character just mentioned, only 
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by showing fraud, accident, mistake, surprise, or some ad-
ventitious circumstance beyond his (the defendant's) con-
trol, and free from his neglect.'' 
Measured by this and otper Virginia cases, it would seem 
that, having failed to file their answers in the statutory pe-
riod, it was error to have permitted them to have done so 
without "good cause" shown and costs paid plaintiff-none 
of which was done-and measured by the test set down by 
Justice Sims no ''good cause'' could have been shown. It 
would seem to the petitioner that the object sought by the 
statute was to prevent just 'vhat has been done in this case. 
Why did these defendants against whom the Bill had been 
taken for confessed wait until the first decree of reference 
was executed, the plaintiff's evidence in and the report of the 
Commissioner of Chancery filed, before offering to file their 
answers and obtaining leave of the Court to :file same¥ Was 
it because the defendant, J. Merritt Chandler, knowing the 
farm had been bid off and reported in his name as pur-
chaser, with Harry Rew dead, had visions of holding and 
claiming the farm as his own Y When asked at bottom of 
page 46 if he had ever asserted such a claim, he replied with 
some uncertainty : ''No, sir, I don't think I have ever asserted 
the ownership of the whole farm; if I have I don't know when 
I did it." (Top p. 46.) Neither had he told anyone other 
than his wife that he held this bond. At page 46 he says : 
''My wife knew it, Harry Rew knew it.'' His wife now claims 
the bond and unfortunately Harry Rew is dead. 
But whatever the reasons of the defendants for their delay 
in filing their answers, it seems to the plaintiff that their 
filing was barred by statute and that the Court erred in per-
mitting them to be filed on .April 15, 1935. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS. 
On June 1, 1920, Joseph H. Mason and wife executed a 
deed of trust to J. Harry Rew, Trustee, on two tracts of 
land, securing $19,000.00, evidenced by four bonds, all bear-
ing even date a·nd payable on demand to th~ Accomack Bank-
ing Co., Inc., three o.f said bonds being for $5,0'00.00 each 
and one being for $4,000.00. See Exhibit "A", p. 7. 
Two of the above bonds were on December 1, 1921, as-
signed, without recourse, by said Bank, of which J. Merritt 
Chandler was then and until its failure on December 21, 
1931, Cashier, to R. L. Parkes, the deceased husband of the 
plaintiff, from whom she inherited same at his death in 1923. 
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The payment of these two bonds was personally' guaranteed 
to the said R. L. Parkes by the said J. 1\IIerritt Chandler, who 
negotiated th~m with Parkes, and by J. Harry Rew, which 
guaranty was later twice renewed by the said Chandler and 
Rew after the bonds became the property of the plaintiff. 
There is no contention by anyone that these bonds are not 
owing to the plaintiff, with interest thereon from December 
11, 1930, subject to a credit of $325.00, of which Rew paid 
$300.00 and Chandler paid $25.00, on 1'931 interest. 
Likewise there is no dispute about the bond of $4,000.00, 
which it is admitted by all has been paid (by whom and "rhen 
the evidence does not show) and was duly released of record 
May 13, 1930, by J. Harry Rew. 
This leaves the third $5,000.00 bond, the payment and re-
lease of which is the subject matter of this controversy. This 
third $5,000.00 bond was first assigned to Dr. Fletcher Drum-
mond, October 18, 1920, and on February 14, 1923, by his ad-
ministrator to L. R. 1fason, a brother of the principal maker, 
both of said assignments, as well as sundry credits of inter-
est, appearing on said bond, as w·ell as a second assignment 
to said l\iason .by the Accomack Banking Co., Inc., by its 
President, January 7, 1924 ( pp. 24-25). On January 8, 1925, 
L. R. Mason on a separate and attached sheet assigned said 
bond to William F. Gillespie as collatera,l to secure certain 
indebtedness of his to said Gillespie. 
In the summer or early fall of 1925 L. R. Mason demanded 
from Rew the money on this bond (p. 53) to meet his obli-
gation to Gillespie (his brother Joe being unable to pay 
same), and on September 26, 1925, the farm was offered for 
sale by Rew, Trustee, and knocked down to J. Merritt Chand-
ler at $14,900.00, the said Chandler executing a purchaser's 
acknowledgment, but making· no cash payment. 
November 2, 1925, Rew, Trustee, laid before James C. Mel-
son, Commissioner of Accounts for Accomac County (since 
deceased), his trust account in distribution of said $14,900.00,. 
treating said sum as cash, though the terms of sale provided 
for one-third cash and as a matter of fact no part of the pur-
clla:se price was paid in cash. From the account as made up 
bv said Commissioner, after deducting commissions, taxes 
and costs of sale, there was due L. R. Mason on his bond the 
sum of $4,973.18, which amount was reported as paid. The 
remainder of the distribution, $9,415.91, on the two other 
$5,000.00 bonds was, for some undisclosed reason, reported 
paid to the Accomack Banking Co., Inc. See copy of Ac-
count, p. 94. The fact that the plaintiff owned said two bonds 
was, however, .before the Commissioner of Accounts Melson, 
because there was noted on the back of the notice of sale in 
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his (:hfelson 's) handwriting: ''Annie E. Parkes, $10,000.00; 
L. R. }.llason, $5,000.00; H. R. Parker, Auctioneer, $15.00'' 
'(p. 38). Why this account was so made up and distribution 
made in the name of the Bank does not appear. The real fact 
of the matter is that in spite of the Bank being named as the 
payee of these $19,000.00 bonds of J os. II. Mason and wife, 
their assignment in the name of the Bank and this account 
showing· the Bank as distributee, the Accomack Banking ·Co., 
Inc., never owned these bonds at any time. The records 
of said Bank do not show any liability whatever of .J. H. or 
Jos. H. Mason to the Bank, or any credit for any indebted-
ness, on November 2, 1925, or at any other time. See eri-
dence of Harold A. Littleton, Cashier of the Metompkin 
Bank and Trust Co., receiver of the Accomack Banking Co., 
Inc. See pp~ 55-56, also see evidence of J. Merritt Chandler, 
Cashier of the Accomack Banking Co., Inc., during its en-
tire existence (p. 34). 
In the spring of 1930 the second guaranty by Chandler 
and Rew of the two bonds held by the plaintiff was about 
to expire and petitioner, who desired payment of said bonds, 
turned them over to her attorney, G. Walter Mapp, for col-
lection, 'vho in turn took the matter up with said Rew, who 
represented to him that said bonds were the only liens against 
the '' Jos. H. lVIason Farm'', which farm, with personal guar-
anty of himself and Chandler, made said bonds perfectly good. 
The attention of the said Rew being called to the fact that 
the bond for $4,000.00 and the third bond for $5,000.00 had 
not been released of record, he readily agreed to release same 
and on J.\IIay 13, 1930, did release both of said bonds, duly 
cancelled, of record. See Exhibit "A", p. 7. On :hfay 22, 
1930, he and the said Chandler, who had repeatedly repre-
sented to petitioner that her two bonds were the only liens 
against the "J os. H. Mason Farm" (see bottom p. 79, top p. 
80 and p. 84), executed a third guaranty and an obligation 
to pay said two bonds by paper writing to be found on page 
4 and otherwise fully identified in the Record by the evidence 
of the said J. Merritt Chandler. See p. 21. 
Following the re-execution of said guaranty and .the direct 
assumption of the payment of said bonds by Rew and Chand-
ler, they continued. to hold said farm a.nd pay to the plain-
tiff interest on her two bonds, aggregating $10,000.00, as 
they had theretofore done following the sale of the farm and 
the bidding of same off on September 26, 1925, until the failure 
of the Bank, of which Chandler was Cashier, on December 
21, 1933. Following this failure, plaintiff wrote Rew an urgent 
letter, after which he called at her home and asked her not 
to foreclose, stating that he would see that she got her in-
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terest and would urge Chandler to pay (p. 76). All other 
dealings in connection with these bonds plaintiff had with 
Chandler. Following this interview with Rew, he did send 
her his personal check for $300.00, Chandler making a pay-
ment of $25.00 on 1931 interest. 
Chandler's eleventh hour contention, as raised by the an-
swers of himself and wife (who supports him as best she can) 
,filed April 25, 1935, and the evidence taken in support of said 
answers, is that on December 13 or 14, 1925,- he took up the 
bond in question from L. R. 1\fason, giving his check for 
$4,970.00 and later paying $30.00 in cash, which bond was 
assigned to him by Mason and ou the same day assigned by 
him to his wife, who kept said bond in her. possession until 
four or five years after when Rew called for same to show 
Mapp; that he turned the bond and the assignments, which 
are on a letterhead of the Bank, over to. Rew, who kept them 
about an hour and a half and returned same to. him in the 
same envelope; that he, without looking at the contents of 
the envelope, delivered the same to his wife, who in turn, 
without looking at the contents, put same away in her desk 
and that not until after the death of Rew on July 28, 1933, 
and the institution of an· action by the plaintiff against him 
on his guaranty of said bonds (September 23, 1933), did either 
of them look at said bond and upon examination of said bond 
they discovered, for the first time, that the assignment had 
been withdrawn and the bond receipted i:n full. About the 
same time they were advised by their counsel, Stewart K. 
Powell, that the deed of trust securing the bond had been re-
leased on May 13, 1930 (presumably about the time Rew got 
the bond from. him to show Mapp), and was also advised by 
his counsel of Re,v's trust account in the matter of the sale 
of the '' J os. H. Mason Farm"'. 
The said Chandler further stated (p. 41) that "Rew told 
me to take that note up, and he said: 'I will reimburse you 
in a short while for my half of the note.' '' Chandler further 
stated that he got the figures for the amount of L. R. Mason 
bond from· Rew, Trustee (p. 38). He further stated that on 
several oc;casions he had asked Rew for his part of the bond, 
the last about a year before his death, when Rew told him: 
''I am damned tired of your prodding me about that bond . 
. I will pay you your half of it in a little while'' (p. 41). 
· Both Chandler and his wife stated that no interest was 
ever paid on this bond after it was taken up from L. R. Mason 
and that said bond was never listed for taxation in the name 
of Nora E. Ch~d.ler, the present claimant, nor of anyone 
else. 
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ARGUMENT. 
This eleventh hour claim by Chandler and his wife to this 
cancelled and released bond of $5,000.00 presents (to put it 
mildly) a curious case. 
As hereinbefore shown, while all of said bonds were' taken 
and handled in the name of the Aooomack Banking Company, 
Inc., said Bank was never the owner of said bonds, and this 
Chandler, as its Cashier, of course, knew. Judging from the 
frequency with which Chandler's name appears in connection 
with said bonds, the assignments thereof negotiated by him, 
the interest payments made thereon by or through him, the 
three separate guaranties of plaintiff's two bonds by him, it 
is a fair inference that he was primarily and financially in-
terested in the original loan to J os. H. Mason, the bonds, for 
convenience in ·negotiating, having been taken in the name of 
the Bank; and that this loan, in the first instance, had been 
made by himself and Rew, "closely associated, as they were, 
as one of their joint business ventures. If it was not a joint 
personal enterprise, why did they jointly guarantee plain-
tiff's bonds, both before and after the sale of the farm se-
curing them? . 
When L. R. Mason called for his money, with $15,000.00 
and considerable interest then o'ving- on the farm, they bid it 
in at $14,900, settled with L. R. Mason, whose bond they had 
not guaranteed, on a reduced basis, renewing their guaranty 
of plaintiff's two $5,000.00 bonds, and took the farm over as. 
their joint property, leaving the deed of trust securing same 
standing. Thereafter, the unconh·adicted record shows, they 
dealt with the farm as thei;r joint property, subject only to the 
lien of plaintiff's bonds, secured by the deed of trust of June 
1, 1920. Together, they rented same and collected the rents, 
paid the taxes, and interest to plaintiff, and divided equally 
w)lat was left. If the rents were insufficient to pay taxes, 
upkeep,_ and plaintiff's interest, they equally put up the dif-
ference. They exercised all of the usual acts of ownership 
over said farm. 
It is true the payment to L. R. Mason seems to have been 
made by and through Chandler, though the check by which 
it was made was not produced. "\'Vhether said paYII\ent was 
made from funds furnished solely by Chandler or in part 
by Rew is not so clear. The Bank ledger sheet exhibited by 
Chandler (p. 32) shows the largest item of $3,025.00, that 
w~nt into the payment of the check to ~ason, initialled or 
earmarked (the only item that was), indicating that it was 
not an ordinary deposit. This, it was claimed by Chandl~r, 
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was from the sale of certain Bank stock to G. A. Ross, which 
may have been owned jointly. The other items of deposit 
that went into the ~iason check for $4,970.00 were not ex-
plained beyond showing the source of same. They may have 
been in part of Rew's contribution or from jointly owned re-
sources. · 
Rew had sold as Trustee and could not purchase in his 
name. The property had been bid off in Chandler's name . 
. It was to afford the appearance of regularity that the trans-
action was reported and carried through in Chandler's name. 
As between themselves, Chandler profited by one-half of 
Rew's commissions of $307.00 (p. 94). Rew ·was cognizant 
of Chandler's, settlement with ~iason, because, according to 
Chandler, Rew furnished the fig-ures for the se-ttlement (p. 
39). No doubt it was their expectation at this time to make 
a resale of the farm, settle with plaintiff and divide their 
profits (top p. 21). This resale did not materialize. Lands, 
though still profitable in Accomac County, began to decline 
in value. Mrs. Parkes, the plaintiff, ig·norant of the sale, 
began to grow apprehensive as to the sufficiency of her se-
curity in rem and to depend more on the guaranty of Chand-
ler and Rew, the second of 'vhich was about to expire. The 
bo·nds were turned over by her to her counsel, who was un-
willing to accept a renewal guaranty until the liens of rec-
ord against said farm were released as to the other two bonds, 
which bonds both Chandler and Rew were representing as 
having been paid. Rew released these two bonds May 13, 
1930, and on ~lay 22, 1930, Chandler and Rew renewed their 
guaranty and assumption of payment of plaintiff's bonds, 
'vhich plaintiff's counsel then accepted. 
And so the matter stood and continued until Harry Rew 
died. Then came the litigation herein referred to, first against 
Chandler, then against Rew's estate-and on April 25, 1935, 
for the first time, the assertion by Chandler that the L. }t. 
~1:ason $5,000.00 bond had not been paid, but was the prop-
erty of his wife, and a lien along with the plaintiff's two 
bonds against the ''Mason Farm''. . 
This claim is too incredible to believe. According to the 
contention of the Chandlers, husband and wife, 've must be-
lieve: 
1. That he made a gift of this bond to her, the first and 
only such gift he ever made to her. 
2. That the wife put the bond away, and never called for 
or collected a penny of interest for nearly ten years, during 
six years of which time her husband andRew were annually 
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paying the plaintiff her interest on $10,000.00 secured on the 
farm that secured her bond. 
3. That she never listed the bond for taxation or paid any. 
taxes thereon. · 
4. That when the bond was called for (to show Mapp) 
neither she nor he were interested enough to inquire what 
this meant or why necessary (to show Mapp). 
5. That when returned by Rew neither was curious enough 
to examine said bonds and the assignments that accompanied 
it. 
6. That neither ever sa'v the bond thereafter or examined 
it until following Re,v's death and action had been brought 
by plaintiff against Chandler on her .bonds. 
7. That Rew had in the hour and a half when the bonds 
were in his possession (to show l\tiapp) withdrawn the assign-
ments to Cha:ndler, and by him to his wife, eancelled and re-
leased the bond of record. 
To all this, directly or inferentially, one or both of the 
Chandlers testified. 
On the other hand, plaintiff's evidence is that Chandler. 
repeatedly, before and after Rew's death, told her there was 
only her $10,000.00 against the '' ~Iason Farm''; that her in-
terest was paid regularly by Chandler and Rew, until hard 
times came in 1930; that, becoming concerned about her se-
curity, she turned the bonds over to her attorney to collect; 
that her attorney, afterhaving Rew release the deed of trust 
as to the two bonds secured along with plaintiff's, accepted 
the renewal guaranty of Chandler and Rew, May 22, 1930, 
which she and her counsel would not have accepted except for 
the representation of Chandler andRew that the other bonds 
had been paid and their actual release of record. . 
It is unbelievable that Rew had not discussed all of this 
with his partner Chandler, and that every detail was not 
know:ri to Chandler, who admits that Rew called for the ·bond 
in question to show 1\fapp. Mapp's only interest in the mat-_ 
ter was as attorney for plaintiff; and to have exhibited this 
unpaid and uncancelled bond to him would have forced col-
lection of plaintiff's bonds, which Chandler and Rew were 
most anxious to delay. This bond 'vas released to secure the 
extension of time for the payment of plaintiff's bonds, which 
Chandler and ·Rew both most urgently desired. And all this 
Chandler well knew and acquiesced in. 
To hold otherwise a:nd to sustain the defendants in their 
contention, and the Court in its decree, is to believe that J. 
Harrv Rew, with intent to defraud his close business associ-
ate and intimate personal friend, got possession of the bond 
--------
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in question under a false pretense (an absurd pretense), and 
without authority, cancelled and released same of record. 
There is nothing in this record, or in the life of J. :Harry 
Rew; to warrant any such belief. Instead, in addition to re-
newing the guaranty of plaintiff's two bonds along with 
Chandler, he willingly released the record on request of plain-
tiff's counsel, in accordance with the repeated representation 
made to plaintiff by Chandler and to her counsel by himself 
that only her bonds were valid and outstanding liens against 
the ''Jos. H. Mason Farm". "Closely associated" as he 
and Chandler admittedly were, it is difficult to believe that 
Chandler was not thoroughly advised of the cancellation of 
the L. R. ~fason bond and the release of the deed of trust 
securing same before or at the time of the release-from all 
of which he benefited jointly with Rew in securing a post-
ponement of foreclosure by the plaintiff and the consequent 
embarrassment to himself andRew. To hold otherwise would 
be to permit the defendant, through the fiction of a gift to 
his. wife, to defraud plaintiff to the· value of one-third of the 
"Mason Farm". However the L. R. Mason bond was paid. 
for and by whom, the evidence of Chandler himself (as here-
inbefore pointed out) shows it was on joint account of him-
self and Rew, to whom he was looking for a reimbursement 
of one-half thereof, and that at most he (not his wife) has a 
claim ag·ainst Rew 's estate for one-half of whatever advance 
he made. In view of Chandler's changed financial circum-
stances, this claim, even if well founded, would praetically 
avail him nothing, hence the fiction of the gift to his wife .. 
To permit this fiction and deception of the plaintiff would be 
a most unusual miscarriage of justice. 
For the foregoing reasons, as well as for other errors upon 
the face of the record appearing, your petitioner prays that 
she may be· granted an appeal and supersedeas to said decree 
~f the Circuit Court of Accomac County, and that said de-
cree may be reversed and annulled and a final decree entered 
in- behalf of your petitioner by this Court. 
Your petitioner respectfully states that her counsel, who 
presents this petition for an appeal and supersedeas, desires 
to state orally the reasons ·for reviewing the decision com-· 
plained of, and respectfully asks that he be given an oppor-
tunitv so to do. 
your petitioner asks that this petition may be considered 
as their brief with the right to file an additional or supple-
mental brief, if desired. 
Your petitioner respectfully states to .the Court that a 
copy of this petition has been delivered to Stewart K. Powel17 : 
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attorney of record who represented the respondents in the 
Circuit Court and that said copy was delivered to said Stew-
art K. Powell on the 7th day of December, 1935. 
Respectfully submitted this the 6th day of December, 1935. 
ANNIE E. FOX P ARI{ES, Petitioner. 
By 1\IAPP & MAPP & HERBERT BARNES, 
Her Attorneys. 
'Ve, the undersigned attorneys, practicing in the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, do hereby certify that in our 
opinion it is proper that the decree and decision referred to 
in the foregoing· petition be reviewed by the Supreme Court 
of Appeals of Virginia. 
Rec 'd Dec. 9, 1935. 
G. WALTER MAPP, 
J. BROOI{S MAPP. 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
Jan. 20, 1936 .. Appeal and supersedeas awarded by the 
Court. · Bond $1,000. 
M. B. W. 
RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Circuit Court for the· County of Acco-
mack, on Thursday, the 20th day of June, A. D. 1935. 
BE IT RElVIEl\1:BERED, that heretofore, to-wif: at Rules 
l1eld in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the County 
of Accomack, on the 3rd ~1:onday in November, A. D. 1.933, 
came Annie Fox Parkes, a Creditor of J. Harry Rew, de-
ceased, who sues on behalf of herself, and all others, the un-
satisfied creditors of J. Harry Rew, who will come in and con-
tribute their due proportion of the costs of this suit, plain-
tiff, and filed her bill 'in chancery against Ben T. Gunter and 
~T. Abbott Byrd, Administrators of J. Harry Rew, deceased, 
,T ohn R. Rew,. Jr., and Elsie Bratten Rew, his wife, Barton 
;Bull and Kathleen. Rew Bull, his· wife, in right of said wife, 
and Florence E. Rew, widow of John R. Rew, deceased, J. 
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~{erritt Chandler and Nora E. Chandler, his wife, William 
P. Godwin and Susan J. Godwin, his wife, George W. Gillispie 
and Lelia Gillispie, his wife, Joseph H. ~{ason and Elizabeth 
P. Mason, his wife, Elizabeth S. Roberts, and Elmer W. 
Somers, Trustee, and Nettie Core, Evelyn E. ~Iitchell and 
1\I. A. Somers, beneficiaries, respectively in a Deed of Trust 
from Elizabeth S. Roberts, dated January 1, 1931, defend-
ants, portions of which bill and other parts of the record 
referre.d to in the notice given by the plaintiff to Stewart I{. 
Powe1:t, attorney of record, for J. lVIerritt Chandler and Nora 
E. Chandler, and to J. 1\{erritt Chandler and Nora E. Chand-
ler, defendants, which notice is referred to specifically in 
the certificate of the Clerk of the said Court certifying this 
transcript, are in the following words and figures, to-wit: 
Virginia: 
page 2 ~ In the Circuit Court for the County of Accomac. 
Annie Fox Parkes, a creditor of ,J. Harry Rew, deceased, who 
sues on behalf of herself, and all others, the unsatisfied 
creditors of J. Harry Rew, who will come in and contribute 
their due proportion of the costs of this suit, Plaintiffs, 
'lJ. 
B~n T. Gunter and J. Abbott Byrd, Administrators of J. 
Harry Rew, deceased, John R. Rew, Jr., and Elsie Brat~ 
ten Rew, his wife, Barton Bull and l{athleen Rew Bull, his 
wife, in right of said wife, and Florence E. Rew, widow 
of John R. Rew, deceased. ,J. lV[erritt Chandler and Nora 
E. Chandler, his wife," William P. Godwin and Susan J. 
Godwin, his wife, George W. Gillispie and Lelia Gillispie,. 
his wife, Joseph H. Mason and Elizabeth P. Mason, his 
wife, Elizabeth S. Roberts, and Elmer W. Somers, Trus-
tee, and Nettie Core, Evelyn E. Mitchell and M. A. Somers, 
beneficiaries, respectively, in a deed of trust from Eliza-
beth S. Roberts, dated January 1, 1931, Defendants. 
In Chancery. 
To Honorable John E. N otting·ham, Jr., Judge of said Court: 
Humbly complaining showeth unto the Court, your Com-
plainant, Annie Fox Parkes, the following case: 
1st: That she is a creditor of J. Harry Rew, deceased, to 
the extent of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00), plus 
considerable accumulated interest, said indebtedness being 
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represented by three certain bonds, two executed by Joseph 
H. ~Iason and Elizabeth P. l\{ason, for the sum of Five Thou-
sad Dollars ( $5,000.00), each, total Ten Thousand Dollars 
($10,000.00), ·executed on the first day of June, 1920, and 
originally payable to the Accomack Banking Company, Inc., 
on both of which bonds the interest has been paid to J nne 
15, 1931. Said bonds, along with others, are secured by re-
corded deed of trust, bearing date of June 1, 1920, from the 
said Masons to the said J. Ifarry Rew, Trustee, that all of the 
other bonds secured by said deed of trust have been paid 
and duly released on the records of the Clerk's Office of said 
Accomac County; that said bonds are secured on the Major 
Mason },arm, situated near Bloxom, in said County, described 
in the deed of trust as follows: 
page 3 ~ 1st. All that certain tract or parcel of land, situ-
ated and being near Bloxom Station, in said County 
and State, being a part of the Major Mason Farm, designated 
on the plat of the said l\fajor l\fason Farm, made by G. H. 
Badger, County Surveyor of Northampton County, Virginia, 
in ... 1\.pril, 1926, which said plat is no'v of record in the Clerk's 
Office of the County of Accomack, along with a certain deed 
of bargain and sale from George M. 1\!Iason & wife to the said 
Joseph H. Mason, hearing date on the 29th day of ]\fay, A. D. 
1920, as TRACT A, consisting· of three parcels, containing in 
all 39.79 acres, and adJoining· the lands of H. T. Mason, 
Stephen Goin, B. N. Jester, E. J. Mears, J. H. 1\!Iiles, Charles 
K. Mason, 0. L. Barnes, J. R. Wessells and L. Bates Wessells 
and the county road leading from Foxville to Guilford. It 
being the same land which was devised to the said Joseph 
H. Mason by the last will and testament of l\fajor Mason, de-
ceased. 
2nd. All that certain tract or parcel of land, adjoining the 
aforesaid tract, also a part of the Major Mason Farm, which 
was devised by the last will and testament of Major Mason, 
deceased, to George l\L Mason, and conveyed to the said 
,Joseph H. 1\!Iason by George M. Mason & wife, by deed of 
.bargain and sale, bearing date on the 29th day of May, A. D. 
1920, and designated on the plat of the said Major Mason 
farm, made by G. H. B·adger, as aforesaid, as TRACT B, 
containing 22.33 acres, and bounded as follows : On the 
North, and North-east, by the land of E. J. Mears, on the 
East and South-east, by the land of E. J. Mears and by a 
portion of Tract A; on the South, by the land of Charles K. 
Mason, designated as Tract C; and on the West and North-
west, by the cleared land of Tract A. Together with all the 
rights, privileges and appurtenances to the said tracts or 
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parcels of land belonging or in anywise appertaming. And 
the said Joseph H. Mason further assigns, transfers and sets 
over unto the said J. Harry Rew, Trustee as aforesaid, any 
@d all sum or sums of money which shall .or may become 
due and payable to him as one of the legatees under the last 
will and testament of Major }.lfason, deceased. 
That at the reduced value of real estate in Ac-
page 4 ~ comac County, particularly in the section in which 
said farm is located, said farm is not worth and will 
not bring the tax charges against it and your complainant's 
deed of trust lien. And office copy of said deed of trust, 
showing the marginal released of other bonds secured, is 
herewith filed, marked "Exhibit A", and prayed to be taken 
and read as a part of this bill. 
That by a paper 'vriting, dated the 22nd day of May, 1930, 
J. Harry Rew and J. ~{erritt Chandler, by whom the interest 
had been paid yearly to your Complainant, in order to pre-
vent the foreclosure of said deed of trust, executed a paper 
writing jointly and severally, promising to pay said bonds, 
principal and interest, on demand, said paper writing being 
as follows: 
We, J. Merritt Chandler and J. Harry Rew, hereby ac-
knowledge that the two bonds of Joseph H. Mason and Eliza-
beth P. J\£ason, dated June 1, 1920, each for the sum of FIVE 
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,000.00), total TEN THOU-
SAND DOLLARS ( $10,000.00), with interest on each of said 
bonds from December 11, 1929, both of said bonds being se-
cured by deed of trust of even date on the Mason Farm, 
situated near Bloxom, .Accomac County, Virginia, and the pay-
ment of both of said bonds being personally· guaranteed by 
us, said bonds now being owned by Annie E. Fox Parkes, 
are still due and owing and we, for valuable consideration, 
hereby jointly and severally promise to pay to the said Annie 
E. Fox Parkes said bonds, principal and interest, as aforesaid 
on demand. · · · 
Given under our hands and seals this the 22nd day of May, 
1930. 
(Signed) J. MERRITT QHANDLER 
'' J. HARRY REW 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
In tender consideration .whereof and forasmuch as your 
Complainant is remediless in the premises save by the aid 
of a Court of Equity, where matters of this kind are alone 
properly cognizable and relievable, your Complainant _prays 
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that the said Ben T. Gunter and J. Abh<>tt Byrd, Administra-
tors of J. Harry Rew, deceased, John R. Rew, Jr., 
page 5 ~ and Elsie Bratten Rew, his wife, Barton Bull and 
l{athleen Rew Bull, his wife, in ·right of said wife, 
and Florence E. Rew, widow of John R. Rew, deceased, J. 
Merritt Chandler and Nora E. Chandler, his wife, William 
P. Godwin and Susan J. Godwin, his wife, George W. Gillis-
pie and Lelia Gillispie, his wife, Joseph H. ~iason and Eliza-
beth P. Mason, his wife, Elizabeth S. Roberts, and Elmer W. 
Somers, Trustee, and Nettie Core, Evelyn E. ~Iitchell and 
M. A. Somers, Beneficiaries respectively in a deed of trust 
from Elizabeth S. Roberts, dated January 1, 1931,' may be 
made parties defendant to this bill and be required to answer 
same, but answers under oath are hereby expressly waived, 
that a decree may be entered in favor of your Complainant for 
a judgment against the estate of J. I-Iarry Rew, deceased, for 
the sum of $15,000.00, with interest on $10,000.00 thereof, rep-
resented by the bonds of tTosepb H. J\fason and Elizabeth P. 
Mason, the pa·yment of which was assumed by the s~id J. 
Harry Rew and J. ~Ierritt Chandler, from June 15, 1931, 
and on the remaining $5,000.00 represented by the bond of 
George M. Fisher and wife, from January 1, 1931, until paid, 
that the real estate of the said J. Harry Rew, owned jointly 
with J, Merritt Chandler, mentioned and described in this 
bill may be partitioned in kind, if susceptible of partition, 
and if not susceptible of partition may be sold for partition, 
and the interest of the said J. Harry Rew therein applied 
to the payment of his indebtedness; that an account may be 
taken of the indebtedness secured by the deed of trust from 
George M. Fisher and wife, to tT. Harry Rew, dated January 
1, 1921, on the Gillispie and Fisher land, at Mappsville, in 
said county, securing. the sum of $60,000.00, showing what in-
debtedness the estate of J. Harry Rew is personally liable 
for as guarantor of the bonds secured by said deed of trust, 
and the present holders of said bonds and the credits on said 
bonds; that the title to said· real estate, particularly to that 
parcel conveyed by J. Harry Rew, William P. Godwin and 
wife, and George W. Gillispie and wife, to Elizabeth S. Rob-
erts, on the 4th day of January, 1926, may be fixed and ~e-
termined, together with the lien created on the par-
page 6 ~ eel so conveyed by the deed of trust from Elizabeth 
S. Roberts to Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, and like-
wise the title to the remainder of the said lands embraced in 
the deed of trust securing the said $60,000.00 indebtedness of 
January 1, 1921; that a decree may be entered for the sale 
of the Major 1\fason tract, situated at Bloxom, on which the 
two bonds for $5,000.00 each, total of $10,000.00 are secured 
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by deed of trust of June 1, 1920, to J. :Harry Rew, Trustee, to 
be applied in part satisfaction of the aforementioned bond, 
secured on said tract; that the remainder of the real estate 
of the said J. Harry Rew·, in Accomac County, Virginia, 'vher-
ever situated and located, 1nay be decreed to be sold; that 
an account of the indebtedness of the said J. fiarry Rew may 
be made up and stated in this suit, and likewise an inventory 
of the personal estate of the said J. liarry Rew may be made 
up and stated in this suit; that all proper refere·nces may 
be had, inquiries directed, accounts taken, and that your 
Complainant may have such other, further and general relief 
as the nature of her case may require or to equity shall seem 
1neet. 
And your Complainant will ever pray, etc. 
ANNIE E. FOX PARKES. 
By ~lAPP & l\IAPP & HERBERT BARNES, 
Her Attorneys. 
page 7 ~ EXHIBIT ''A'' FILED WIT II BILL. 
This deed, n1ade this the 1st day of June, A. D., 1920, be-
tween Joseph H. :M~ason and Elizabeth P., his wife, of the 
first part, and J. Harry Re,v, trustee as hereinafter shown, 
of the second part, all of the County of Accomack, in the 
State of Virginia. 
Witnesseth: That the said Joseph II. l\Iason and Eliza-
beth P., his wife, do hereby grant and convey, with general 
warranty of title, unto the said J. Harry Rew, Trustee, the 
following described tracts or parcels of land, to-wit: 
1st. All that certain tract or parcel of land, situated and 
being near Bloxom Station, in said County and State, being 
a part of the Major 1\fason farm, designated on the plat of the 
said l\fajor Mason Farm, made by G. H. Badger, County Sur-
veyor, of Northampton County, Virginia, in April, 1920, which 
said plat is now of record in the Clerk's Office of the County 
of Accomack, along with a certain deed of bargain and sale 
from George l\1:. 1Iason & wife to the said Joseph H. Mason, 
bearing date on the 29th day of l\fay, A. D., 1920, as TRAC.T A, 
c-onsisting of three parcels, containing in all 39.79 acres, and 
adjoining the lands of H. T. 1\Jiason, Stephen Goin, B. N. Jes-
ter, E. J. l\Iears, J. H. M:iles, Charles K. Mason, 0. L. Barnes, 
J. R. W esse lis and L. Bates Wessells and the county road 
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leading from Foxville to Guilford. It being the same land 
which was devised to the said Joseph H. J\IIason by the last 
will and testament of :.Major Mason, deceased. 
2nd. All that certain tract or parcel of land, adjoining 
the aforesaid tract, also a part of the J\IIajor !fason Farm, 
which 'vas devised by the last will and testament of Major 
J\{ason, deceased, to George M. Mason, and conveyed to the 
said ,Joseph H. J\iason by George J\L Mason & wife, by deed 
of bargain and sale, bearing date on the 29th day of May, 
A. D., 1920, and designated on the plat of the said Major 
Mason Farm, made by G. II. Badger, as aforesaid, as TRACT 
B. containing 22.33 acres, and bounded as follows: On the 
. North and North-east, by the land of E. J. Mears; 
page 8 ~ on the East and South-east, by the land of E. J. 
Mears and by a portion of Tract A; on the South, by 
the land of Charles l{. Mason, designated as Tract C; and 
on the West and Northwest, by the cleared land of Tract A. 
Together with all the rights, privileges and appurtenances 
to the said tracts or parcels of land belonging or in anywise 
appertaining. And the said Joseph H~ Mason further assigns, 
transfers and sets over unto the said J. Harry Rew, trustee 
as aforesaid, any and all sum or sums of money which shall 
or may become due and payable to him as one of the legatees 
under the last will and testament of JV[t;tjor !1:ason, deceased. 
In trust, nevertheless, to secure to the Accomack Banking 
Company, Incorporated, Bloxom, Virginia, its successors or 
assigns, the payment of four certain bonds, of even date here-
"rith, three of which being for the principal sum of Five Thou-
~and Dollars ($5,000.00), each, and the other one for the prin-
cipal sum of Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000.00), the four 
bonds aggregating the principal sum of Nineteen Thousand 
Dollars ($19,000.00), each payable on demand, bearing legal 
interest from date, waiving the homestead exemption and 
wherein the said Joseph H. l\{ason and Elizabeth P ., his wife, 
are joint obligors and the said Accomack Banking Company, 
Incorporated, is obligee. The said bonds are intended to be 
secured ratably and without priority one over the other. And 
it is covenanted and agreed by and between the parties here-
to that in the event default be made in the payment of said 
bonds, either one or all, principal and interest or any part 
thereof, then the said trustee shall, at the request of the 
holder of either of said bonds, proceed .to sell the property 
herein conveyed at public auction, to the highest bidder, ac-
cording to the Statute law of Virginia, now in force, except 
that the time, terms and place of sale shall be such as the 
said trustee may deem fair and best for the interest of all 
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parties then concerned. And the said Joseph H. Mason fur .. 
ther covenants and agrees tl~at he "\vill pay all taxes, dues, 
levies and assessments upon the property herein conveyed so 
long as he, his heirs or assigns, shall hold the same. · 
·page 9 ~ Witness the following ·signatures and seals. 
JOSEPH H. MASON 
ELIZABETH P. MASON 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
State of Virginia, 
County of Accomv.ck, to-wit: 
I, J. A. Causey, a Notary Public in and for the County of 
Accomack, in the State aforesaid, do certify that Joseph H. 
Mason and Elizabeth P ., his wife, whose names are signed 
to the foregoing writing, bearing date on the 1st day of ,June, 
A. D., 1920, have acknowledged the same before me in my 
County aforesaid. 
My commission expires April 2, 1924. 
Given under my hand this the 1st day of June, A. D., 1920. 
J. A. OAUSEY, 
·Notary Public. 
1930~ May 13th, The bond of $4,000.00 and one of the bonds 
of $5,000.00 secured by deed of trust recorded opposite here-
to ~ave been fully paid and satisfied .. 
ACCOMACK BANKING CO. INC., 
and L. R MASON, Assignee, 
Atteste: 
By J. HARRY REW, 
Their Atty. 
JOHN D. GRANT, JR., C. C. 
1930, May 13th. The bonds of $4,000.00 and one of the bonds 
of $5,000.00 secured by deed of trust recorded opposite here-
to, have this day, duly cancelled, been produced before me in 
Accomack Circuit Court Clerk's Office. 
Teste: 
JOHN D. GRANT, JR., C. C. 
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Virginia: 
Accomack Circuit Court Clerk's Office, June 3rd, A. D., 
1920. 
This Deed from Joseph H. ~las on and Elizabeth P ., his 
wife, to J. Harry Rew, Trustee for Accomack Banking Com-
pany, Incorporated, Bloxom, Virginia, was with the certifi-
cate of the acknowledgn1ent thereof, thereto annexed, received 
by me in. the Clerk's Office this day and admitted to record. 
Teste: 
JOHN D. GRANT, JR., C. C. 
A Copy-Teste: 
JOHN D. GRANT, JR., Clerk, 
By STJSIE T. GRANT, Deputy. 
ANSWER OF J. HARRY REW'S ADlVIINISTRATORS, 
FILED OCTOBER lOTH, 1934. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Accomack County. 
A.nnie Fox Parkes, a creditor of J. Harry Rew, deceased, who 
sues, etc., Pltff., 
v. 
Ben T. Gunter, and J. Abbott Byrd, Administrators of J. 
Harry Rew, deceased, and others, Defts. 
(In Chancery.) 
To the Honorable John E. Nottingham, Judge of said Court: 
page 10 } The answer of Benjamin T. Gunter and J. Abbott 
Byrd, Administrators of J. Harry Rew, deceased, 
to a bill of complaint and an amended and supplemental bill 
filed against them and others in the Circuit Court for the 
Oo11nty of Accomack, Virginia, by Annie Fox Parkes, a credi-
tor, etc., plaintiff. 
These respondents, reserving to themselves the benefit of 
all just exceptions to said bill, for answer thereto, or to so 
much thereof as they are advised it is material they should 
answer, answer and say: 
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1. That they are not advised as to any indebtedness due 
to the plaintiff, Annie Fox Parkes, by the estate of J. I-Iarry 
Rew, except the $5,000.00 bond executed by George :M. Fisher 
and wife, guaranteed by J. Harry Rew, W. P. Godwin and 
George W. Gillispie, and assigned to Annie Fox Parkes. 
2. These respondents further state that whilst it may be 
true that there was a deed of trust on the ~Iason Farm, se-
curing four bonds, three for the su1n of $5,000.00 each and 
one for $4,000.00, together aggregating $19,000.00, in which 
deed of trust the said J. Harry Rew was Trustee, it is also 
true that $4,000.00, the principal of one of said bonds, was 
paid to L. R. Mason, Assig·nee. It is also true that this deed 
of trust was executed by J. Harry Rew, Trustee, and the 
property was sold and bid off to J. lVIerritt Chandler, at the 
price of $14,900.00. In the Fiduciary Account Book 1925-28, 
at pages 90 and 91, a record in the Clerk's Office of the Cir-
cuit Court for the County of Accomack, Virginia, it appears 
. that J. Harry Rew, Trustee, made up his a'ccount, it being 
labeled ''Joseph ~Iason and wife account, in Account with J. 
Harry Rew, Trustee''. This account shows that the purchase 
price was $14,900.00, and after deduction of the costs of exe-
cuting the trust, there was left for distribution $14,389.09. 
This an1ount was distributed as follows : Accomack Banking 
Company, Inc., $9,415.91; Lemuel R. 1\Iason bond, $4,973.18, 
making a total distributed by the said J. Harry 
page 11 ~ Rew, Trustee, $14,389.0H. The deed of trust re-
ferred to from Joseph I:I. 1.\'Iason and Elizabeth P ., 
his wife, to J. Harry l~ew, Trustee, a copy of which is filed 
with the original bill in this cause as "Exhibit A", disclose 
that on May 13, 1930, there was exhibited to the Clerk of the 
Court, duly canceled, one bond for $4,000.00 and one bond for 
$5,000.00, as will fully appear by reference to the margin of 
said deed. These re!::ipondents admit that the said J. Harry 
Rew, Trustee, did not convey the property to J. Merritt 
Chandler, the purchaser thereof. These respondents are not 
advised as to the two $5,000.00 bonds now alleged to be held 
by the plaintiff in this cause, nor are they advised as to any 
endorsement that may be thereon. 
And now having fully answered the plaintiff's bill and the 
amended and supplemental bill of the plaintiff, these respond-
ents beg to be hence dismissed with their reasonable costs in 
this behalf oxpended. 
BEN T. GUNTER & 
J. ABBOTT BYRD, 
Administrators of J. Harry Rew, deceased. 
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ANSvVER OF J. MERRITT CHANDLER, FILED APRIL 
25TH, 1935. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court for the County of .Accomack. 
Annie Fox Parkes, a creditor of J. Harry Rew, deceased, who 
sues, etc., Pltff., 
v. 
Ben T. Gunter and J. Abbott Byrd, Administrators of J. 
Harry Rew, deceased, and others, Defts. 
In Chancery. 
The separate answer, filed by leave of Court, of J. Merritt 
Chandler to a bill of complaint and also to an amended and 
supplemental bill filed against him and others in the Circuit 
Cc urt for the County of Accomack by Annie Fox Parkes, a 
creditor of J. Harry Rew, deceased, who sues, &c. 
This respondent, reserving to himself the benefit of all just 
exceptions to the aforesaid bills, for answer there-
page 12 ~ to, or to so much thereof as he is advised it is ma-
terial he should answer, answers and says: 
1. This respondent neither admits nor denies the allega-
tion contained in the first paragraph of said original bill rela-
tive to the indebtedness of the estate of J. Harry Rew, de-
ceased, to the said plaintiff, Annie Fox Parkes. 
2. This respondent admits as true that by a deed of trust 
dated June 1, 1920, and recorded in the Clerk's Office of the 
above mentioned Court, tT oseph H. Mason and Elizabeth P. 
Mason, his wife, conveyed to the said J. Harry Rew, Trus-
tee, two tracts of land described in said deed and known 
as the ''Mason Farm'', in trust to secure four bonds, three for 
the sum of $5,000 each, and one for the sum of $4,000, making 
a total of $19,000. 
This respondent says that the land conveyed by said deed 
of trust was offered for sale by the said J. Harry Rew, Trus-
tee, on the 26th day of September, 1925, and that this land 
was knocked off to this respondent at the price of $14,900. 
This was done at the instance of. the said J. Harry Rew, Trus-
tee, for this respondent had no intention of becoming the 
purchaser of the said "Mason Land''. Immediately after the 
sale the said J. Harrv Rew stated to this respondent that 
the land had been knocked off to this 1-espondent because it 
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could not be ·knocked off to the said J. Harry·Rew inasmuch 
as he was the Trustee making the sale under the deed of 
trust aforesaid, and the said J. Harry Rew then said to this 
respondent that he, the said Re\v, felt confident that a sale of 
the said ''Mason Farm'' could shortly be made at a profit, 
and he suggested to this respondent that he, the said .. Rew, 
and this respondent should hold the property until such sale 
could be made, and divide equally such profit as could be real-
ized from a re-sale of the same, to which arrangement this 
respondent agreed. At the time of the sale one of the $5,000 
bonds secured by the said deed of trust belonged to a certain 
Lemuel R. 1\1ason, which bond had theretofore been assigned 
to a certain William F. Gillispie as collateral security for 
certain bonds of the said Lamuel R. }.1ason and wife 
page 13 ~ then held by said Gillespie. That shortly after 
the said sale the said Lemuel R. Mason came to 
this respondent and called for the payment of the said $5,000 
bond which he, the . said Lemuel R. ].{ason, then had in his 
possession. This respondent then paid to the said Len1uel 
R. 1\1ason the sum of $4,973.00 and took an assignment of the 
said $5,000 bond for the said Lemuel R-. Mason to this re-
spondent, the assignment not being 'vritten on the bond itself 
but on a paper affixed to the said bond. At this time th~ 
collateral assignment above referred to was still likewise af-
.fixed to said bond. This respondent says that this sum of 
$4,973.00 is all that he has ever paid on the purchase price 
of said farm; that during the lifetime of the said J. Harry 
Rew this respondent called upon him frequently to reimburse 
this respondent to the extent of one-half of the said sum of 
$4,973.00, but that no part of said amount was ever paid to 
this respondent by the said J. Harry Rew. 
. This respondent further says that shortly after the said 
.bond for $5,000 was assigned to him as aforesaid, he, in turn, 
_assigned the said. bond to his wife, Nora E. Chandler, who 
has been the owner of the said bond ever since. That no pay-
-ment either of interest or principal has ever been made on 
said bond since the assignment of the same to this respondent, 
as above shown. This respondent further says that his wife 
continued to hold the said $5,000 bond until on or about the 
13th day of May, 1930, when the said ,J. Harry Rew came to 
this respondent and requested him to let him, the said Rew, 
have said bond, for what reason this respondent did not know; 
but, as the social and business relations between this respond-
ent and the said J. Harry Rew, 'vere, and for years had been, 
of the most intimate and friendly character, he delivered the 
said bond without question to the said Rew. The said bond 
was surrendered to this respondent by the said J. Harry· Rew 
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a few hours afterwards that same day, and this respondent, 
without examining the bond at all, but thinking that it was 
in the same condition as when delivered by him to the said 
Rew, handed it back to this respondent's wife. Years after-
wards, to-wit, on or about the . day of November, 1933, 
and after the death of the said J. Harry Rew, this respondent 
learned for the first time, and to his great aston-
page 14 ~ ishment, that the deed of trust of June 1, 1920, on 
the said "Mason Farm", as above set forth, had 
been marked satisfied on the 13th day of l\Iay, 1930, by the 
said J. Harry Rew on the margin of the deed book wherein 
said deed of trust was recorded as to the said $5,000 bond 
held by your respondent's wife, and the $4,000 bond secured 
by said deeil. of trust, which last mentioned bond this respond-
ent knows had been paid a considerable time before the sale 
of the said farm. This respondent knew nothing whatever 
about such release, nor had he or his wife ever authorized 
the same. Immediately after learning of this release, and 
knowing that the same required an endorsement of payment 
on the said two bonds, this respondent examip.ed the said 
$5,000 bond then held by his wife and found that it carried 
across the face of it the following endorsement: ''Paid in 
full. L. R. Mason, assignee, by tT. Harry Rew.'' In addition to 
this, this respondent found also that the assignment of the 
bond to this respondent which had been attached to the said 
bond as above stated was no longer attached to the same, nor 
has this respondent or his wife ever been able to find such as-
signment. And the same is true as to the assignment also by 
this respo·ndent of the said $5,000 bond to his wife evidenced, 
as in the case of the previous assignment, by a paper attached 
to said bond, but the collateral assignment of said bond made 
by the said Lemuel R-. 11:ason was found attached to the said 
bond. 
This respondent further says that when he assigned the 
said bond for $5,000 to his wife he was in good financial con-
dition; that he then owned considerable real estate in the 
said County of Accomack that was at that time valuable, all 
of which was unencumbered, in addition to which he was pos-
sessed of persona] property, and that he was then in posses-
sion of aud owned sufficient property and assets to pay his 
indebtedness then existing if he had been called upon, and had 
been allowed a reasonable time, to do so. 
This respondent further says that in view of the payment 
by him of the said sum of $4,973.00, and the assignment to him 
of the said $5,000 bond and the re-assignment of the same 
by this respondent to his said wife, she is justly a beneficiary 
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to that extent under the aforesaid deed of trust 
pag·e 15 ~ on the said '' ~Iason Farm''. 
This respondent, not having definite knowledge 
of the same, neither admits nor denies the other allegations 
contained in the said bills. 
And now having answered said bill,- this respondent prays 
to be hence dismissed with his reasonable costs. And he will 
ever pray, &c. 
J. MERRITT CHANDLER. 
STEW ART K. POWELL, Counsel. 
ANSWER OF NORA E. CHANDLER, FILED APRIL 
25TH, 1935. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit .Court for the County of Accomack. 
Annie Fox Parkes, a creditor of J. Harry Rew, deceased, who 
sues, etc., Pltff., 
v. 
Ben. T. Gunter and J. Abbott Byrd, Administrators of J. 
Harry Rew, deceased, and others, Defts. 
In Chancery. 
The separate answer, filed by leave of Court, of Nora E. 
Chandler, to a bill of complaint and also to an amended and 
supplemental bill filed against her and others in the Circuit 
Court for the County of Accomack by Annie Fox Parkes, a 
creditor of J. Harry Rew, deceased, who sues, &c. 
This respondent, reserving to herself the benefit of all just 
exceptions to the aforesaid bills, for answer to so much there-
of as she is advised that she should answer, answers and says: 
First: This respondent has not sufficient knowledge of the 
various matters and things alleged and set forth in said bills 
to enable her either to admit or to deny the truth of the al-
leg·ations in said bills, except insofar as they refer to a $5,000 
bond, made by Joseph H. ~{as on and Eliza: beth P. Mason, his 
wife, dated the 1st day of June, 1920, and secured by deed of 
trust of even date from the makers of the said bond to J. 
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Harry Rew, Trustee, now deceased, as to which this respond-
€nt says: 
Second: That sometime in the fall of 1925 your respond-
ent's husband, J. Merritt Chandler, brought and 
page 16 ~ delivered to her the above mentioned bond which 
had been assigned to her said husband by Lemuel 
R. ]/fason by an assignment on a strip or piece of paper which 
was then attached to the said bond. That at the same time 
there was attached to the said bond a co~lateral assignment 
of the said bond made by the said Lemuel R. J\fason to a cer-
tain William F. Gillespie. That when your respondent's hus-
band delivered the said bond to her he made an assignment 
of the same to her, likewise on a strip of paper which was · 
affixed to said bond. It was the understanding then of this 
respondent that her said husband had made a gift to her of 
this bond. That this respondent put this bond among her 
papers where it remained for several years, during which 
time no payment was ever made to her on account of said 
bond, either of interest or otherwise. This respondent had 
very little knowledge of the indebtedness which was evidenced 
by this bond, she knew that her husband had given her a 
bond for $5,000 but she did not know whether it was worth 
that amount, or just what its value was. That several years 
afterwards, this respondent being unable to remember even 
approximately when it was, her said husband came to her 
and called for the said bond, which she delivered to him, stat-
ing· that he would hand it back to her shortly. That some 
time later, on the same day, her husband brought back the 
said bond to her and she again put it in her papers without 
looking it over or giving lt any examination at all. That 
this respondent kept said bond in her papers until some time 
in the fall of 1933, when her said husband again came to her 
and called for the said bond, when, upon examining the same, 
it appeared that the bond had been marked "Paid in full, 
L. R. Mason, assignee, by J. Harry Rew", and that the as-
signment of the said bond to this respondent's husband, and 
the latter's assignment to her, had been in some way lost or 
withdrawn from the said bond, leaving· only therewith the 
collateral assignment made by the said Lemuel R. Mason, as 
hereinbefore stated, and this respondent further says that so 
far as she knows the assignment of said bond to her said 
husband, and his assignment to your respondent as aforesaid, 
have never been found. 
page 17 ~ And this respondent further says that she never 
authorized the said J. Harry Rew, or anyone else, 
to mark the said bond paid and to release the lien of the 
deed of trust, which this respondent is advised and believes 
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is of record in the Clerk's Office of the said County, securing 
the same. That this respondent ever since the said $5,000 
bond was assigned to her has been, and still is, the owner of 
the same, that no part of said bond has ever been paid to 
her, nor, so far as she knows, to anyone else for her; that 
your respondent is lawfully entitled to the proceeds of said 
bond, notwithstanding the fact that the same has been er-
roneously marked paid, as above shown, and she is advised, 
believes. and here states that she is lawfully entitled to her 
proportionate part of the proceeds of the real estate con-
veyed by the said deed of trust from the said Joseph H. Mason 
and wife. 
And now having ans\vered said bill, this respondent prays 
to be hence dismissed with her reasonable costs. And she 
"?ll. ·ever pr~y, &c. 
NORA E. CHANDLER. 
STEW ART K. POWELL, CounseL 
And at another day, to-,vit: 
Circuit Conrt of the County of Accomack, on Monday, the 
15th day of April, in the year of our Lord, Nineteen Hun-
dred and thirty -five. 
Annie Fox Parkes, who sues, etc .. , Plaintiff, 
against ·I. 
J. Harry Rew's Administrators, et als., Defendants .. 
In Chancery. 
This cause came on this day to be again heard upon the pa-
pers formerly read and upon the report of E. L. Parks, Com-
missioner in Chancery, filed herein on the 2nd day of April, 
1935, the two separate exceptions of Annie Fox Parkes to a 
part of said report, the exceptions of Sidney B. Shrieves ; the 
exception of Velma Annis Phillips, all filed in open Court, 
the report of J. Harry Rew's Adn1inistrators, filed April 1,. 
1935, to which report no exceptions have been taken, and was 
argued by counsel. . · 
On consideration whereof, the Court without confirming or· 
rejecting the said report of the said Commissioner 
page 18 ~ in Chancery at the time, it is adjudged, ordered· 
and decreed that said amount of the Administra-
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tors of J. Harry Rew, deceased, be, and the same hereby is, 
ratified and confirmed. 
It appearing to the Court from statement of counsel for J. 
Merritt Chandler that he desires to file an answer on behalf 
of the said J. ~ferritt Chandler and Nora E., his wife, it is 
ordered that he be permitted to do so within ten days from 
the rising of Court; and it likewise appearing from statement 
of counsel that it is desired to take evidence in support of the 
answer of the said J. ~Ierritt Chandler, and Nora E., his 
wife, to be filed, and also in the matter of the title to the two 
tracts of land mentioned and described in the bill, one con-
taining 30 acres, situated near Tasley, and the other contain-
ing 18 acres, situated between Daugherty and Tasley, both 
in this cou·nty, said lands having been fqrmerly owned by 
Alfred 1\Ioorc, and also to take certain evidence in the matter 
of Sidney B. Shrieves and Velma Annis Phillips, without 
confirming or rejecting the report of said Commissioner in 
Chancery, it is ordered that the papers in this cause be re-
ferred to her for the purpose of taking said evidence or any 
other that may be deemed pertinent to any matter in contro-
versy in this cause. . 
And the Court reserves all further consideration. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Accomack County. 
Annie Fox Parkes, who sues, etc., Pltff., 
v. 
J. Harry Rew 's Admrs., et als., Defts. 
(In Chancery.) 
The depositions of J. Merritt Chandler, et als., taken before 
E. L. Parks, a Commissioner in Chancery of the Circuit Court 
of Aooomack County, Virginia, at her office at Accomack 
Court House on Wednesday, May 22, 1935, notice· having been 
waived by G. Walter Mapp, Attorney for Plaintiff, and Stew-
art K. Powell, Attorney for J. Merritt Chandler and wife, 
and Benjamin T. Gunter, Administrator of J. Harry Rew, 
to be read as evidence in the execution of a decree entered 
in the above entitled cause on the .... day of April, 1935. 
page 19 } Present: G. Walter l\tiapp, Attorney for Pltff. 
Stewart K. Powell, Attorney for J. Merritt Chand-
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ler, and .Nora w~ Chandler. Benjamin T. Gunter, Attorney 
for estate of J. Harry Re,v. 
J. MERRITT CHANDLER, 
a witness of. lawful age, having been first duly sworn, de-
posed as follows: 
Examined by ~Ir. Powell: 
Q·. This is a chancery suit brought by Mrs. Annie Fox 
Parkes, a creditor of J. Harry Rew1 deceased, who sues, for herself and all other creditors, against Benjamin T. Gunter 
and J. Abbott Byrd, Admrs. and many others, primarily for 
settlement of Mr .. Rew's estate. Are you one of the· parties 
to this suit? 
A. I presume so, 1\{r. Pow ell. 
Q. There is an original bill and an amended bill later filed 
in the suit. Do you recall whether you have read those bills 
or had them read to you. 
A. I have not. 
Q. In the . original bill, the first allegation refers to Mrs. 
Parkes' position as a creditor of J. Harry Rew in connection 
'vith a certain loan that had been made to Joseph H. Mason 
and Elizabeth P. Mason, securing bonds aggregating $19,-
000.00 at the first, that deed being dated the 1st day of June, 
1920, and of record here in the Clerk's Office, from Joseph 
H. Mason and Elizabeth P. 1\{ason, his wife, to J. Harry Rew, 
Trustee. The property conveyed was a part of the real es-
tate that Joseph 1\fason 's father, Mr. Major Mason, owned 
near Bloxom. Do you have any information with regard to 
that loan. Do you know that such a loan was made and that 
there was a deed of trust given to 1\fr. Rew by Joseph H. Ma-
son and his wife, to secure the loan? 
A. Yes, sir, that is true. 
Q. The real estate is described in the bill as Tract A, con-
taining 39.70 A. and Tract B containing 22.33 A. That de-
scription is no'v immaterial. Are you familiar with the prop-
ertvY 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Several years later this real estate was sold, was it not, 
Mr. ChandlerY 
A. It was. 
page 20 ~ Q. By whom Y 
A. J. Harry Rew, Trustee. 
Q. Where? 
A. At Bloxom. 
Q. Were you present Y 
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A. I was. 
Q. Do you remember approximately the date of that sale? 
A. Sometime the latter part of September, 1925, Mr. 
Powell. 
Q. Do you know, Mr. Chandler, who were the holders of 
the bonds secured by that deed of trust at that time Y 
A. Yes, sir, L. R. 1\Iason, Pocomoke City, and 1\Irs. Parkes, 
at Parksley. 
Q. It is understood between counsel that here was an addi-
tional bond of $4,000.00 orig·inally secured b~ this deed of 
trust? 
A There was. 
Q. Do you know when that was paid Y 
A. No, sir, I know it was paid prior to sale of the land. 
Q. Do you mean the bond was actually paid and out of the 
way? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr .• Toe Mason had taken care of that and it was out of 
the way? 
A. It was paid. 
Q. It was no longer an indebtedness that had to be consid-
ered by the Trustee Y · 
A. That is right. 
Q. Will you please state what transpire8 at the sale in the 
way of bidding the property off Y 
A. Harry Rew came to me on Saturday morning. The 
land .I think was sold Saturday afternoon, and asked me if I 
would ride up there and bid on the property for him. Said 
he was Trustee and couldn't bid on it. I told him I would. 
I went up there and the property was bid off by me, but not 
bought by me, for $14,900.00. 
Q. On the day of the sale and after the sale was there any 
transaction between you and Mr. Rew with reference to the 
sale that had been made f . 
A. After the sale when we were going home from Bloxom, 
he said, ''Look here, you come on and join in on 
page 21 ~ this deal with me. I think I can sell the farm in 
just a short while and make a few hundred dol-
lars". I said, "No, I don't want to get in it". He kept per-
suading and persuading, and in that way it made it a joint 
purchase after the sale. 
Q·. Let me call your attention to this. It appears, as you 
know, do you not, that there is of record here in the Clerk's 
Office, an inventory of the sale so made by Mr. Rew at that 
time? 
A. I know there is. You told me about that sometime after 
Mr. Rew's death. I didn't know it before. 
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Q. · Not only is there an inventory, but there was l~ter on 
an account made up of the sale of the property, in which 
you appear as the purchaser? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The actual truth is that you were not a purchaser in 
the sense of having paid the whole of the purchase priceY 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. Did you know anything about the account of sale of 
record until I showed it to you in the Accounts of Fiduci-
aries? · 
A. No, sir, I didn't know there was ever such a thrng filed, 
in any way, shape or form, because I knew positively the farm 
wasn't all paid for. 
Q. Do you know about how long after Mr. Rew's death that 
wasY · 
A. It was when Mrs. Parkes first started those suits. It 
was the first I knew that the Trustee account had 'been filed. 
Didn't know a thing about it until then. 
Q. At the time of the sale did you know yourself how the 
bonds in question were held, that is to say, who held the 
bonds secured by the deed of trust and the amounts of the 
bonds? 
A. Yes, sir, I knew there was $15,000.00 outstanding 
against the fa1·m ;.I knew that. 
Q. You knew Mrs. Parkes held two of the bonds' 
A. Yes, sir, and I knew Mr. Lemuel R. Mason held the 
other one. 
Q.· What happened with. regard to the Lemuel R. Mason 
bond after the sale 7 
A. Mr. :h!ason came down there, I would say 
page 22 ~ maybe a month after the sale and he asked me to 
pay the bond. I told him,-I said ''I am not in a 
position to do that today,. in a little while I will make ar-
rangements and pay you off", and I di4 it, I think about the 
13th or 14th 9f December, 1925. 
Q. Of the same year 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At the time of the purchase did you know Mr. Lemuel 
1\fason was going to ask for payment of his bond f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you recall what the terms of sale were? 
A. I do not. 
Q. I hand you a. printed notice of sale and ask you to look 
at it and also look at the endorsement on the back Y 
A. That is my signature, Mr. Powell, and this is one of 
.the posters. · 
Q. You say this is a printed notice of the sale that you 
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have just referred to, made by Mr. Rew, Trustee? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I notice on the back of the poster an endorsement of 
your acknowledgment of the purchase of the property; that 
bears date of sale, Sept. 26, 1925. Was that the acknowledg-
ment Mr. Rew got you to sign for him that day? 
.A. It is. 
Q . .At that time, ~fr. Chandler, ~Ir. Rew was expecting to 
make a resale of the property, was he f 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have never laid any claim to the ownership of the 
property by reason of the sale you refer to' 
.A. No, sir. 
Q. I find from the terms under which sale was made that 
one-third of the purchase price was required in cash and the 
residue was divided into two equal installments due in six 
and twelve months. Now did you yourself pay any of the 
purchase price in cash on day of sale . 
.A. I did not. 
Q. What is the first payment that you made, either on ac-
count of purchase or on account of bonds secured by the deed 
of trust? 
page 23 ~ A. The first payment that I made was to Lemuel 
R. 1\Iason about December 13 or 14, 1925. 
Q. That you referred to awhile ago? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know how it was that 1fr. Mason came down to 
see you about this f 
A. J\IIr. n1ason had bought some property up at Pocomoke 
City and wanted his money to pay on the property. 
Q. Did he have his bond with him the day he came down 
to see you~ 
A. Not the first day. He had it the last time; the day I paid 
him. 
Q. lie came down to see you shortly after the sale the first 
time? 
A. I would say two or three, or three or four weeks, I 
wouldn't say positively. 
Q. I hand you two papers and ask you to state what they 
are. Examine then1 and state what they are. 
A. The first one is a bond of Joseph I-I. 1\Iason and Eliza-
beth P. Mason, lVIr. Powell, and the other is an assignment 
from Mr. Mason to William F. Gillispie. The assignment, I 
presume, is made there because the bond was put up as col") 
lateral. 
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Mr. Powell: I desire to file these as Ex. 2 with your tes-
timony~ Filed. 
page 24 } $5,000.00 6337 
4,973/00 
On demand, we, Joseph H. Mason and Elizabeth P ., his 
wife, do promise, bind and oblige ourselves, our heirs and 
assigns, jointly and severally, to pay to the Accomack Bank-
ing· Company, Incorporated, Bloxom, Virginia, its successors 
or assigns, the sum of FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,-
000.00), bearing legal interest from the date hereof until 
paid. 
Paid in full 
L. R. Mason, Assignee 
by J. Harry Rew 
And we hereby 'vaive the benefit of qur respective home-
stead exemptions as to this obligation, which is secured by a 
deed of trust, of even date herewith, upon our real estate, 
situated near Bloxom Station, Accomack County, Virginia. 
Witness our hands and seals this the 1st day of June, 
A. D. 1920. 
Witness as to both: 
JOSEPH H. MASON 
ELISABETH P. MASON 
J. A. CAUSEY. 
October 18th, 1920: 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
For value received, we hereby assign the within bond to 
Dr. Fletcher Drummond, without recourse in any event. 
ACCOMACK BANKING CO., INC., 
by J. HARRY REW, Atty. 
(For entries on back of bond see next page.) 
For value received we hereby assign the within 
page 25 ~ bond, or bill obligator~, to Lemuel R. ~ason, 
without recourse to us In any event. As Witness 
· the signature of the Accon1ack Banking· Company, Incorpo-
rated, by .T. y,r, Bowdoin. its President, 'vith its corporate 
. . ' 
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seal annexed, and attested by the signature of J. M. Chand-
ler, its Cashier, this 7 day of January, 1924. 
(Seal) 
Attest: 
ACCOMACK BANKING COMPANY, 
INCORPORATED, 
By J .. W. BOWDOIN, President. 
J. M. CHANDLER, Cashier. 
Witness as to signature of J. W. Bowdoin 
J. A. CAUSEY. 
1920, Oct. 18th. 
Credit this bond with interest to this date One Hundred 
and Fifteen Dollars ($115.00). 
1922, ~Iay 9. 
Credit this bond with $300.00 (through J. M. Chandler) for 
interest to Oct. 18, 1921. 
G. L. FOSQUE, Admr. 
2/14/23 
I assig·n this bond and interest to L. R. Mason, without 
recourse to me in any event. 
GEO. L. FOSQUE, 
Aclministrator c. t. a. Dr. Fletcher Drummond, dec. 
Feby. 14, 1923-
Cr. 1 yrs. int. $HOO.OO 
Credit by int: to Oct. 18~ 1923. $300.00. 
page 26 } I hereby assign, transfer and set over unto Wil-
liam F. Gillespie. the bill obligatory of James H. 
Mason· and Elizabeth P. 1\fason in the principal sum of $5,-
000.00, bearing date of .Tune l. 1920, hereto annexed as col-
lateral to better secure the payment of my two bills obli-
gatory, each bearing date of January 5, 1924, and bearing the 
sig'Dature of my wife Lillie L. Mason as co-maker, one of said 
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bills obligatory being in the principal sum of $2,000.00, pay-
able to the order of the said William F. Gillespie twelve 
months after date, and the other of said bills obligatory in 
the principal sum of $8,800.00, payable to the order of the 
s~id Wil?am F. GilleRpie two years after date, both of said 
bills obligatory being hereto annexed. 
Witness my hand and seal this 8th day of .T anuary, 1924. 
LE·l\1:UEL R. MASON (Seal) 
Witness: L. T. EWELL. 
Q. On the face of the bond it appears that it is payable 
to the Accomack Banking Company, Inc., Bloxom, Va. 
A. Yee,, sir. 
Q. 'Vhat is the amount of the bond Y 
A. $5,000.00. 
Q. And the date of itY 
A. First day of June·, 1920. 
Q. .And it recites, does it not, that it is secured by deed of 
trustY 
... ~. Yes, sir. 
Q. You know, do you not, that this is one of the bonds that 
was secured by deed of trust that you have been talking 
about? · 
A. Yes~ sir. 
Q. One· of the three $5,000.00 bonds 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What relation was Lemuel R. Mason to Joseph H. Ma-
sonY 
A. Brother. 
Q. J\IIr. 1\!ajor Mason's sons al 
A. Yes, sir. 
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of that bond, the successive assignments, and read 
them out . 
.A. "Oct. 18, 1920. For value received, we assign this bond 
to Dr. Fletcher Drummond. Accomack Banking Company, 
Inc., by J. Harry Rew, Attorney." "2/14/23. I assign this 
bond and interest to L. R. 1\{ason, without recourse to me in 
any event. George Lee Fosque, Admr. of Dr. Fletcher Drum-
mond.'' 
Q. When lVIr. Mason brought the bond to you, was this 
collateral attached to the bond' 
A. Just like it is no,v. 
Q. Was it attached in this form by one of these clips? 
A. Yes, i sir. 
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Q. You say Mr. J\tiason called on you for the payment of 
the an1ount due on this bond to him~ 
.. ~. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did he happen to do that? Called on you as pur-
chaser of the property or why f 
A. By it being knocked off to me, I presume he thought I 
\vas the purchaser. 
Q. Wl1at did you dof 
A. I paid the bond. 
Q. Do you ren1ember ho·w nu1Ch you paid him~ 
A. I gave him a cheek for $4,970.00, and in about a week 
he came to me and said he had been down to see l\1r; Walter· 
J\l[app and said 1\Ir. ~f app said he hadn't been paid enough. 
I said "What is the difference", and he said $3.00, so I took 
three $1.00 bills out of my pocket and gave to him. 
Q. You will notice on the face of this bond some figures in 
lead pencil. What are they? R.eferring to the endorsement 
of 6337. 
A. I don't know what those fig·ures represent. 4973 repre-
sents the amount paid for the bond. 
Q. Are they you.r figures, the 4973? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are the others ~ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. The $3.00 you didn't pay :Nir. Mason until 
page 28 ~ after he had been down to see :Nlr. 1\!Iapp? . 
..A. I gave him a check for $4,9'70.00. He came 
back and told me he had been down to see 1\Ir. 1\Iapp and said 
1\:fr. ~f.app said he hadn't been paid enough, and I asked him 
what the difference was, and he said $3.00, and I gave him 
three one dollar notes. 
Q. What bank was your check drawn on 1 
A. Accomack Banking Co. 
Q. ~{r. 1\{ason, of course, left the bond with you and took 
the check~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
-Q. Did you have the bond assig-ned to you? 
A. I did. 
Q. In \vhat manner? 
A. I took a piece of letterhead, bank stationery, and I 
wrote the assignment out and Mr. Mason signed the assign-
ment that I wrote,-"! assign this bond to J. M. Chandler 
without recourse", and it was signed by 1\fr. Mason. 
Q. What did you do with that assignment? 
A. I attached it to the bond. . 
Q. I don't find that you had the assignment to you made 
on the bond? 
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A. No, sir, it was not. 
Q. What did you ·do with the bond? 
A. I took the bond, carried it hon1e 'vith the assignment on 
it,-this letterhead attached to the bond, and I don't know 
'vhat you call that piece of paper there on the back. 
Q. You are referring to the collateral assignment to Will 
Gillespie. What did you do with the bond 7 . 
A. I gave the bond to my wife; I assigned it to her and gave 
it to her; assigned it to Nora E. Chandler without recourse. 
Q. That wasn't made to l\irs. Chandler on the bond Y 
A. No, sir, nor the assignment from Mr. Mason to me; it 
was on ·the ·letterhead attached to this bond with the other 
paper. 
Q. So far as you know or have reason to believe, Mr. Lem-
uel Mason was the owner of this $5,000.00 bond at the time 
you gave him a check for it, subject to any liability 
page 29 ~ there might be out of his collateral assignment. 
Mr. Mason was entitled to this bondY 
A. l\.fr. Mason brought the bond to me with the collateral 
assignment to it. . 
Q. There never has been any question but that Mr. Lemuel 
Mason was the owner of this bond? 
A. Never heard it questioned. 
Q. When was your attention next called to this bond that 
you had given to Mrs. ChandlerY . 
A. Harry Rew came back a long time after, four or five 
years, and asked if I had that bond. I said "I have it". He 
said ''Where~'' I said ''Up home''. He said ''I want to take 
it and sho·w it to Mr. ·Mapp ". I went up home and got it and· 
g·ave· it to him in Accomack Banking Company envelope. I 
don't think he kept it over one and one-half hours, and he 
gave it to me and I carried it up home and gave it to my wife. 
That was a long time after 1ny wife had had it in possession, 
three, four or five years. 
Q. Do you know the physical condition the bond was in at 
the time it was assigned to you by Mr. Mason, and you as-
sig'11ed it t.o Mrs. Chandler? I mean 'vith reg·ard to any en-
dorsement on the face? 
A. There was no en.dorsen1ent on the face of the bond. 
Q. You have referred to the original assignment to Dr. 
Fletcher Drummond? 
A. I mean outside of that. 
Q. Did you have any knowledge \Vhatever, or any intima-
tion about what l\{r. Rew wanted to do with the bond when he 
came to you and asked you for it? 
. A. Just said he wanted to show it to Mr. Mapp, that was 
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all. I went up home· and got it. I don't think he kept it over 
an hour and a half before he brought it back; I carried it 
up to the house and g-ave it to my wife, in the same envelope. 
Q. When he returned it to you, did you make any inquiry 
abcut it? 
A. No, sir, I didn't think anything about it. I thought I 
received it back in the same condition I gave it to him. 
Q. You again handed it to Mrs. Chandler? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. V\'nen was your attention next called to the bond Y 
A. My attention wasn't called to the bond any 
page 30 ~ more until Mrs. Parkes started these suits. When 
she started these suits I asked Nora to hand me 
that bond and let me look at it. I sa\v it was marked paid 
on the face of it. I saw that the letterhead with the assign-
tnents on it was gone, and I immediately brought it down to 
you. 
Q. Do you remember whether the assignment from Mrs. 
lfason to you and from you to Mrs. Chandler were on the 
same sheet? 
A. On the same sheet, on letterhead of Accomack Banking 
Co. 
Q. Did you learn of anything else that had transpired on 
the records here at the Clerk's Office with reference to this 
bond? 
A. I afterwards found out from you that it had been can-
celed on the records, but I didn't kno\v it. 
Q. Mr. Chandler, when you say you didn't know anything 
had been done \vith the bond of 1\fr. Rew, you mean you had 
not authorized him to mark it paid or release it. 
A. Absolutely not. Absolutely not. 
Q. "What is there endorsed across the face of the bond 1 
A. "Paid in full. L. R. Mason, Assignee, by J. Harry 
Rew.'' 
Q. Do you remember the date of . the release of the deed· 
of trust as to this particular bond? Do you remember now 
\vithout my haYing to call your attention to it? 
.l\. No, sir, I.do not. 
Q. Your answer states that it was on or about the 13th day 
of ~fay, 19301 
A. I think that is right, taken from the records. 
Q. Have you any means of knowing now. whether or not 
that was about the time you let 1\.fr. Rew have the bond Y 
A. I think it was. I kno\v it was four or five years after 
the bond "ras taken up by me. I know it was sometime, a 
good long time. 
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Q. Has any part of the bond ever been paid to you or 1\tlrs. 
Chandler' 
.A. Not a dollar. 
Q. Principal or interest Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Has she held the bond all the intervening time f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The discovery by you of the change in the 
page 31 ~ bond, you say was when? 
A. ~{r. Powell, it was some time after Harry's 
death. It was made about the time 1\tirs. Parkes started one 
of those suits ag·ainst Godwin, Rew and Gillespie. 
Q. Aft~r Mr. Rew's death~ 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. Have you made search for the check that you gave l\Ir. 
1\tfason Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you been able to find it¥ 
A. I have not. 
Q. Is there any reason for it f Where did you have the 
check? 
A. Most of my checks I left in the Bank when it closed. A 
lot of those things were misplaced and can't be found,-not 
onlv mine. Q. Do you know whether the ledger sheet in Accomack 
Banking Company as of that date shows the withdrawal of 
this amount of money by yon Y 
A. ·Yes, sir, shows $4,970.00 on the 17th day of December, 
1925. 
Q. Do ·you have that sheet Y 
A. Yes, sir (Exhibit sheet). 
Q. Is the the original or a copy? 
A. A copy. 
Q. Ho'v do you know it is a copy Y 
A. Because Miss Gordy made it this morning at my re-
quest. 
Mr. Powell: I desire to introduce this copy of ledger 
sheet in evidence as Ex. 1, with l\Ir. Chandler's testimony. 
Filed. 
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~age 32 ~ THE ACCOMACK BANKING COMPANY, INC. 
SHEET NO. EX. 1 
I 
J. M. CHAN LER 
OOPIED FROM RIGINAL SHEET OF THE NAME J. M.CHANDLER 
ADDRESS 
Paragon Prtg. Wprks, Beaver Dam. Ky. 
Old Balanc~ ... Date Checks in Detail I Date Deposits Date New Balance 
Balance Brought Forward...._ Oct 31 25 268.48 Oct 31 25 268.48* 
268.48 5.0o- 3.15- Nov 2 Nov 2 260.33* 
260.33 122.0Q- Nov 4 127.30 
Nov 4 67.41 
Nov 4 167.60 Nov 4 500.64* 
500.64 35.0Q- 10.00- Nov 7 455.64* 
455.64 4.28- 45.6Q- 5.oo- Nov 9 146.24 Nov 9 547.00* 
547.00 40.QO- Nov 10 20.00 Nov 10 527.00_* 
527.00 5.19- 3.75- Nov 12 Nov 12 518.06* 
518.06 10.0Q- Nov 13 Nov 13 508.06* 
508.06 Nov 14 13.55 Nov 14 521.61 * 
521.61 lO.OQ- Nov 16 310.00 Nov 16 821.61* 
821.61 5.0o- 11.47- Nov 19 Nov 19 805.14* 
805.14 45.0Q- Nov 20 Nov 20 760.14* 
760.14 10'.00- 30.0Q- 46.68- Nov 23 84.20 
Nov 23 73.63 Nov 23 831.29* 
831.29 40.0Q- 88.oo- Nov 24 703.29* 
703.29 250.97- 10.0Q- Nov 25 612.87 Nov 25 1,055.19* 
1,055.19 10.0Q- Nov 27 Nov 27 1,045.19* 
1,045.19 10.0Q- Nov 30 Nov 30 1,035.19* 
1,035.19 19.8Q- Pee 2 Dec 2 1,015.39* 
1,015.39 600.0Q- Dec 3 30.00 Dec 3 445~39* 
445.39 5.0Q- 5.0Q- Dec 4 1,500.00 Dec 4 1,935.39* 
1,935.39 10.0Q- Dec 5 Dec 5 1,925.39* 
1,925.39 5.00- 12.00- 10.00- Dec 7 1,898.39* 
1,898.39 1,500.00- Dec 8 Dec 8 398.39* 
398.39 10.75- 5.00- 3.00- Dec 16 Dec 16 379.64* 
379.64 15.00- 61.25- 50.0Q- Dec 1"6 Dec 16 253.39* 
253.39 13.58- 4,970.0Q- Dec 17 GHR 3,025.00 
Dec 17 309.49 
Dec 17 925.00 
- Dec 17 916.68 Dec 17 445.98* 
445.9~ 5.oo- Dec 19 Dec 19 440.98* 
440.98 51.7Q- 15.00- 350.0Q- Dec· 21 24.28* 
. -
24.28 10.0Q- 8.00- Dec 22 Dec 22 6.28* 
6.28 4.5Q- Dec 23 Dec 23 1. 78* 
I 1.78 20.oo- 10.00- Dec 24 Dec 24 28.220D ! 28.22- 20.0Q- 25.00- Dec 28 Dec 28 73.220D i 73.22- 15.0Q- Dec 38 Dec 88 88.220D 
I 
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page 33 r Q. Mr. Chandler, did you have any other such 
check as the one for $4,970.00 anywhere near the 
time of this transaction 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Is that charged to your deposit account, $4,970.00, the 
charge resulting from the drawing of this check that you re-
fer tot 
A. Yes, sir, resulting frmn the- payn1ent of that bond. 
Q. And the check was given for the payment of the bondf 
1\.. Yes, sir. :; . t 
Q. .And no other transaction is shown by that date? . 
A. No, sir. · : I i U 
Q. Did you ever say anything to . M.r. Rew after this trans-
action about the paym.ent to :air. Lemuel l\1:ason and the tak-
ing up of this bond by you~ 
.l\. I did on several occasions. I told him that he should 
pay his half of the bond, and the last time I mentioned it to 
him, he seemed to get very angry and I never mentioned it to 
him again. That was about a year, not more than a year, be-
fore his death. 
Q. At the time you assigned this bond to 1\{rs. Chandler, 
did you have enough property, real and personal, to pay your 
debts f -
A. I think so, and considerably over at that time. 
Q. The situation 'vas then different from what it is now. 
_t\.. Yes, sir. 
Q. I believe I asked you awhile ago 'vhether you author-
ized the cancellation of the bond, but I am not sure when I 
asked you a11ything about cancellation of the deed of trust as 
to this bond in question? 
lt. No, sir, I never authorized either one. 
Q. And you didn't know it until later, as you testified 1 
A. No, sir, not until after he was dead and these suits 
started, and I found the bond was marked paid and the as-
signments on the letterhead were gone. 
Q. Have they ever been found f · 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXAl\fiNATION. 
By Mr. 1\{app: 
Q. :Nir. Chandler, as I gather from your evidence, you first 
came in the picture when you went up to bid on the 
page 34 ~ property at lVIr. Re'v's request1 
A. Rig·ht. 
Q. W11o was living on the property at that time? 
A. Joe Mason. 
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Q. He was still occupying itt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had this been a loan n1ade by your bank, or Mr. Rew 
through your Bank for clients? 
A. I couldn't testify po~itively, but I think that loan was 
made by Mr. Rew, because I notice his assignment, ''Per J. 
Harry Rew, Attorney, Accomack Banking Company''. 
Q. Do you know whether your liability ledger records of 
the Bank carry this loan of $19,000.00, as having been made 
to J osoph H. ~Jason? . · 
A. It was never carried to Parksley. 
Q. You had no knowledge of the loans of -the Bloxom 
Branch? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. It was never carried to Parksley? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. At the time of the sale you think Joe Mason was living 
on the property Y 
A. I think so. 
Q. Possession was given on January 1, 1926, according to 
the terms of sale, and you and Mr. Rew took charge of the 
farm on Jan. 1, 1926Y 
A. Yes, sir, I think that is right. 
Q. .And thereafter you and he rented the farm out, and paid 
the interest on $10,000.00? 
A. That is right. 
Q. On those bqnds that were held by Mrs. Annie Fox 
Parkes? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you have occasion to know before the farm was 
sold that Mrs. Parkes held hvo bonds for $5,000.00 each Y 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. Hadn't the assignment of those bonds to her husband 
been at the Parksley end of the Banking business, 
page 35 ~ and through yQu? 
A. The assignment on the bonds will show. Let 
me look at the bond. (Looks at bonds assigned to R. L. 
Parkes.) I find.here, Mr. Mapp, on Dec. 1, 1921, "We hereby 
assign this bond to R. L. Parkes, without re-course to us in 
any event. Accomack Banking· Company, Inc., Bloxom, Vir-
ginia, H. A. Littleton, Cashier''. That -is the only assignment 
I see on the bond. And I find on the other bond, ''Dec. 1, 
1921. We hereby assign this bond to R. L. Parkes, without 
recourse to us in any event. Accomack Banking Company, 
Inc., Bloxom, ·virginia, H. A. Littleton, Cashier''. 
Q. Now read the guarantee just under that Y 
A. ''We hereby guarantee payment of this bond in 
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full. .T. M. Chandler, J. Harry Rew", on one bond, and on 
the other bond, ''We hereby g'Uarantee payment of this bond 
in full. J. Merritt Chandler, J. Harry Rew". I wrote those 
guarantees and those guarantees were made after the sale of 
the farm. 
Q. They were not made at the time the bonds were as-
signed? 
A. They were not made prior to the sale of the farm. 
Q. You had no connection, then, either with making the 
loan, or with the transaction in any way prior to the sale Y 
A. I wouldn't say that. You are going along a different 
line. I had no connection with the making of the loan. I 
think Mr. Parkes knew those bonds were out and wanted 
them, and he came to me, and he took the bonds in that w~y. 
Q. The assignment was made through you. 
A. Not by me; he asked me to get the bonds for him and 
I got them. . 
Q. From Jan. 1, 1926, on until Harry Rew's death, you 
and he had possession of this farm and rented it out? 
A. We did. 
Q. Can you name the tenants you had during the time Y 
.... L\.. Levi Watts lived there and Garland White lived there, 
nnd I think the present tenant. If there has been another, I 
don't know ·it. 
Q. Ghre the name of the present tenant? 
A .. Harvey Young. 
Q. How long has he been there? 
pnge 36 ~ A. I couldn't tell you exactly, I don't know. 
Q. Who collected the rent? 
.A. Mr. Rew and myself. 
Q. Did you g·o toge.ther 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The rents were paid to you together Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You two "rould give a joint receipt? 
A. We didn't give any receipts for rent. Never gave a 
receipt for rent in my life that I know of. 
Q. You and he would go together and get the rents; what 
would yon do with the rents' 
A. We ·would pay the interest and divide it. 
Q. Divide it equally, 50-50? 
A. Most of the time. 
Q. When it wasn't most of the time, how· did you divide 
it? 
A. Practically all the time-all the time. 
Q. You would pay Mrs. Parkes $300.00 and Rew would 
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pay $300.00, or would you pay her the whole $600.00 and 
Rew pay you t · 
A. Paid it together; sometimes we would give her a check 
for $600.00, Re\v & Chandler. · 
Q. Did you carry an account in the Bank of Rew & Chand-
lei·t 
A. A part of the time. 
Q. When did you cease to carry that account f 
A. Still there now, a part of it. 
Q. Did that embrace any transaction besides the ~iason 
Farm? 
A. It did. 
Q. Then sometimes you "rould give a personal check for 
half of it, would you¥ 
· •A. Occasionally Mr. Rew would give me his personal check 
for part of it. 
Q. And you would give ~frs. Parkes ~Ir. Rew's check for 
$300.00 and give her check for $300.00? 
A. Not all the time; son1etimes I would pay it all. 
Q. Sometimes you did that; he paid $300.00 and 
page 37 ~ you $300.00? 
A. Yes, I g·uess we did. 
Q. Who paid the taxes¥ 
A·. We paid them jointly. 
Q. Conld you take the account of Rew & Chandler, or 
Chandler & Rew, and show what deposits in that account 
\Vere on behalf of this farm, and what on other transactions G[ 
A. I couldn't to save my life. 
Q. Do you know when you opened that account Y 
A. No. sir. 
Q. Do· you know when it \Vas closed Y 
A. VVhen the Bank closed. 
Q. What balance is there to your and Mr. Rew's creditrl 
A. I think approximately $600.00. 
Q. Was it carried through in the name of Rew & Chandler 
or Chandler & Rew' 
A. R-e\v & Chandler. 
Q. At thp time the property was sold you knew 1\frs. Parkes' 
bonds were outstanding 1 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. You also knew that this Lemuel R. Mason bond was 
out~tanding 1 
A. I did. 
Q. I notice this bond, after it was assigned to Dr. Fletcher 
Drummond was assigned to L. R. Mason by Dr. Drummond's 
Admr. c. t. a. 2/14/23 ~ and then later it was assigned to 
Lemuel R. Mason, who· is the same person, by the Accomack: 
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Banking Cmnpany, by J. vV. Bowdoin, President, and attested 
by .J. ~f. Chandler, Cashier, witnessed by l\Ir. Causey. The 
date of that assignment is the 7th day of January, 1924. Can 
you explain why it was necessary to assign it to ~ir. Mason 
twice~ . 
A. Yes, sir, that assignment was written on there by Mr. 
L. Paul Ewell. He can explain it. In some ·way be couldn't 
use it unless it was assigned by the President and Cashier 
of the Bank. 
Q .. I find this same bond also bears the notation of '' 1922, 
~fay 9, I credit this bond with $300.00, through J. l\1. Chandler, 
Oct. 1 8, 1921 '', signed by L. G. Fosque, Adminis-
page 38 ~ trator. Is that entry in your handwriting1 
.A .. No, sir, 1\Ir. ~Iason paid the interest to n1e 
and I sent it to Dr. Fosque after Dr. Drummond's death. 
Q. The notation is not in Dr. Fosque 's handwriting, is it? 
A. I don't know whose it is; it is not mine. 
(.Agreed by counsel to be writing of Warner Ames.) 
Q. So on the day of sale, you knew there were three bonds 
of $5,000.00 each outstanding f 
A. I did. 
Q. I note on the back of the notice of sale there is a nota-
tion which ].iliss Parks tells me is in Mr. James C. 1\felson 's, 
former Conunissioncr in Chancery, ''Annie E. Parks $10,-
000.00; Lemuel R. l\Iason, $5,000.00' t. Like\vise a notation 
as to the amount paid auctioneer, $15.00. You say you paid 
nothing in cash on day of sale? 
.A.. Not on day of sale. · 
Q. Yon signed this purchaser's acknowledgment 1 
A. Yes, sir, :Mr. Rew couldn't because he was Trustee. 
Q. And you and ~rr. Re\v n~reed to take the property half 
and half? 
A. Yes. sir, on the· way home he prevailed on me. 
Q. It was on that Qasis you and he were interested jointly 
in collecting· the rent and paying· charg-es? 
.l\.. Yes, ~ir. 
Q. You paid half and he half~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That being true, when ~fr. Lemuel R. l\Iason called ou 
you for the paynwnt of his bond, did you mention that to Mr. 
Rewf 
(You said you didn't pay him the first time he came to 
see you f) 
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A. I think I did 
Q. There had been a former bond for $4,000.00, on this 
same property? 
A. I think so, I an1 pretty positive. 
Q. You had no hand in payin~· that off Y 
A. No, but I knew it had been paid. 
(~. Where did you get your figures that you paid Mr. Mason. 
His bond was for $5,000.00, and according to Mr. 
page 39 ~ Jim 1\tielson 's notation hvo years' interest, and ac-
cording to the bond itself there was· considerable 
interest; 'vhere did you g·et the fig·ures that his proportion 
of the purchase price 'vas $4,973.00~ 
A. I got it from the Trustee. He didn't tell me $4,973.00; 
he told me $4,970.00. ' 
Q. So that ~Ir. Rew was aware of this demand by Mr. Ma-
son. You and he· were in conference and he furnished the 
figures. Mr. 1\tiason accepted that in full and surrendered 
the bond to you~ 
A. ~Ir. Mason accepted that in full and assigned the bond 
to me. 
Q. He gave up all his interest in the bond? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The payment of that, which wasn't in full, didn't release 
his brother, but he assigned the bond to you~ 
.A. Yes, sir, he assig·ned the bond to me. I gave him check 
for $4,970.00. 
Q. Of course, you know payment of an amount less than 
the bond doesn't release the whole bond; the balance is still 
due? . 
A. I gave him that amount and he assigned the bond to me. 
Q. ·you took the bond up to your wife and gave her the 
bond, she paying nothing for it? 
A. Yes, sir, I had a right to. I want to make myself clear. 
I owned the Wise F1'arm, Locust Grove, my home, I had con-
siderable bank stock and other stock far in excess of my lia-
bilities at that time. 
Q. You, of course, knew that a part of your liabilities 
were the guarantees on 1\Irs. Parkes' bonds? 
A. Yes, sir, at the time, we owned the Major Mason farm 
to meet it. 
Q. ·You just on a g·enerous impulse handed it over to your 
wifeT 
A. I gave it to my wife. 
Q. Did you eYer give her any other $5,000.00 bondY 
A. No, sir, the only one I ever owned. 
Q. Ever give her a· $500.00 bond? 
A. No, sir, but I have given her $500.00. 
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Q. When? 
A. I don't know. 
page 40 } Mr. Po,vell: I don't know that that has any 
bearing on the ownership of this bond. 
~Ir. Mapp: If he 'vants to show that he made large gifts 
to his wife, we would want to know when those gifts were 
made. 
Q. You liave fixed that date by the copy that you say Miss 
Gordy made this morning of your personal account. Were 
you and Mr. Rew keeping a joint account at that time? 
A. I don't know whether we were or not; I don't know. 
Q. You say you fixed that date on December 171 
A. I didn't give the date I got the bond. I said around 
about the 13th or 14th, three or four days prior to Dec. 17. 
Q. Why didn't you give a check on the same date t 
A. I did. The check was deposited in Pocomoke, and it 
took three or four day~ to ~et around. 
Q. You vouch the record showin~ $4,970.00? 
.A. Absolutely. 
Q. On the day that the check came in your account showed 
a balance of $253.39, and another small check came in that 
dav. Your balance after Dec. 8 of that month hadn't been 
larger than $398.39. Your account shows a deposit on Dec. 17 
of $3,025.00, opposite which are the initials, G. H. R. What 
are those initials t 
li. G. H. Ross. I sold him five shares of bank stock 
at $605.00 a share. That is what that represents. 
Q. Your personal bank stock? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That still left you in the red. On the same day you de-
posited $309.49. Are you able to say what that came from 7 
A. No, sir, I can not; there were three or four different 
amounts, but I just got the big amount. 
Q. On. the same day you deposited $925.00, and the same 
day you deposited $916.68, besides the Ross amount that you 
·have initialed, and 'vhich is not shown on the original record, 
I take it? 
A. It is not. 
Q. You didn't look up the other three items which aggre-
gate $2,100.007 
page 41 ~ A. No, sir, but if it is absolutely necessary, I 
can get that information and give it to you. It 
is straight and honest. 
Q. Did you tell Mr. Rew that you had given your per-
sonal check to Mr. Mason? 
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A. I 'vent to him and he told me to take that note up and 
he said ''I will reimburse you in a short while for my half of 
the note''. 
Q. Who had taken up the $4,000.00 note? 
A. I don't know about that. I know it had been paid. 
Q. You paid no part of it? 
A. No, sir, that wasn't against the land at the time it was 
sold. · 
Q. I understand you to say that you took this bond up at 
the request of J. Harry Re,v, who 'vas Trustee, with the 
understanding that he would reimburse you for one-half, 
which he never did. 
A. I took it up at the request of 1Ir. Lemuel Mason. Harry 
Rew told me to pay the bond and he would shortly make ar-
rangements to pay half. · 
Q. I understood you to say that no inte1·est was ever paid 
. on this bond after it ·was taken up by you? 
A. I think Rew did pay som.e interest on that bond? 
Q. Why didn't yon credit it¥ 
A. I aril not positive about this. The bond doesn't sho'v 
any interest paid by Rew. 
Q. So that you sat still from December 13 to 17,-1925 and 
let your wife, to whom you had this mtmificent gift of a bond 
for $5,000.00 go, in all the good years, 'vithout the payment 
of any interest T 
.A. Some good years and son1e bad. 
Q. Good or bad? 
A. The bond doesn't sho'v any interest. 
Q. Did your wife give this in for taxa~ion ~ 
A. Never did. 
Q. You know about the law Y 
A. I have heard of it. 
Q. Why didn't she~ 
A. I don't know. 
Q. During that time you did pay interest regu-
page 42 ~ larly 7 
A. Paid 1\irs. Parkes. ~Ir. Rew promised from 
time t.o time to pay his share of the bond. We were closely as-
sociated, and he didn't do it. 
Q. Let us move forward to about 1930, when I took up with 
you and Mr. Re,v, usually writing- Mr. Re'v and sending you 
carbon copy of the letter, as Mrs. Parkes' Attorney, the ques-
tion of the collection of these bonds and the execution of a 
new guarantee or warranty. Didn't you and 1\{r. Rew rep-
resent at that time that that 'vas all there was ag-ainst the 
property at the time and the bonds were perfectly goodY 
A. To whomY 
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Q. Mrs. Parkes? 
A. No, sir, I didn't represent it; I don't kno·w what he 
did. 
Q. You never told her that was all there was against the 
property? 
... ~. No, sir. 
Q. Ifave you got the letters that I ·wrote yon in regard to 
the payment of the bonds? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know what became of thmn 1 
A. I have no recollection of your writing· me any letters. 
I rernember Harry Rew n1entioning that you wrote him. I 
have no recollection of your writing n1e. 
Q. There was sorrw delay and some reluctance to execute 
tha new g·uarantee, 'vas there not 1 The one I prepared Y 
A. That 'vas between you and Mr. Rew. You and he, I 
think, discussed that, because I don't think I ever discussed 
it personally 'vith you. 
Q. You did finally, however, execute this paper; did you not, 
on May 22, 1930; 
"We, ,J. l\1:erritt Chandler and ,J. Harry Rew, hereby ac-
knowledge that the two bonds of .T oseph H. ~·fason and Eliza-
beth P. ~fason, dated ,June 1, 1920, each for the sum of 
$5~000.00, total $10,000.00, with interest on each of said bonds 
from Dec. 11, 1929, both of said bonds being secured by a 
deed of trust of even date on the Major ::Mason Farm, sit-
uate near Bloxon1, Accon1ack County, Virginia, and the pay-
ment of both of said bonds bein~· personally guaranteed by 
us, said bonds no'v being owned by Annie E. Fox Parkes, 
are still due and owing, and we, for valuable con-
page 43 ~ sideration, hereby jointly and severally promise to 
pay to the said Am1ie E. Fox Parkes said bonds, 
principal and interest, as aforesaid, on demand. 
"Given under our hands and seals this the 22d day of May, 
1980. 
J. 1\!ERRITT CHANDLER 
J.HARRYREW 
(Seal) 
(Seal)" 
. A. Let me look at that, Mr. J\IIapp. Yes, sir, 1\fr. Mapp, 
this instrument purporting· to be, and I g·uess it is a guar-
antee, wa.s ~igned by n1e in Accomack Banking Company. Mr. 
R.ew brought it to me and told me to sign it. I asked him 
if it was all right and he said it was. I put my name to it 
and g·ave it back to him, and I presume gave it back to you. 
Q. Is that Mr. Rew's signature? · , 
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A. Yes, sir, and mine too. 
Q. And executed by you at that time Y 
A. I don't know whether he signed it right then, but he 
signed it and brought it to you. 
Q. Is that letter from Harry . Rew? 
(Shows witness letter.) 
A. That bears out exactly what I said; that I was in the 
Ba~ . 
Q. This guarantee was dated 1\iay 22, 1930, and his letter 
forwarding it to me is on Mayi 23, 1930. I gather from your 
evidence in chief that you kne'v nothing of the release of the 
deed of trust as to the $4,000.00 bond and the $5,000.00 bond 
on May 13, 1930 Y 
A. No. sir. 
Q. Mr: Chandler, don't you know that it was represented 
that there was only $10,000.00 against the farm secured by 
this deed of trust on these two tracts, which you and Mr. 
Rew w.ere of the opinion was ample security for Mrs. Parkes· 
money, and that I pointed out to one of you, possibly Mr. 
Rew, that these bonds hadn't been released, that is, the deed 
of trust securing $19,000.00, and that we couldn't take a re-
newal of that; that I would have to bring action on Mrs. 
Parkes' two bonds unless the deed of trust was released, 
showing only $10,000.00 against the farm? 
A. I think I can tell you pretty well the only three times 
I was ever in your office in my life, and I am just 
page '44 ~ as positive as I am sitting in this chair that those 
bonds 'vere never mentioned to me in any way, 
shape or form. Your transactions with Mr. Rew I know 
nothing about. You never mentioned those bonds to me. 
What you and Mr. Rew did I don't know. There was so 
n1uch done I don't know anything about.· 
Q. The fact the bonds were released nine days before the 
renewal was taken-that coincidence doesn't mean anything 
to you? 
A. Mr. Mapp, I will say this to you. I give myself credit 
for having just a reasonable amount of common sense. I 
think I would have been the biggest fool in the world, with 
my wife holding a $5,000.00 bond, to have guaranteed equally 
with him these bonds. 
Q. You say you have no recollection of having received any 
letter froi:n me? 
4-. Not from you. You may have done it, but I have no 
recollection of it. I may have received them, but I have no 
recollection of it. 
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Q. Did you ever make any reply to these letters Y 
A. I don't know whether I did. I have no recollection of 
getting· them. 
Q. Of course, you can't remember whether. you replied to 
them! 
l\{r. ~lapp exhibits carbon .copies of letters to J. Merritt 
Chandler. · · -
1\{r. Powell: What is the date of the first one! 
Mr. Mapp: Aug. 15, 1932. 
Mr. Powell: And of the other? 
lVIr. Mapp: July 25, 1933, two days before Harry Rew's 
death. 
Mr. Mapp: I desire to file these carbons as exhibits 2 and 
3 with Mr. Chandler's testimony. 
Filed. 
EXHIBIT 2. 
J. M. Chandler 
Mr. J. 1\Ierritt Chandler, 
Parksley, Virginia. 
1\fv dear Merritt: 
August 15, 1932 
'iVIrs. Apnie E. Parkes called to see me this morning with 
reference to the balance of $300.00 interest due December, 
1931, on bond secured 9n the Mason Farm and guaranteed 
by you and J. Harry Rew. Mrs. Parkes is badly 
page 45 ~ in need of her interest and I trust you can make 
some immediate arrangement for the payment of 
same. 
I have just had a talk with Harry Rew in regard to it 
and he tells me that the $300.00 heretofore paid on last year's 
interest was advanced by him. While, of course, he is liable 
for the whole interest as well as yourself, the $300.00 now due 
is primarily owing by you. Kindly let me hear from you 
at your early convenience, 
Very sincerely yours, 
G. WALTER MAPP 
GSM/VB 
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EX. 3. 
J. M .. Chandler 
Mr. J. Merritt Chandler, 
Parksley, Virg·inia. 
Dear 1\ferritt: 
July 25, 1933 
Sometime ago I spoke to Harry Rew with reference to the 
interest on the bonds secured by deed of trust on the :M~ason 
Farm, and guaranteed by you and Harry. Of course he is 
not ·now in a position to attend to the matter and I am writ-
ing you as 1\frs. Parks has been to see me today in regard 
to ·these bonds and the past interest thereon. I trust you 
have realized something on yonr potato crop and you are in 
a position to let her have check for all, certainly a part of 
the interest now pl.' st due.. . 
Sincerely yours, 
G. WALTER 1\IAPP 
GvVM/VB 
Q. I understood you to say that you would mention it to 
Harry and that he 'vould get mad,-when you mentioned to 
him about settlement of the bond! 
A. I said the last time. 
Q. Whenf 
A. I guess it was nearly a year prior to Iris deatli. 
Q. Where ·were you 1 
A. I coulcln 't tell you exact spot. It might have 
page 46 }- been in the Bank or somewhere around town. 
Q. Do you mean that when you called his at-
tention to what he ow·cdyou for half of this bond, he got mad·r 
A. He said ''I· am damned tired of you prodding me about 
that bond. I 'vill pay you your half' of it in a little 'vli.ile' '~ 
Q .. He never mentioned it after that and you never¥ 
A .. No, &ir. 
Q. You didn't know until after his death that he had filed 
an inventory showing tha't the purchase price of this farm 
was paid in full? 
A. 1\{r. Po,vell called my attention to it, the first time I new 
of it. 
Q. There are two bonds of $5,000.00 each, which the account 
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states had been paid Accomack Banking Company, $9,415.91. 
You didn't know of it until after Harry's death 1 · 
A. You were bringing· suit ag·ainst Godwin and others. 
Q. You mean the suit I brought on Sept. 23, 1933, notice 
of motion for judgment on these bonds 1 
l\[r. Po,vell ~ It was in connection with the suit against 
Merritt that I went in the Clerk's Office and learned of this. 
Q. Godwin and Gillespie had no connection with this 7 
A. No, I lost sight of it; I knew I was being sued or some-
thing. 
Q. In all your talk with l\irs. Parkes, did you ever tell 
her that there was any other bond for $5,000.00 against this 
property? 
A. Mrs. Parkes never asked 1ne in her life. So far as I 
knew, I met her requirements w·hen n1ade. She never men-
tioned as to how many bonds 'vere out or not out. 
Q. Did you ever tell anybody before telling J\fr. Powell, 
and ~ir .. Powell telling you he found this bond released, that 
you held this bond f 
.... ~. 1\'[y wife knew it; Harry Rew knew it. 
Q. They 'vere the only hvo f 
A. Do you make a practice of going around telling every-
body what you hold~ I wasn't broadcasting it, "I've got 
a bond, I've g-ot a bond". 
Q. Have you ever asserted a claim to the ownership of 
the whole farm? · 
pag·e 47 r A. No, sir, I don't think I have ever asserted 
the ownership of the whole farn1; if I have, I don •t 
know 'vhen I did it. 
Q. What rents l1ave you now· in hand, J\ir. Chandler, from 
that farm? 
A. None so far as I kno,v, not a penny .. "\Ve 'vould have 
had a little, but you stepped in and told them not to pay 
any more rents. Q. The tenant has testified that the Irish potato rent for 
1933 was paid to you. How much did he pay you f 
.A. I think five or six hundred dollars. 
Q. ·what disposition did you n'.ake of that? 
A. J\IIr. Hew and I divided it. 
Q. J\ir. Rcw was dead? 
A. Not when all of it was paid. "\Vhat was paid on July 
28 V{e have that now. 
Q. How much? 
A. I don't know. I have the receipts home. 
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Q, You have some rents in hand f 
A· . .A little. 
Q. Did you collect any rents after the Irish potato crop 
ot. 1933? . 
A. No, sir; that was when you asserted your authority. 
Collected none whatever since that time. 
Q. Was the rent paid you and Rew for the Irish potato crop 
of 1933, any part of it, before he went to the Hospital? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much? 
A. I couldn't say. 
Q. What disposition was ·made of that? 
A. Divided, I think $187.00 each. 
Q. Didn't deposit that to your joint account? 
A. No, sir, he took cash and I took cash. 
Q. You know how long that was before he went to the Hos-
pital? · 
A. No, sir, I couldn't tell you. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Powell: 
Q. You have been aked about the payment of interest on 
this bond to your wife during the time she held it, and you 
said that no interest was paid to her, at least the 
page· 48 ~ bond shows no credit of interest? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. During part of that time you and Mr. Rew had been 
arranging for the payment of interest on Mrs. Parkes' bonds, 
had vou not? 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. You had given Mrs. Chandler this bond, as you testi-
fied! 
· .A. Yes, sir. 
Q~ The bond came to you in the regular channel, did it 
not by assignment 1 · 't 
.... ~. Yes, sir. 
Q. The funds that took the bond up, that cleared the Bank, 
represented your own money? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you have out of the rents of the Mason Farm ade-
quate sums to take care of interest, taxes, etc. 
A. Sometimes we did, and sometimes we did not. 
Q. But regardless, as between your wife and Mrs. Parkes, 
the interest was paid to ~Irs. Parkes and not Mrs. ChandlerY 
A. It was. 
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RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Mapp: 
Q To what date has interest been paid on Mrs. Parkes 
bonds? · 
.A. 1\fr. Mapp, I don't know; the bonds will show; I don't 
know. 
Q. The last credit on one of them is "Credit one year's 
interest $300.00, 12/15/30''; and on the other bond "12jl5j30, 
credit one year's interest, $300.00'' and you have made one 
small payment of $25.00 through Mr. Carlisle Parkes, have 
you not? 
A. I guess so, the bond, will show. 
Q. The evidence given by Mrs. Parkes as to the interest 
dates is ·correct? 
A. So far as I know. 
And further deponent saith not 
(Signature waived.) 
pag·e 40 ~ LEMlTEIJ R. ~fASON, 
a witness of lawful age, having having. been :first 
duly sworn, deposed as follows: 
By ~Ir. Powell : 
Q. You are one of Mr. Major Mason's sons? 
A. ·Yes, sir. 
Q. Brother of Joseph H. Mason? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you heard all of the testimony of Mr. Merritt 
Chandler on the stand? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You held a $5,000.00 .bond against your brother Joe 
and his wife, did you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Secured by deed of trust? 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. I hand you that bond and ask you to look at it? 
A. I have already exa~ined it. It is the same one. 
Q. By an assignment on the bond it appears that it came 
to you Feb. 14, 1923, from Dr. Geo. L. Fosque, who qualified 
on Dr. Fletcher Drummond's estate? 
A. Yes, sir. 
·Q. Ho'v long did you hold it, Mr. Mason1 It came to you 
Feb. 1923? 
.A. Up until Mr. Rew brought sale on the farm. 
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Q. Did I show you that paper a while ago! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have examined that~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "\Vithont reading all of that, it purports to be. an as-
signment of your brother Joe and his 'vife 's bond for $5,-
000.00 to William S. Gillespie as collateral. How did that 
come about? Had you made any purchase that required 
you .to· do that? 
A. Yes, sir, I had bought ~fr. Will Gillespie's farm about 
a mile from Pocomoke. I paid him $1,000.00 down on it 
and assigned the bond as collateral security un-
page 50 ~ til Joe could make arrangements to get my 
money. The way crops were he couldn't do it and 
~1:r. Rew brought sale on the place, and that is haw I got 
hold of the money. 
Q. Do you remember whether you were present at the 
sale? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Dp you remember whether the property was knocked 
off to Mr. Chandler, as he said! 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. He bid it offT 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Yon knew that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. As a matter of fact, they were pressing you for this 
1noney at this time? · 
A. Yes, sir, ~fr. Gillespie wanted his money, and I couldn't 
do any other than to g·et Mr. Rew to g·et my money to pay it. 
Q. I. notice this assignment is witnessed by L. P. ·Ewell, 
who is he 7 L. Paul Ewell, Pocomoke City? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was he ~fr. Gillespie's Attorney? 
A. Yes, sir, he fixed up the business for both of us. 
Q. Do you remember whether you said anything to ~Ir. 
Chandler about your money on the day l'vfr. Re,v made sale"l 
A. No, sir, didn't say anything to hin1. 
Q. As we have seen awhile ago, the terms of sale provided 
for one-third cash payment, or approximately $5;,000.00. 
Your bond called for $5,000.00. When did you go down to 
get your money? 
A .. I suppose somewhere as near as I can tell you, I sup-
pose couple of weeks or nearly three- weeks. Mr. Gillespie 
asked rne if I had heard anything, so I slipped off and cam~ 
down to Parksley to see 1\f r. Chandler. 
Q. Dicl you bring the bond with you T ' 
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A. No, sir. 
Q. You later came down and brought the bond 7 
l\. Yes, sir. 
page 51 ~ Q. It was put up· as collateral, but they let 
you have the bond to bring down and get the 
money? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You heard the testimony ·here by l\Ir. Chandler that he 
paid you the day you transacted the business $4,970.00, and 
it was paid by check. Is that true f 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. '\Vbat did you do with it 1 
A. I took it back to 1\fr. Paul Ewell and he turned it over 
to Mr. Will Gillespie. 
Q. That \Vas ~fr. Chandler's own check1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you later on learn there had been a shortage in the 
interest on it 1 
A. Yes, sir. I found after I went up hmne, I asked Mr. 
Ewell was I due to get any interest on it. I had never had 
any interest on this $5,000.00, and being the farm didn't pay 
enough to pay all the bonds off, I said what was going to be 
done, and he said that was all that was to be gotten. And 
after I talked \vith him and I gave him the amount I had 
brought he said ''they haven't paid you just what is owing". 
I got him to figure it up, and the next time I came down here 
to 1\tfr. ~Iapp's he was l\Ess Annie's Attorney) I asked hirn 
about it, and he said all three bonds should be paid an equal 
part, and said $3.00 \Vas due to me, and I went to Mr. Chand-
ler and he gave it to me. 
Q. After ].fr. Ewell told you that that was all that was 
to be gotten, you realized that you had assigned all your 
rights away to 1vfr. Chandler? 
A·. Y c~, sir. 
Q. Do you recall how the assig11ment was made? 
A. He wrote the assig·nment on a letter, as stated awhile 
ago, and attached it to the bond. 
Q. You heard J\.fr. Chandler about what he said 
page 52 ~ he did with the bond and where he kept it. When 
I showed you this bond awhile ago I showed you 
'vhat was written across the face of it in ink. (Show:s 
bond.) What are those words' 
A. I just can't make that handwriting out 
Q. The words to which I refer are these: ''Paid in full, 
I.~: :R. ~Iason, Assignee, by J. I-Iarry Re\v". It has no date. 
Do you have any recollection of ever having authorized any 
such entry as that 1 
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A. ~o, sir. . 
Q. Did you have any further connection with the bond at 
all after it 'vas turned over to Mr. ChandlerY 
A. ~o, sir, I never thought there would be any hereafter. 
Q. You parted company with the bond that date? 
A. Ye~, sir. 
Q. Did you ever h~ve any further conversation with Mr. 
Chandler or ~Ir. Rew about it? 
A. ~o, sir. 
Q. Where did you live? 
A. Pocomoke City. 
Q. ·no you live at Parksley nowY 
A. Yes, sir, moved there Christmas. · 
Q. You were in Pocomoke all this time Y 
A. Yts, sir. 
Q. You heard the further testimony that on or about 
May 13, 1930, the deed of trust was marked satisfied as to 
this bond and $4,000.00 bond that you heard Mr. Chandler 
speak of. Did you have any connection with that Y 
A. With whatY · 
Q. With the release of the deed of trustY 
A. No, sir, I didn't know anything about the $4,000.00. 
Q. I don't guess you kne'v about it all until todayY 
A. About any assignment over to Harry Rew, no, sir, I 
never authorized Harry Rew. 
page 53 ~ Q. You referred to the $4,000.00 bond. Do 
you know anything about ho'v that was paid or 
whenY 
A. I don't know a thing about it in the world. 
CROSS EXA~iiNATIO~. 
By Mr. Mapp: 
Q. I understand that you were the one who probably forced 
the sale of the farm; is that true? 
A. No; sir, I didn't force the sale. I told Mr. Rew I wanted 
my money. 
Q. You demanded your moneyY 
A. Ye8, sir. 
Q. And following that demand, Mr. Rew put the farm up 
and sold itT · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were present at the sale? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many times did you talk 'vith Mr. Rew before the 
sale of the property Y 
A. I think about twice. 
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Q. At the sale Mr. Chandler was the purchaser? 
A. Yes, sir, it was knocked off to Mr. Chandler. 
Q. When did you next speak to Mr. Chandler or Mr. Rew 
e.bout it? 
.l\.. I suppose somewhere around two, not quite three weeks. 
Q. Who! · · 
A~ I went back and saw Mr. Chandler. 
Q. Ever see ~fr. Rew in regard to it after the saleY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Then you came down once, and Mr. Chandler told you 
to come back in a few days Y 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Didn't get. your money 7 
A. Not then. 
page 54 r Q. you came back y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Gave you check for $4,970.007 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You took that check for $4,970.00 to Mr. Paul Ewell t 
A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. And when you came back and told him he was $3.00 
short you brought the· bond back? 
... ~. No,sir, not then. ]yfr. Ewell gave me the bond and I 
gave it to Mr. Chandler and I took the check back. 
Q. It was then Mr. Paul Ewel~ told you you were $3.00 short 
after you had given him the check for $4,970.007 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. You later mentioned it to me? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did I calculate it? 
A. Yes, sir. You said all three should be paid an equal 
amount on the bonds and that I was $3.00 short of what :1 
should have gotten, and I went by Parksley and Mr. Chandler 
gave it to me. 
Q. Do you remember 'vhat you signed that day? 
1\fr. Ewell had told you to give the bond up for the 
check. Do you remember what you signed 7 
A. I signed an agreement that ''I hereby assign this bond 
to .1. l\ferritt Chandler", I think i~ was the way it was wrote. 
Q. Did Harry R·ew 's name come in Y 
.A.. No, sir. 
Q. You think you assigned the bond to J. Merritt ChandlerY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You didn't consider the bond, even though the land 
hadn't brought enough· to pay it and you had been paid no 
· interest, you didn't consider the bond against 
page 55 ~ your brother and wife any good after the sale Y 
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A. No. sir, he was so far in debt. 
Q; Who was livin,g· there the year it 'vas sold Y 
A. Joe. 
·Q~ Chandler and Re'v took charg·e of it after that~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were living then in Pocomoke? 
A. I went to Pocomoke in 1924. 
Q. When you took the bond from Dr. Drummond 1S estate, 
what did you give for the bond? 
A. $5,000.00. 
Q. ·And you had no interest from that time until you got 
the $4,973.00? 
A. That is aU. 
Q. You lost $27.00 on principal, and interest. 
A. Yes, sir. 
And further deponent saith not. 
(Signature 'vaived.) 
HAROLD A. LIT'l'LE·'l,ON, 
a witness of lawful age, having been :first duly sworn, de-
posed as follo,vs: 
By Mr. ~lapp: 
Q. Mr. Littleton, you are Cashier of the Metompkin Bank 
& Trust Co., Receiver of Accomack Banking Co.? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At my request, have you examined the records of the 
Accomack Banking Company to see 'vhat sum, if anything, 
was paid to it by J. Harry Rew, Trustee for Joseph H. Ma-
son and wife, on or about Nov. 2, 19251 Have you examined 
· the records 1 
A. I have. I do not :find any check tllat reaches as high as 
$1,000.00 on the J. Harry Re'v Trustee account from Jan. 31, 
1925, to Sept. 22, 1927. 
Q. Has Harry Rew an account as Trustee of 
page 56~ Joseph H. Mason and 'vifef 
A. I do not find it. 
Q. vVhat Trustee account are you referring tof 
A. Just J. Harry Rew, Trustee. 
Q. When was . that opened 1 
A. I do not know. It had been running for several years 
prior to 1925. . . 
Q .. Was it his habit to carry various accounts under the 
general Tru~tee a~count 1 
A. I do not. kuo·w. 
., 
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Q. So you do not know whether any part of that· referred 
to the 11"ason transaction or not 1 
A. I do not. 
Q. The receipts of the Bank about that time don't show 
the collection of two bonds ag·gregating; $9,415.91 f 
A. I don't find any liability ledger sheet in the name of 
J m:eph II. 1\fason. 
Q. So that there ·was no item in the bank, no bonds of 
Joseph II. 1\fason on which payn1ent could have been made 1 
A. Not that I have found any record of. . 
Q. "\V asn 't the Accon1ack Banking Company keeping an 
accurate liability ledger at that tin1e f 
.. A ... It had a liability ledger, but there was no J. H. Mason 
in this ledger. 
(~. Is it a loose leaf ledger' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So that a sheet could have been taken out? 
A. Possibly. 
Q. You find nothing· in the Bank's record to indicate the 
payment of hvo bonds to the Accomack Banking Company 
abor~t that. time by 1\fr. Rew, Trustee f 
A. I do not. 
Q. Does your individual liability record show 
page 57 ~ that· Alfred 1\foore owes the Accomack Banking 
Company two bonds for $3,000.00 each, or anyone' 
A. There is no sheet in the liability led~·er in the name of 
Alfred lVIoore, nor does the auditor's ·report show that he 
owes Accomack Banking Co. 
Q. The Court record here shows that on Dec. 22, 1920, Alfred 
l\'[oore and Louisa, his wife, gave to J. Harry Rew, Trustee, 
a deed of trust on two tracts, one between Tasley and Daugh-
erty, and the other near Tasley, to secure $6,000.00, evidenced 
by hvo bonds of $3,000.00 each. You saw no record of that 
liabBity on the records of the Bank? 
A. I did not. 
Q. 1\.fr. Chandler has testified to something I did not know; 
that he and 1\fr. Harry Rew carried an account there in con-
nection with the l\!Iason Farm and possibly other transac-
tions. Are :vou familiar with that joint account of Rew & 
Chancller7 
A. I am not. I just know there is an account there in the 
name of R.ew & Chandler. 
Q. He has filed h~re a copy of a sheet from the Bank cover-
ing transactions in Decetnber, 1925, showing on Dec. 17 four 
deposits,-.'!;3,025.00, opposite which he has put the letters 
'' GHR, $309.49, $925.00 and $916.68. Could you ascertain 
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from the records of Accomack Banking Co. the source of 
this deposit from your deposit slips Y . 
A. Only one, I happened to stumble on that when I was 
looking at the J. Harry Rew Trustee account this morning; 
that was the $3,025.00. 
Q. Isn't there any way you could find the source of the 
other deposits Y 
A. I think so. 
Q. Will you do so, that is, find source of last three I have 
given you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 58 ~ Note by Commissioner: · 
On May 23, 1935, I received letter from witness, giving 
source of above deposits as follows: 
$309.49, check of Martha W. Chandler, drawn on Acco~ 
mack Banking Co. 
925.00, check of Mrs. Carrie G. Young, on same bank. 
916.68, current expense, wages. 
(This letter I am filing as Ex. 4, with deposition of Mr. 
Littleton.) 
EX. 4, H. A. LITTLETON 
Metompkin Bank and Trust Compa:n.y 
Parksley, Va. 
John H. Hopkins, President Noah .T. Parks. Vice~ President 
Harold A. Littleton, Cashier 
Miss Eudie L. ParkR, 
Commissioner 
Accomac, Virginia. 
May 23rd, 193h. 
Re: J. M. Chandler deposits 
Dcat 1\fiss Parkes:-
Upon request, we herewith furnish source of three deposits 
to the credit of .T. M. Chandler, in the Accomack Banking 
Company, Inc., Parksley, Virginia:-
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$309.49 on Dec. 17, 1925, was check of Martha W. Chandler 
on same bank. 
$925.00 was check of Mrs. Carrie G. Young on same bank. 
$916.68 was Current Expense, Wages. 
1--
Copy to 
Yours truly, 
METOMPKIN BANK AND TRUST CO. 
Receiver of A.ooomack Banking Co. Inc. 
By H. A. LITTLETON 
Cashier 
G. Walter Mapp 
Q. You found this morning the G. H. R. (George 
page 59 } H. Ross) transaction of $3,025.00? · 
A. I did on the day book. 
And further deponent saith ont. 
(Signature waived.) 
Further taking of depositions adjourned to May 28, 1935, 
at Accomack Court House. 
A11nie E. Fox Parkes, a creditor, etc., 
v. 
J. Harry Rew 's Admrs. et als. 
I I 
(In Chancery.) 
May 28, 1935. The taking of depositions in the above en-
titled cause was this day resumed by consent of counsel. 
Present: G. Walter Mapp, Atty. for Pltff.; Stewart K. 
Powe11, Atty. for J. Merritt Chandler and Nora White Chand-
ler; J. Abbott Byrd and Benj. T. Gunter, Jr., Attorneys for 
estate of J. Harry Rew. 
NORA WHITE CHANDLER, 
a witness of lawful age, having been first duly sworn, de-
posed as follows : 
By Mr. Powell: 
Q. State your name and place of residence t 
· A. Nora White Chandler, Parksley, Va. 
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Q. You are the wife of J. Merritt ChandlerY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you present at the taking of depositions before 
the Commissioners here at the 'Court House last week, the 
22d7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you hear all the testimony that was taken concern-
ing the $5,000.00 bond made by Mr. Joseph H. 1\!Iason and 
Elizabeth Mason, his wife? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 60 ~ Q. Did you lmow anything about thP "Major Ma-
. son ,Farm yourself, ~frs. Chandler 1 
A. What do you mean¥ Where it is located¥ 
Q. Do you know 'vhere it is located 1 
.A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Were you aware of the fact that the property had been 
Irnocked off to your husband, Merritt Chandler¥ 
.A. ·Yes, sir. 
Q. How did you g·et that information? 
A. He told me. 
Q. He told you t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You knew that he and the late J. Harry Rew were very 
close friends, business friends and otherwise, did you not Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And had been for many years T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Yon saw the original $5,000.00 bonds of yours and the 
collateral assignment that was introduced in the testimony 
at the taking of depositions last week? You saw that, did 
you notY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you ever hold that bond yourself and the collaterru 
assigDment, 1\{rs. ChandlerY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·II ow did you happen to do that Y 
A. How did I happen to hold it f 
· Q. Yes. 
A. Becan·se it was mine. 
Q. And you got it from whom? 
A. Ivierritt gave it to me. 
Q. Your h11sband testified that he got the bond from 1\fr. 
· Lemuel Mason. Did you hear his testimony f 
page 61 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you heard Mr. Mason's testimony1 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At the time that bond was given to you by your husband, 
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did you make any examination of it when he handed it to 
you? 
A. No, sir, only to see that he had assigned it to me. 
Q. Are you able to say how the assignment appeared from 
your husband to you¥ · How had he assigned it to you Y What 
was the assig·nment on f 
A. On a piece of paper; a piece of paper from the bank, a 
letterhead, and ~Ir. ~Iason had assigned it to Merritt and Mer-
ritt had assigned it to me on this same piece of paper. 
Q. It was attached to the bond, and also the collateral as-
signment that l\Ir. l\fason had given 1\fr. Gillespie; is that 
true? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVhat did you do· with the bond f 
A. Put it away with some papers I had. 
Q. You knew what the amount of the bond 'vas, what it 
called for, and you knew 'vhose bond it was? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I don't mean to say whose bond it was then, but I m~au 
whose names were sig·ned to the bond 1 ' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. About how long after sale of the Major 1\fason Land by 
Mr. J. Harry R-ew, Trustee. was this bond turned over to 
you1 
A. l\Ierritt gave it to me after he paid it off to 1\:fr. Mason. 
Q. Do you know about ho'v long that was after the land 
was knocked off to 1\ferritt; that is not material, but if you 
do, say so? 
A. I don't kno\v that I remember the exact date, ~Ir. Po\V-
ell. 
Q. Do you remember whether it was the same day Mr. 
1\IIason assigned the bond to your husband that he turned it 
over to you? 
A. Yes, sir, sa1ne day. 
page 62 ~ Q. He testified that he came down in Decmn-
ber, 1925~ 
A. Yes, sir, I remember it was in December, and not so far 
front Christmas. 
Q. Not so far from the Christmas holidays? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Where did you put the bond? 
l\ .. In the desk with so1ne papers I have. 
Q. How long did it ren1ain there¥ I don't mean years or 
months or weeks? How long did it remain there before you 
saw tl1e bf·nd again? 
A. Some time. One day 1\IIerritt came up to the house and 
asked me for the Major l\fason bond. I asked him what _pe 
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wanted it for. I wanted to know because it was mine. Said . 
Harry wanted to see it. 
Mr. Mapp: Question objected to as to conversation be-
twE:en witness and her husband. 
Q. Whom do you mean by Harry! 
A. Harry Rew. 
Q. Did you give the bond to your husband Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At that time did you examine it? 
A. No, sir, I did not. I just went and looked in these pa:-
pers and gave it to Merritt. 
Q. How long was it kept before it was surrendered to you t 
A. Well, it was in the morning part of the day, and I think 
Merritt brought it back when he came to dinner,-not longer 
than one and one-half hours or two hours. 
Q. What did you do with it then Y 
A. Put it awav. 
Q. Make any examination of it Y 
A. No, sir, just put it back. 
Q. Did your husband say why he wanted the bond at that 
timeY 
A. I think he· told me Harry wanted to see it. 
page 63 ~ Q. Did he say anything to you when he handed 
it back? 
A. No, sir, just said "Here's your bond", and I went and 
put it away. 
Q. After that what did you do with the bondY 
A. Pl.1t it back with my papers in the desk. 
Q. It remained there how long, do you remember Y 
A. I don't remember. Merritt came up to the house and 
wanted it. I think he was going down to see you. 
Q. Was it a considerable length of time afterwards Y 
A. Well, I don't know just the date, but I think it was when 
those suits started up you were talking about the other day. 
· Q. When was it you discovered the fact that ·~he bond had 
been canceled and that the deed of trust securing the same 
had been released Y 
A. When Merritt told me about it. 
Q. You didn't know anything about it b~foreT 
A. No, sir. 
Q. So far as you know, did he know anything about it f 
A. No, sir, if he did, he didn't tell me. · 
Q. You never canceled the bond yourself Y 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. Did you ever authorize anybody to cancel it for you? 
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A. 1~o, sir. 
Q. How about the deed of trustY Did you ever authorize 
anvbodv to cancel the deed of trust 7 
... . ·:t' • 
.A. No, s1r. 
Q. Did you have any idea whatever, Mrs. Chandler, that 
the bond had been canceled and the deed of trust marked 
paid before your husband, Merritt Chandler, told you? 
A. No, sir. I did not. 
Q. The record in this suit shows, and of course the record 
in the Clerk's Office shows that the deed of trust was m~rked 
Ratisfierl May the 13th, 1934, as to this bond? 
A. I don't know anything about that. 
page 64 } Q. No payment was ever made to yon of any 
kind on the bond Y 
... -\:. No, sir. 
Q. The question was asked your husband the other day 
why it was that interest was not paid on the bond. I under-
stand from you that no interest was ever paid 7 
A. No, sir, never was. 
Q. Did you ever press for payment of the interest 7 
A. No, I didn't, Mr. Powell, because the bond was mine, 
and l\ferritt attended to that, and I suppose he used the in-
terest in his business. 
Q. About that time, or prior to that time, or at least after 
the fann was knocked off at the sale made by Mr. Rew in 
September, 1925, Mr. Rew and your husband were looking 
after the farm, were they not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You knew that to be a fact Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you know anything about the rents that they col-
lected, the amount of the rents? Did you have any kn.owl-
edg·e as to that? 
... ~. No, sir. 
Q. Did you know how the farm was rented out, whether 
for n•r·ney rent or share? 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. Your husband has testified about that. Now, I believe 
another question was asked the other day about giving in 
this bond for taxation. Did you give the bond in Y 
A. I did not. 
Q. Did you ever give any bond in? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Ever give any property in? 
A. No, sir, never paid any taxes, not even poll taxes, but 
I can vote. I do not attend to that. 
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Q. If you had any tax matters, to whom would you have 
left that? 
- A. Mr. Chandler ah,·ays attended to that. 
page 65 ~ OROS8 EXA~IINATION. 
By Mr. Mapp: 
Q. 1£rs. Chandler, when do you say this bond was deliv-
ered to you by your husband? 
A. It was in December, Mr. Mapp, I don't remember the 
exact date. 
Q. What year~ 
A. 1925. 
Q. How are you able now to fix on December and the year 
19257 
A. Because I know when he gave it to me it was in 1925. 
Q. How do you know it was in 1925 Y 
A. Because I do. I Imow how long I have had it. 
Q. How do you know it was in December of that year Y 
A. I know it wasn't verv far from Christmas. 
Q. Are you very sure it was in December, 1925Y 
A. I am. 
Q. The record here in the Clerk's Office shows that this 
bond was paid in full on November 2, 1925, over a month 
before it 'vas turned over to you. Are you advised of that 
record? Did Merl'itt tell you that 1 
A. Did 1\ferritt tell me that it was paid in November? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I don't remember that he told me anything about No-
vember. I know it was December when he gave it to me. 
Q. It wasn't assigned to you on the bond, but on a sepa-
rate piece of paperY 
A. On tl1e same piece of paper that Mr. Mason had as-
signed it to Merritt. 
Q. B'ow are you aqle to recall that Y 
if. Because I read it. 
Q. I understand you took this bond and put it with your 
papers in the deskY 
page 66 ~ A. I did. 
Q. That. you never saw the bond until 1\ferritt 
called for it later, that Harry Rew wanted to see it? 
A. That is right. 
Q. That he kept it out about two hours, brought it back, 
gave it to you, and you put it back with your papers in the 
desk? 
A. That is right. 
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Q. Didn't examine it before it went out, didn't examine it 
after it came back? 
.l\.. I didn't. 
q. You never looked at it again untill\ferritt later called for 
it on the occasion that he wanted to go to see Mr. Powell? 
.l\.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you look at it then Y 
A. I did not. Just handed it to him. 
Q. So that really the only time you ever examined it was 
when he gave it to you in December, 1925? 
.A. Y e~. sir. 
Q. And you are testifying to that date, not by association 
with anything else, but as a pure 1natter of memory? 
A. "\Yell, I remen1ber it wasn't very far from Christmas. 
Q. But we have Christtnas every 365 days . 
.A. But this was 1925. 
Q. Do you have anything except memory to back the state--
ment~ 
A. I have the n1emory myself, but it may be a personal 
rnen1ory. Mr. Powell can't appreciate that; you can, Mr. 
)\ifl\pp. 
Q. That during· that time, not a penny of interest had been 
paid you? 
A. Not a cent. 
Q. That you had never been up to the farm anything 
about the rents; didn't know how it 'vas rented or anything 
about itT 
A. I didn't kno'v anything· about that, because Merritt at-
tended to that. I went up there lots of times to take him. 
· Q. You said in referring to the interest, ''I sup-
page 67 ~ pose he, ~ierritt, used the interest? 
A. Yes, sir, l\ierritt used the interest. The bond 
was mine, and it was a gi.ft. 
Q. Merritt used the interest ? 
A. So far as I kno"T; interest was never mentioned. 
Q. Never mentioned between you at all? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did he ever give you any other bond? 
A. I don't know whether he had any other bond to give. 
Q. He said in 1925 he was well-to-do. 
A. He was. 
Q. This was the only bond he ever gave you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You didn't pay a cent for this bond? 
A. No, sir, I asked him to give it to me and he did it. 
Q. Why did you ask him to give you the bond? 
A. Because he gave it to me. 
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Q. Why did you ask him to giv:e you this particular bond f 
·A. When he gave it to me that day I asked him for it. 
Q. Why did you ask him for it~ 
A. I wanted it. 
Q. Why did you want this bond particularly? 
A. He gave it to me. It was mine; it was a gift. 
Q·. Did you know anything about it before he gave it to 
youT 
A. When he came up to dinner he gave it to me. 
Q. When was it you asked him for it f 
A. I don't know that I ever asked him for this particular 
bond, but we had talked over property matters. 
Q. Had you attended the sale? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you know when the sale had taken placeT 
A. I knew they were. going to sell the farm. 
page 68 ~ Q. Did you know how much there was against 
the farm? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you know who else held bonds T 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did Merritt tell you ~Irs. Parkes held two bonds 7 
A. No, sir, I never discussed it. 
Q. Did you ever see 1\irs. Parkes or her son, Carlisle, at 
your home to discuss the bonds with Merritt? 
A. I don't remember seeing them. 
Q. When you gave the bond to Merritt to take to Mr. Pow-
ell you still didn't examine itT 
A. I did not. 
Q. When did you ·find out that that assignment that you 
have referred to wasn't on the bond! 
A. When Merritt came home and told me. 
Q. When was thatT 
A. The day, I think he had been to see Mr. Powell. 
Q. When was that T · 
A. It hasn't been so long ago. I don't remember the exact 
date. 
Q. What year was itT 
. A. I am not real sure, I think maybe four or five years, 
maybe ·not that long, maybe that long. 
Q. That is rather vague and indefinite; what month was 
it? 
A. I don't remember the money, except I know I had 
chickens ; I was out in the chicken yard when he came home 
and asked for it. 
Q. We have chickens over a long period. 
A. Yes, sir, they were out doors. 
, . I 
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Q. Was it summer or fall or spring? We have chickens all 
three seasons. 
A. I imag~ne it must have been either May or June. I 
usually have my chickens out by ~fay or June. 
Q. Have ·you anything you· can fix the year by, personal 
or otherwise Y 
page 69 } A. I think it was around about five years ago. 
Q. He had been to see Mr. Powell and came back 
and told you that that assignment was missing? 
A. Oh, no, I didn't say that. I know we didn't know that 
assignment was gone until Harry Rew was dead, and he 
hasn't been dead two years until this July. 
Q. That is what I am talking about, when you first dis-
covered the assignment missing. What are you talking about? 
A. I thought you were asking me when he asked me for 
the bond to take to Mr. Powell, and when he came back and 
to] d me the assignment was gone. Th~t was since Harry Rew 
died. 
Q. What time was it he came for the bond to take to Mr. 
PowellY · · 
A. It has bee~ since Harry Rew died? 
Q. What time! 
A. I don't know that I could tell you the exact date. 
Q. That is vehr much more recent than December, 192_5. 
That you are ab~~ to fix. Isn't there some way you can lo-
cate this date t~at he took the bond to Mr. Powell f 
A. I don't kn w that I thought so much about the date he 
took it to Mr. 1owell. I was much more impressed by the 
date he g·ave it ~o me. 
Q. Can you locate the date further than to say since Harry '-
Rew died? · 
A. I just don't remember. 
Mr. Powell: Nobody has ever particularized that date. 
A. I know it has been since Harry Rew died. 
Q. When did you first go to see Mr. Powell in regard to itY 
A. Merritt attended to that. 
Q. Have you ever been to see him in regard to itY 
A. I dO'n't think I have. I have been down to Mr. Powell's 
office. Merritt doesn't drive; I have taken him down there 
and most of the time didn't go in. 
page 70 } Q. Do you know when this suit was brought and 
bond question raised 7 
A. I know, Mr. Mapp, but I don't know the dates. 
·Q. Process· was served on you Y 
A. I know that, but I don't remember the dates. 
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Q. Did that suggest to you that you had a bond against 
Harry Rew's estate? That you ought to prove it? 
A. I left that to Merritt. I supposed if it was necessary 
·for me to be here Mr. Powell would send for me. 
Q. Then, :M:iss E. L. Parks, as Commissioner in Chancery, 
advertised for the indebtedness against the estate of J. Harry 
Rew in one or more of the county papers; did you prove 
yo:ur bond then against the estate~ 
A. I left that to Mr. Powell. 
1\{r. Powell: You ·want to be fair with ~irs. Chandler. By 
what process of reasoning do you think we would have 
gTounds to submit this bond ag·ainst !larry Rew's estate? 
Mr. Mapp: It 'vas involved in Harry's estate. 
1\fr. Powell: His name is not on the bond. 
1\ir. Mapp: Her husband, }tfr. Chandler, must have told her 
Harry was responsible for half of it, because he mentioned 
it to him several times, to pay his half of it, and the last time 
he mentioned it, Harry said he was damned tired of his prod-
ding him and that he would pay him 'vhen he could arrange 
for it, or words to that effect. 
Q. .At any rate, the bringing· of the suit involved the set- · 
tlement of Harry Rew's estate, and the notice for the proof 
of claims against Harry He,v's estate, even though you had 
discovered, following Harry Rew's death, when the bond was 
returned and you were told by your husband that the assign-
ment was gone, and you knew tl1at he had gotten the bond 
for Harry Rew to see, did not suggest to your mind that it 
was time for you to come up with this bond and prove it in 
this suit which involved the title to the 1\fason Farm, with 
which you must have known that the bond ''ras 
page 71 ~ connected, and also with the loss of this assign-
ment that you told us about, which had disap-
peared, according to the evidence of your husband and your-
self, during the time that Harry Rew l1ad the bond in his 
possession about five years ago. None of these suggested 
that you take any action until you filed your answer in this 
cause during April of this year? 
.A. Well, I left it up to Merritt and Mr. Powell to attend 
to it for me. 
By Mr. Powell: 
Q. 1\frs. Chandler, is it not a fact that you have had very 
little experience with papers of this ldnd,-bonds or notes 1 
.A. I haven't had any experience, hardly, M1~. Powell. I 
left everything like that to Merritt. 
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Q. You were asked about presenting this claim against 
Mr. Rew's estate. Did you know or did anybody ever tell 
you that you had to p1·esent this claim against Mr. Rew's 
estate? 
Mr. Mapp: Question objected to because she didn't have 
to present it against the estate or against anyone else. The 
bond as shown on the face of it was canceled and paid, the 
date of payment being N ove1nber 2, 1925. 
Q. You didn't know you had to present this against the es-
tate of }'Ir. Harry Rew, did you~ 
A. I did not. 
And further deponent saith not. 
(Signature waived by cou'nsel.) 
ANNIE E. FOX P ARI{ES, 
I • 
a witness of lawful age, having been first duly s'vorn, deposed 
as follows: 
By ~Ir. J\tiapp: 
. Q. you are the plaintiff in this suit and have heretofore 
testified, have you not Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 72 ~ Q. You hold two bonds secured by a deed of 
trust of June 1, 1920, against the Major Mason 
Farm, two tracts 1 
A. Yes, si.r. · 
Q. You have been present and heard the evidence of J. 
Merritt Chandler and his wife, Nora White Chandler, have 
you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has 1\:fr. Chandler ever represented to you that there 
were only two $5,000.00 bonds against that farm,-the Major 
lVIason Farm? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. lias he made that representation more than once? 
A. Many times. 
Q. You were collecting your interest on these two bonds 
of $5,000.00 each from J. Merritt Chandler a·nd from J. Harry 
Rew, were you not? $300.00 each Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you also desirous and did you try to collect the 
principal, or call on them for the principal of these bonds? 
A. Well, ~ have several times written them that I did. I 
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would do that in order to get my interest promptly, and I 
didn't have much faith in the bonds. 
Q. There was a renewal of these bonds, originally to your 
husban9-, to whom they were assigned, and later a renewal 
after h1s death about 1924, by Rew ,and Chandler before the 
first renewal ran out, and then before the second renewal 
ran out, you put the bonds in my hands to have a further 
renewal of guarantee of the two bonds, did you not Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where was Merritt when he assured you or made the 
statement to you that these were the only two bonds due 
against the farm, and in what connection did he make itT 
What was he trying to impress you withY 
A. Various places. Sometimes at my home,. 
page 73 ~ and on the street and once or twice I had my son 
take me to his door; at that time I was trying to 
collect my inte1·est. And he would always assure me that the 
bonds were as good as gold, and that with his guarantee and 
Harry's, I could lose anything; that Harry was worth $200,-
000.00. 
Q. Did he ever tell you anything about the worth of the 
farm? 
A. Very valuable; had valuable timber. . 
Q, Did he ever tell you that the farm was good for your 
$10,000.00! . 
A. Frequently told me it was worth much more. I didn't 
want the farm. We have all the farms we could well take 
care of. 
Q. The question of the execution of this gu~rantee by Mr. 
Rew and Mr. Chandler on May 22, 1930; you don't know about 
the details of that; that was left to me, was it not? 
A. It was in your hands entirely. 
Q. And what you knew about that you got from me? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Chandler has stated that in the beginning, with 
reference to these bonds, that it was a transaction between 
your husband and J. Harry Rew, and that he had no part 
in their assignment; is that true Y . · 
A. When he first accepted the bonds Y That is a mistake. 
My husband hadn't talked with Harry Rew for years. 
Mr. Chandler: I don't think I testified to that. 
Q. Your husband and. Harry Rew hadn't been friendly, 
probably didn't speak, and hadn't for a number of years 
before this? 
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A. Not since 1906 or 1907; I don't remember just the month 
or year. 
Q. With whom was all your husba·nd 's dealings as to the 
bonds from the time they were assigned to him down to his 
death? 
A. J. M. Chandler. 
Q. Did ~fr. J. Merritt Chandler or his Wife ever tell you 
that there was another $5,000.00 bond out against this farm 7 
A. Well, not me, but when my husband took 
page 74 } these bonds, I knew there was $19,000.00 out against 
it. . 
Q. Did they ever tell you, J. Merritt Chandler or J. Harry 
Rew, that that had been reduced to $10,000.001 
A. J. Harry Rew did in my home. 
Mr. Powell: I don't think that is material. Objected to 
as incompetent for any purpose in this suit. 
Q. You say Mr. Harry Rew told you that the indebtedness 
had been reduced to $10,000.00? 
A. Yes, sir, and that I was the only one that held a mort-
gage, and nobody could come in between. 
Q. Did Mr. Chandler ever tell you you were the only one 
who held a mortgage against it? 
A. Yes, sir, frequently. I would frequently write them I 
would have to foreclose. He would tell me that I had noth-
ing to lose; I would surely get my money; told me that after 
1\fr. Rew's death. 
Q. When was the last time you collected any interest from J 
hlm? -• 
A. I think in .1932, but I only succeeded in getting $25~00 
on 1931 interest. Mr. Rew had paid me his $300.00 for his 
one-half, and that still left the half of Mr. Chandler, $300.00, 
and I only succeeded in getting $25.00. 
Q'. Was anybody present at any of these interviews with 
Mr. Chandler? 
A. Most of the time my son was with me. Mr. Chandler 
passed my home frequently, and I would call to him, and he 
could pacify me, said I couldn't· be any safer; the bonds were 
safer than any bonds I held. 
Q. I understand when you would call to him or write to 
him that he would make the statement that there was only 
$10,000.00 against the property? 
A. Yes, sir, all paid off but my bonds. 
Q. When did you hear for the first time that Mrs. Nora 
Chandler was claiming to hold a bond for $5,000.00 also 
again~t this farmf 
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A. In your office last Thursday you showed me where they 
· · · · · · had filed an answer or exception. 
page 75 ~ Q. Has Mr. Chandler ever told you that he had 
·a bond for $5,000.00 or his wife a bond for $5,000.00. 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Jrir. Powell: 
Q. When you were on the stand before, I think I asked you 
whether or not you knew anything about the sale of the Major 
J\IIason farm securing your bonds, with other bonds, by Mr. 
Harry Rew, in September, 1925. Did you know anything 
about the sale of the land at that timet 
A. No, sir, never heard of it . 
. Q. Your husband died in 1923¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And this was two years afterwards. Yon held these 
ponds at the time. After he died the bonds were a part of 
his estate that came to you 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who had been paying you the interest in the meantime Y 
A. Merritt Chandler. 
Q. Mr. ChandlerY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That would be 1924 and 1925f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q·. Mr. Chandler was paying you? 
A. Yes, sir, always paid me except the one occasion Mr. 
Rew sent me this $300.00 check ~1:arch 11, 1932, for 1931 in-
terest. 
· Q. You know where the land is located, do 'you not f 
A. Yes, sir, near my birthplace. 
Q. Near your birthplace? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did ·you know J\ir. Joe J\fason f 
A. I knew of him; I knew his father; knew them 
page 76 ~ when I was a girl. 
Q. Well you know now, J\frs. Parkes, that the 
land was actually sold in 1925, in September 1 
. A. I saw the advertisement here. That is the only way I 
have of knowing it-hearing it and seeing it. 
Q. You know it as a fact other than being personally pres-
ent? 
A. I didn't know·it. I wasn't paid off. Had no 'vay of 
knowing it. 
Q. It has been testified by Mr. Chandler, who ·was there 
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at the time, that the property was actually sold in Septem-
ber, 1925. Your interest had been paid to you regularly at 
that time, had it notf 
A. Yes, sir, nearly regular, not on the date possibly. If 
they were a little slow, I would write them. 
Q. I am talking about the two years after your husband's 
death and before the land was sold 1 
A. Yes, sir, I think so; I haven't seen the bonds for some-
time, but it is on the bonds; I think so. 
Q. When was the first time that you were told by Mr. 
Chandler that there was only $10,000.00 ag-ainst the land 1 
Was that prior to 19251 
A. I don't think so. I think it probably went on; I think 
it went on for three or four years maybe before I became 
much interested. Reports would n1ake me u'ncomfortable and 
I hegan to talk about foreclosing and I have done so ever 
since. 
Q. When was that f 
A. Sometime. It has been ten years since the sale, and for 
several years I have been thinking and talking and writing 
about foreclosing. 
Q. With whom? 
A. 1\fr. Chandler and ~J:r. Rew. Didn't talk to l\{r. Rew, 
didn't see him but once 'vhen he came to my home in answer 
to an urgent letter from me after the Bank closed. Came 
to my house the day of the Franklin Lewis sale-hadn't had 
his supper. Asked me not to foreclose and he would see that 
I got my interest and he would urge ~fr. Chandler. Only time 
I saw him. 
Q. l\{r. Rew. 
A. J.\IIr. Chandler attended to all the business 
page 77 ~ except that time. 
Q. The interest was paid up to and including 
1930, was it not~ 
A. 1930 in full. On 1931 Mr. Chandler owes me $275.00. 
Q. It might have been delayed sometimes in other years, 
but it was all paid through 1930 and part of 1931 f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now all of your affairs of this kind were left in Mr. 
Mapp's hands, were they not? 
A. l\iy son's were. I employed Mr. l\{app to take care of 
rnine personally. 
Q. He 'vas your attorney in all business matters that af-
fected you or your estate? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say Mr. Chandler himself had made statements to 
you to the effect that your two bonds were the only bonds 
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outstanding against this J\fajor Mason Farm. Where did 
those conversations occur? 
A. Various places,-in my home occasionally, on the street 
as we were driving, I 'vould pause to talk to him; I think a 
few times in front of his bank, and I think once or twice in 
front of his home ; I would have my son take me. · 
Q. What was the subject then Y 
A. Interest, I suppose. Then if he was slow in his in-
terest, I would talk foreclosure. The last was the balance 
on 1931 interest. In 1932 I was trying to collect the balance 
of 1931 interest. 
Q. Were you in the habit of seeing Mr. Chandler in the 
Bank? 
A. No. I never was in the Bank, only in front of the Bank. 
He has had other small matters I have had him to attend to 
for us. Shipped our potatoes for us one year. I appreci-
ated it; thought I could depend on him, but this is the greatest 
surprise of all. 
. Q. You knew where the Joseph IL Mason land was Y You 
lrnew that you held two bonds aggregating $10,000.00 secured 
by deed of trust on it, and you were calling on Mr. Rew and 
Mr. Chandler to take care of this interest, were you, or ex-
pecting them to do soY 
page 78 ~ A. Yes, sir. . 
Q·. Why was it that you were expecting them to 
do thatY 
A. Because I had loan~d them the money' 
Q. Loaned whom Y 
A. The Mason Farm and Mr. Chandler and Mr. Rew. Mr. 
Chandler had got the bonds for my husband that I inherited; 
he was the one attending to it. 
Q. All that M:r. Rew did was as Trustee in the deed of 
trilst and attorney, and Mr. Chandler was cashier in the 
Bank T He might have attended to something about getting 
the bonds for Mr. Parks in the beginning? 
A. Rew didn't have anything to do with it. 
Q. How far was the land,-I don~t mean exactly,-how far· 
was this Joseph Mason land from your homeY 
A. I have a farm across the road from Major Mason Farm. 
My home was in Foxville and I taught school on this farm 
when a girl; it is near Bloxom. 
Q. Not very far from Bloxom? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. When you held these bonds you knew what land you 
held a deed of trust against? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Yet you say you don't know anything at all about the 
sale of the land in 1925 ~ 
A. No, sir, I don't know.· I never heard of it until I began 
suits. 
· Q. Never saw any poster; never made any inquiry? 
· A. Never had any occasion. 
Q. If you held those bonds and were anxious to get your 
money and the ·land was being advertised and sold, you were 
. very materially interested Y 
A. Perhaps I should have been, but I was depending on 
Mr. Chandler, and I don't know why I didn't know 
page 79 ~ it was advertised, but I didn't .. 
Q. You take the County papers, or one of them? 
A. Certainly, all of them. 
Q. And you keep fairly well posted on matters of this 
kind that affect you f 
A. I should think so, I try. 
Q. Naturally you try to, that is common sence. Under what 
circumstances was it that Mr. Chandler stated to you that you 
held the only bonds against the farm f How did he come to 
make any such statement to you as you say Y · 
A. I don't know whether I :would be asking for interest 
then, or I would be worrying probably. There has been. a 
lot of uneasiness in that Bank. I knew from its beginning; 
my husband was a charter member with fifteen shares and 
he drew out in a little while. It has been a source of annoy-
ance. The bonds came through the Bank at Bloxom and 
ParkslP.y Bank. My husband worried a great deal after he 
got them. He talked over his affairs with me. That is the 
reason I exacted all these guarantees, and Mr. Chandler 
would pacify me ; never talked with Mr. Rew but the one 
time; and naturally I have worried these twelve years since 
Mr. Parkes' death. 
Q You were particularly worried over this Joseph H. Ma-
son loan? 
A. I had only two, and then I have lost the other one 
through him,-the Godwin. 
Q. You were particularly worried about this Joseph H. 
Mason loan? 
A. Not any more than the other, but it is going the same 
way it looks. Everything that came through the Bank went 
~~~~~ ' 
Q. What statement did Mr. Chandler make about the liens 
on the Joseph H. Mason LandY 
A. I have told you over and over. He has told me that I 
couldn't lose. 
Q. What did he tell you, what language did he use about 
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the number of bonds that were out against the Joseph H. 
Mason Farm? 
A. That I was the only one that had a mortgage on that 
farm; all had been paid except my $10,000.00, two $5,000.00 
bonds, and I couldn't lose ; since Harry Rew 's 
page 80 ~ death he said I couldn't lose; would get the f.arm. Q. VVas that before or since¥ 
A. Since,-he said I couldn't lose, not to be worried. 
Q. Were those statements 1Ir. Chandler made to yoa be-
fore or after Mr. Harry Rew's death1 
A. Before and after. 
Q. When was the :first time he made that statement and 
where? 
A. I can't tell you unless I repead it-diff.erent places at 
many times,-:--in my home, in front of the bank, in front of 
his home, in the presence of my son often, not always. Would 
see him pass my home and I would call him and then talk with 
him if I were worried more than usual; would pacify me and 
say the bonds were as good as gold. 
Q. When did he :first tell you that your bonds were the 
only bonds against the farm, whether good or bad? 
A. I can't tell you the first time because it has been a pe-· 
riod of years. As time g·rew on I grew more restless, be-
cause conditions were more restless; I didn't want the Ma-
jor 1\fason Farm; I wanted my money. 
Q. Did you ever say anything to 1\fr. 1\fason about the 
bonds against the Joseph If. Mason Farm f 
A. You mean years ago before they were paid off¥ 
Q. They have never been paid off. 
A. There was $19,000.00 when my husband got them, $9,-
000.00 must have been paid. 
' Q. We understand $4,000.00 has been paid offf 
A. Mrs. AI Short lost it, I always understood 
Q. That is hearsay. 
A. It was in the $19,000.00 at least. 
Q. There has been nobody who has said but that at least 
$4,000.00 has been paid off. Did you have inter-
page 81 ~ views with Mr. Chandler frequently? Would they 
be a matter of frequent occurrence¥ 
A. Yes, sir, if I. were worried, or sometimes we would be 
talking about other business and then it would branch off 
probably to these bonds. I have frequently written him I 
wanted to foreclose or wanted my money. I didn't want the 
farm; we have more farms than we can take care of; didn't 
want to take the farm. Naturally, I was a widow and would 
talk to him because he was the one who secured those bonds 
for my _husband and me. 
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. Q. You don't know even remotely when you first heard ~ir. 
Chandler say your two bonds were the only ones against the 
property' ' · 
A. I can only tell you several years. If I would begin five 
or six years ago would probably reach it. I wouldn't go 
wrong. I am swearing to it. It was probably two or three 
times a year. I have annoyed him a great deal and I know 
it. I could only see l\ir. Rew by writing him; only once he 
came to my house when the bank closed. Everybody was 
crazy then and still are; I am not quite; trying to hold on. 
· Q. In view of the fact that the interest was paid up to 1930, 
what was the occasion for being so rnuch exercises about the 
bondst 
A. I have told you before I didn't have confidence in them. 
Even in 1930 that was a big loan on the farm. You heard 
the depositions sometinw ago about the valuation placed on 
that farm, and I had *10,000.00 on it, and that was a big loan. 
I haven't much idea of values, but it isn't good land, full of 
ditches. 
Q. You were still getting your interest? 
A.. I got it up to 1930; there is something else involved 
but interest; I didn't want to lose the principal. 
Q. You have heard the testimony that Mr. I-Iarry Rew went 
to 1\tir. ·Chandler and got the bond for $5,000.00 held by his 
wife and that the deed of trust securing that bond was re-
leased in l\Lay of 19301 You heard l\ir. Chandler's testimony 
to that effect? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you happen to know anything about that 
page 82 ~ t~ansaction? 
A. Nothing whatever, I saw it on record, that 
is all. 
Q. Did you have any conversation with l\ir. Rew about that 
time? 
A. No, sir, only in my home,-:-I think the Chrisbnas of 
1931. I collected throug·h l\fr. Chandler. He brought the 
checks usually to my door,-interest, I mean, of course. When-
ever I 'vould call 1\fr. Chandler's attention to it, he 'vould 
say '' Co~sin Annie, I will see lia rry'; and in a few days he 
would brrng check; may have been Harry Rew's check; I 
don't remember. 
Q. When you had these conversations 'vith Mr. Chandler 
~bout your bonds being the only bonds outstanding, did you 
make any inquiry about who had paid the other bonds off? 
. A. No, sir, if mine were the only ones, that I was all I was 
in teres ted in. 
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Q. Did you talk with Mr. Mapp about that in the mean-
time? .About the outstanding bonds? 
.A. I may have. I had him search up the records immedi-
ately after my husband's death. I think he advised me that 
as long as they paid the interest to wait. 
Q·. This bond was not released until May, 1930, on the rec-
ord. You say these · interviews had been going on between 
you and .Mr. Chandler about these bonds for years ; is that 
correct? 
A. Yes, sir, years. 
Q. Mrs. Parkes, you knew as a business woman that if 
the bonds were pa,id off, it is usual to release the deed of trust. 
Mr. Mapp was examining the records for you from time to 
time. The deed of trust up to May, 1930, didn't show any 
bonds were released 7 
A. I don't know anything about that. 
Q. You had Mr. Mapp examine the records? 
A. After Mr. Parkes' death; I don't think I had any oc-
casion after that. He searched the records in May or June, 
1923. After that he found them, I think, he found 
page 83 ~ them satisfactory. I think he advised me as long 
as the interest was paid promptly, to wait a little 
while. You know as the years 'vent on that conditions were 
not favorable. It began to impress· me and I guess I began 
to worry a little more. I wish now I had worried enough 
to have got my money then. I had confidence and just kept 
waiting. In the last few years I have been more worried 
and I wo'uld call ~Ir. Chandler in and he would assure me 
over and over that I 'vas perfectly safe and the farm was 
good for it. 
Q. During all that time to May, 1930, the record was per-
fectly clear of any release 7 ' 
A. I don't know; after Mr. Parkes' death the title was 
examined and was satisfactory and Mr. Mapp advised me 
if we collected the interest promptly, to wait. 
Q. Weren't you telling Mr. Mapp in the meantime about 
these statements of Mr. Chandler that yours were the only 
bonds? . 
A. I have in the last few years, when I began to worry 
about bank conditions and general conditions and deprecia-
tion in values. I didn't feel that I would ever see $10,000.00 
out of the farm if I had it to take. 
Q. You stated in the beginning you knew there was $19,-
000.00 against the farm Y 
A. When my husband took the bonds. 
Q. And you knew it? 
A. Yes, sir, because he consulted me after every deal, even 
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thoug-h he probably did not take my advice; if he was dis-
satisfied, he would discuss it; that was why he w·ent back to 
Mr Chandler for a g-uar.ap.tee. Brought him the bonds with 
guarantee of Chandler and Harry Rew on it; then Chandler 
brought him a paper g·uaranteeing $19,000.00. Mr. Parkes 
thought more was owing when he first accepted the bonds. 
He was continually after Mr. Cha;ndler. 
page 84 ~ Q. In spite of the fact that you were uneasy and 
after Mr. Rew and Mr. Chandler, you never had 
the record examined as to whether you held the only mort-
gage? 
A. I heard part had been paid off and· I was the anly one 
that held anything, and I was about as satisfied as I could 
be unless I foreclosed. 
Q. You know if a deed of trust is outstanding for $19,000.00 
and not released for $1.00, it is still outstanding? 
A. He was te.lling me all was paid except mine. 
And further deponent saith not. 
(Signature ·waived by counsel.) 
CARLISLE P AltKES, 
a witness of lawful age, having been first duly sworn, deposed 
as follows: 
By Mr. Mapp: 
Q. State your name, age and residence 7 
A. Carlisle Parkes, 33, Parksley. 
Q'. You are the son of Mrs. Annie E. Fox Parkes, the plain-
tiff i·n this causeY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you have occasion to take your mother to the home 
of Mr. Merritt Chandler, or were you present at your home, 
or have your mother in an automobile that you were driving, 
in front of the bank or elsewhere, in Parksley, when she was 
interviewing Mr. Chandler in regard to two bonds secured 
by deed of trust on the two tracts of Major Mason Farm Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you heard :1\{r. Merritt Chandler make any state-
ment with reference to those two bonds for $5,000.00 'each y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What? . 
A. That }!other was the only one who held any-
page 85 } thing· against the farm. 
Q. Have you heard him make that statement 
more than once? 
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. A. Several times. 
Q. Are you able to fix the time with reference to the year 
that those statements were made? Were they made before 
the death of Harry Rew t · 
A. Before and after. 
Q. You have heard him before and after 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS E~AMINATION. 
By)\Ir. Powell: . 
Q. Did I understand that these statements were made di-
rect to you or in your presence¥ 
A. I didn't say that. Not to me. I was present 'vhen 
it was said. 
Q. You were not handling any of your mother's affairs? 
A. No, sir. • 
Q. Have yon a pretty fair memory¥ 
A. I hope so. 
Q. Do you remember anything about the sale of tl1e 1\Iason 
Farm? · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. "\Vhy not if your memory is pretty fair? You have lived 
in Parksley practically all your life, and your mother too f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you know anything about her loan on this property? 
A. Yes, sir, I knew about the loan. 
Q. You have seen an advertisement that 1\Ir. Rew put up 
and you have heard about what the records show with regard 
to. the sale? 
A. I have seen that advertisement here .. 
Q. Did you ever kno'v anything about the sale of that Janel? 
A. No, sir, I didn't know a thing, Mr. Powell. 
Q. Have you any way of approximating about the first time 
you ever heard this statement made by 1\{r. Chandler? 
A. No, sir, I can't, but he has told her several 
page 86 ~ times. · . 
Q. You have said before and after 1\{r. Rew's 
death? 
A. Yes, sir. 
· Q. How far back could you form any opinion as to the 
first time you ever heard this statement made? How far back 
would it be? 
A. I don't want to· specify any special date, because it 'vas 
several dates. · 
Q. I am not. mentioning any special date or month; I am 
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trying to get you to say how many years ago it has been, 
if there bas been anything- that would enable you to fix itT . 
A. I would say four or five years anyhow. I would be 
safe about it too. 
And further deponent saitb not. 
(Signature waived by counsel.) 
G. WALTER :NIAPP, 
a witness of lawful age, having been first duly sworn, de-
posed as follows: 
G. Walter 1\tiapp, Accomac, Va., Attorney-at-law, 62. 
Following the death of I\{r. Robert L. Parkes, as ~ttor­
ney, his affairs and those of his wife, Annie E. Fox Parkes, 
were held from a legal standpoint by me, and the two bonds 
of Joseph H. Mason and wife, dated June 1, 1920, came to 
my attention somewhere about that time. These bonds then 
bore an endorsement of warranty by J. M. Chandler and J. 
Harry Rew. I\{y impression is that I made some examina-
tion of the records o·n these and other bonds. I recall that 
there were certain other bonds that I took up through Mr. 
Chandler that belonged to the Parkes estate, for which he 
paid cash or surrendered to me other securities that I ac-
cepted. l\tiost of my dealings, however, with 1\tir. J. Harry 
Rew. I never knew until more or less recently, probably 
until after Harry Rew's death, that the 1\!Iajor l\tiason Farm 
·was ever sold. The date now appe'trs to have been Sept. 
26, 1925. If I\£r. Rew or anybody else ~ver told me that until 
these hectic years of the 30's, it has entirely es-
page 87 ~ caped my men1ory and I don't think anybody ever 
did. I take all the papers; whether they carried 
any newspaper notice of it, I do not kno,v, although it is pos-
sible, when I was off the Shore in August of that year in a 
statewide campaign, I may not have seen the paper. In any 
event, I was in complete ignorance of the sale of the farm. 
I kne'v Chandler a·nd Rew 'vere in possession of the farm 
from conversations with Harry, I take it, he being an at:.. 
torney, my dealings were with him. They held this farm and 
there was one mortgage securing these bonds, which the rec-
ords here show. I won't undertake to say at what time there 
·was ·only $10,000.00 against the farm, but it was sqmewhere 
along in there, and knowing· something of the financial status 
of Mr. Rew and l\ir. Chandler and their larg-e and valuable 
possessions, and their warranty coupled with the fact that 
the mortgage secured these two bonds led me to believe that 
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they were safely and amply secured. J\1:rs. Parkes repeatedly 
discussed the bonds with me and was rather urgent that I 
proceed to collect them, but I assured her in my judgment 
the bonds were safe and that if I collected them •it would 
just mean to relend the money, and I knew, too, that it was 
going to be inconvenient to those gentlemen, probably to pay 
it. Besides the warranty on the back of them, there had 
also been a latter warranty. The original was not under 
seal; the second was not under seal; that was on a' strip of 
paper attached to the bond when the third one was executed. 
I either surrendered it to Harry or ·just removed it from the 
papers, but the date of the second one was shortly to expire, 
and J\{rs. Parkes brought me the bonds to have this guar-
anty renewed. My recollection is that that was the first time 
she e~er left the bonds with me, and I think the bonds have 
been in my possession since then in my safe. I took up with 
Harry the question of a renewal of the guarantee on those 
bonds. There was some delay, as often happened in trans-
actions with Harry and I beg·an to press them get 
page 88 }- this renewal. !·wanted it in a more definite form 
than it had been, and the guarantee I read into the 
record the other day was drawn by me. But along in there 
somewhere I was assured again, as the statement has been 
repeatedly made, that there was only $10,000.00 against the 
farm. I called Harry's attention to the fact that the' record 
showed there was $19,000.00 and that I wanted the other bond~ 
released. There was not the slightest demur to that; said 
he would arrange that; I don't know whether he said he would 
get the bonds and release them or have the records released, 
and he did release the records on May 13, 1930. On May 22, 
1930, they executed the third warranty or guaranty of the 
bonds, which I had drawn and sent to him. While my in-
terviews in regard to this, as I remember it-many things 
have happened since that time,-were solely with Harry, my 
recollection is that when I wrote him letters we ·always sent 
a copy of those,-because while Harry was able and fine, he 
was rather dilatory, and this matter was pressing, and Mrs. 
Parkes pressing me,-that copies of those letters \Vent to 
Mr. Chandler. Later about the t:qne Harry died, correspond-
ence after that was direct with Mr. Chandler. During the 
last year we revamped the office ; some of the files were moved 
to the house and around and I have been unable to find the 
correspo~dence with Harry bearing on this last renewal, in 
order to get the carbon copies of those letters. We are still 
hunting for them, and if we find them, will ask to be per-
mitted to file them. I have attached to the renewal warranty 
or guaranty Harry's notes of May 22, 1930, forwarding me 
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the guaranty of the Parkes bonds and thanking me for my 
kind consideration. Never did I hear of any third bond, not 
even after the suit was brought when the record was first 
found showing that the bonds had been paid according to the 
fiduciary account of J. Harry Rew, Trustee, and Mr. Gunter 
and J. Abbott Byrd, Administrators, filed an answer vouch-
ing that record,-not until sometime after that, 
page 89 } probably at the time that Mrs. Parkes testified in 
perso'n and established her claim to two bonds of 
$5,000.00 each, did I ever hear of a contention of ail addi-
tional $5,000.00 bond. Harry Rew's statement was always 
that there was only $10,000.00, and when I asked him to clear 
the record showing only $10,000.00, he very promptly com-
plied with that. I had told him I couldn't take the renewal 
without that, and without the renewal (there was some hesi-
tancy about that) I was going to foreclose or bring suit against 
Harry and 1\{erritt on the second, not that I wanted to cause 
them trouble. I thought then that with their guaranty, if 
there 'vas only $10,000.00 against the farm, the loan was still 
safe; if there has been any contention that there was $15,-
000.00 against that farm, I would certainly not have accepted 
this last renewal, but would have taken action then. I want 
to identify one date for the purpose of this record. Mrs. 
Parkes said Harry Rew came to see her from the sale of 
Franklin C. Lewis. I was interested in that sale and at-
tended that sale. It was held on Dec. 30, 1931, the Christ-
mas. week following the closing of the Accomack B'anking 
Company on Dec. 21, 1931. 
1\fr. Powell: I want to object and move to strike out every 
reference in :Air. Mapp's. statement of any assurance he had 
received to the effect that there was only $10,000.00 indebt-
edness against the Mason Farm in question. 
I further object and move to strike out every reference to 
any statement made to the same effect to him by Mr. J. Harry 
Rew upon the ground that these statements are too vague and 
indefinite, and are otherwise incompetent, irrelevant and im-
material to the particular issue here involved. 
I further call for the correspondence to which Mr. Mapp 
· has referred between himself ~J,nd Mr. Rew, and 
p·age 90 ~ particularly to the copies, if any, if any,. that w&re 
supposed to have been sent to Mr. Chandler. 
I also reserve the right to put into the testimony this after-
noon issues of the County newspapers carrying local ·notices 
of sale of the Joseph H. Mason Land in September, 1925. 
· Further this deponent saith not. 
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J. 1\fERRITT CHANDLER, Recalled. 
By 1Yir. Mapp: 
Q. Mr. Chandler, when you were on the stand last, you 
testified as I remember it, that in settling with Harvey 
Young, the tenant on the Mason Farm, that you didn't give 
him any receipt. 
A. I forgot that, I did give him a receipt, but he didn't pay 
me all that money at one time. · 
Q. I no'v hand you a paper which reads: Received of Har-
vey Young, settlement in full for sweet potatoes and straw-
berries, July 28, 1933, and ask you if that is the receipt you 
gave him? 
A. Yes, sir, that is right. I think that is the only receipt 
I ever gave for rent. I remembered it afterwards and would 
have explained it. 
Q. It just so happens that on July 28, 1933, Harry Re'v 
died? 
A. Yes, sir, but we had a settlement before that. I think 
if you will ask Mr. Young he will testify to it. 
And further deponent saith not. 
Further taking of depositions adjourned to 1 :30 o'clock 
P.M. 
JOHN W. EDMONDS, JR., 
a witness of lawful age, being first duly s'\vorn, deposes and 
says as follows: 
By Mr. Powell: 
Q. State your name, age, occupation, and place of resi-
dence. 
_"'..... John W. Edmonds, Jr., Accomac, Virginia1 
page 91 ~ Assistant Editor and Owner Peninsula Enter-
prise. 
Q. Is the Peninsula Enterprise a· newspaper of general 
publication, weekly publication, in the county of Accomack 
and the Eastern ShoreY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long has it been in existence 1 
A. June 30, 1881. 
Q. And was in the month of September, 1925. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. There has been testimony in this case, Mr. Edmonds, 
of the sale of what is known as the Joseph H. 1\!ason Land, 
or Major 1\Iason Land, by 1\Ir. J. Harry Rew, on the 26th day 
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• of September, 1925. I will ask you whether you have before 
you now your original newspaper :files of the Peninsula En-
terprise for the month of September, 19251 
A. I have the whole year of 1925. One copy of each issue. 
Q. It is the custom of your paper to preserve these origi-
nal issues? 
I ~- 1:es, sir. 
. Q. ~nd have them bound at the end of each year. I will 
ask you here whether or not you have examined your records 
and found you printed the posters introduced in evidence in 
this caseY 
~- I printed a poster for this sale. They are both charged. 
The locals charged and the posters charged on the next line 
to it. 
Q. 1: our local notice that you carry in the paper appears 
in what issue first? 
A. September 5th. Appears 5th, 12th, 19th, and 26th. 
Q. Once a week for four successive weeks1 
A. 1: es, sir. 
Q. ~s a matter of fact Saturday .was the 26th of Septem-
ber, 1925. 
A. Yes, sir. The paper is printed on Friday but bears the 
elate on Saturday. 
Q. In the first issue tell me where the notice of 
page 92 ~ sale appears. 
~- Appeared on local page, column two. 
Q. What is shown in column three? 
A. Parlrsley notes for that week. 
Q. And they extend from the top of the page down to the 
bottom do they not? 
A. Yes, sir, and goes in the fourth column about an inch. 
Q. ~nd the notice in I this case is towards the bottom of the 
second column, adjacent to the Parksley items? 
~- Yes, sir. 
Q. That is rather a full notice is it not T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Roughly speaking, how many inches would you say? 
A. ~round four inches. 
Q. ~nd appears in that form throughout the whole four 
issues? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Roughly speaking, that gives a description of the tract 
of land to be sold by 1\ir. Rew, does it nott 
A.· Yes; sir. I will read it. '' J. Harry Rew, Trustee, will 
Rell at public auction to the highest bidder, at Bloxom, Vir, 
ginia, on Saturday, September 26th, A. D., 1925, at two thirty 
o'clock,· P. 1\L, all of the very valuable real estate of Joseph 
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H. Mason, situated near Bloxom Station, kri.own as part of · 
the Major Mason Farm, designated on the plat of the said 
Major Mason Farm as Tracts A and B, containing 62.12 
acres in both tracts, and adjoining the lands of H. T. Mason, 
E. J. Mears, S. Read Taylor, 0. L. Barnes, and others, Tracts 
A and B to be offered separate and then as a whole, the Trus-
tee reserving the right to accept the most advantageous bid 
or bids. This is one of the most desirable farms in Metomp-
kin District, splendidly located, productive land,· improved 
by a good dwelling, with all necessary outbuildings, and with 
plenty of resources. For terms and further particulars see 
posters or said Trustee. ' ' 
page 93 } Note : It was agreed among counsel that the 
certified copy of the deed of trust of Joseph H. 
Mason and wife to J. Harry Rew, ·dated J nne 1, 1920, filed 
as "Exhibit .... '' in this suit, showing likewise the release 
of one bond for $5,000.00, and one bond for $4,000.00, on 
May 13, 1930, can be considered as having been filed and is 
to be considered as a part of the evidence in this case. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
ROBERT H. OLDHAM, 
a witness of lawful age, being first duly sworn, deposes and 
says as follows: 
By Mr. Mapp: . 
Q. State your name, occupation, and place of residence? 
A. Deputy County Clerk, Accomac, Virginia. 
Q. As Deputy County Clerk, you are one of the custodians 
of the records of Accomack County, are you not, including 
the Records of Fiduciaries. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I will ask you to turn 'to Record of Fiduciaries Book 
1925-1928, page 90, and tell me if you find there an account 
made up by J.· Harry Rew, Trustee, under a certain deed of 
trust from Joseph H. Mason and wife Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When was this account filed with the Clerk Y 
A. On November 13, 1925. 
Q. When was it confirmed Y 
A. December 18, 1925, by the Circuit Court. 
Q. Please make a certified copy of this account and file 
with your evidence as "Exhibit A". 
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1925 
Sept. 26 
" 
Nov. 2 
" 
"· 
I 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
"EXHIBIT A'' 
JOSEPH H. MASON AND WIFE'S TRUST FUND, 
IN ACCOUNT WITH J. HARRY REW, TRUSTEE. 
Dr. 
By am't rec' d from sale of real estate $ 
To u paid H. R. Parker, Auctioneer 15 00 
" " " Peninsula Enterprise, Adv., &c. 10 75 
" " " for 1923, 1924 & 1925 Taxes 171 91 
" commissions on 814900.00 (reg) 307 00 
" am't ret'd to pay Clerk, for Invy. .90 
& this Account 1. 85 
- 2 75 
" " " " " Comr. for Invy. 1.00 
& this Account & copy 2.50 
-
3 50 
" balance Trust Fund for distribution 14389 09 
$14900 00 
By balance Trust Fund for distribution s 
To am't paid~., Inc., for 
2 bonds, $5000 each, with interest from 
Oct. 1st, 1924, pro rata distribution w~ " am't paid Lemuel R. Mason, for one bond 
of $5000.00, with interest from Oct. 1st, 
1923, pro rata distribution 4973 1 
$14389 09 
Cr. 
$14900 00 
814900 00 
$14389 09 
Sl4389 09 
To the Circuit Court for the County of Accomack: · 
The undersigned Commissioner reports as follows: 
On the 2nd day of November, 1925, I was requested by J. 
Harry Rew to make· up ·and state his account as Trustee un-
der a certain deed of trust from Joseph H .. Mason and wife, 
now of record in the Clerk's Office of the said Court; and on 
the first Monday in November, 1925, I gave notice in manner 
prescribed by law that the said acconnt was before me for 
settlement. 
On the 13th day of November, 1925, I entered into an ex-
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amination of the said account and the result there-
page 95 ~ of is contained in the statement hereto attached 
as a part of this report. By the said statement 
it appears that on the said 2nd day of November, 1g.25, the 
account was evenly balanced. 
I haye been occupied about this account two hours and my 
fee is $2.00. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Given under my hand this 13th day of November, 1925. 
Virginia: 
JAMES C. MELSON, 
Commissioner of· Accounts .. 
At a Circuit Court ·held for the County of Accomack, on the 
18th day of December, A. D. 1925. 
This Account of J. Harry Rew, Trustee, with Jos~ph H. 
Mason & wife's Trust Fund, having been :filed by James C. 
Melson, Commissioner of Accounts, in the Clerk's Office more 
than one month, was examined by the Court, confirmed and 
ordered to be recorded. 
Teste: 
JOHN D. GRANT, JR., C. Q. 
Filed November 13th, 1925. 
I will ask you also to refer to Accounts of Fiduciaries Rec-
ords, years 1917-1920, page 13, and ask you if you :find there 
an account of John R. Rew, Trustee, in account with John 
M. Taylor, et als., trust fund, the said John J\L Taylor at the 
time of making up the account as shown thereby being deadT 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Please refer to Account B of said account and tell me 
what su~ is shown. thereby to be due to Velma T. Annis? 
A. $75.53. 
Q. As of what date? 
A. September -30, 1917. 
. Q. Account B is a distribution of $660.7 4 among Mrs. John 
D. Annis heirs, is it not? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
page. 96 ~ Q. Please give the names of the heirs as there-
in reported. 
A. William H. Annis, Maud J\L Taylor, Harold D. Annis, 
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Howard T. Annis, Garland D. Annis, Leonard Annis, Earl 
Annis and Velma T. Annis. 
Q. Account A reported and recorded as aforesaid is a dis-
tribution of sale of certain real estate amounting to $2,500.00, 
is it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the $660.70 is the balance shown by Account A, as 
due the trust fund and carried down for distribution among 
the heirs of ~frs. John D. Annis Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
J. MERRITT OHANDLER, 
a witness of lawful age, being duly sworn, deposes and says 
as follows: 
By Mr. Powell: 
Q. Mr. Chandler, you have testified before in this case? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You will recall that when testimony in this case was 
taken on the 23rd of this present month you were asked by 
counsel for the plaintiffs whether you had ever made any state-
ment to. the effect that ~Irs. Parkes two $5,000.00 bonds were 
the only outstanding bonds against the property of Joseph 
H. Mason. You have heard Mrs. Parkes' testimonv this 
morning and also the testimony of her son, Carlisle Parkes, 
with regard to statements that she claims you made to her 
upon that point. No date was mentioned by ~frs. Parkes and 
only one time did she mention the place where you made any 
such statement. I want to ask you whether or not you ever 
at any time or at any place stated to ~frs. Parkes that her two 
bonds were the only bonds unpaid and secured by said deed 
of trust. 
page 97 ~ Mr. 1\fapp: Objected to because the matter is not 
the subject of proper re-examination in chief for 
the reason th~t it has already been gone into with this wit-
ness when he was on the stand in chief. 
A. Mr. Powell, I never talked with ~frs. Parkes in my life 
about the amount of bonds outstanding against the Major 
~fason Farm. She· never asked me in her life about the 
amount of bonds outstanding. . The only thing Mrs. Parks 
and myself ever talked about in any way, shape, or form, was 
the interest payments. 
Q. On her bonds Y 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And she has testified the interest was paid by you and 
Mr. Rew or by you or Mr. Rew through the year 1930 and in 
part of 1931. Is that correct~ 
A. I think that is rig·ht. The bonds will show. I don't 
remember exactly. 
Q. Have you ever had any conversations with her since 
Mr. Rew's death? 
A. Yes, sir, on one occasion. 
Q. Where was that~ 
A. Mrs. Parkes has never approached me about those bonds 
until Mr. Rew's death. There was a suit down here, and I 
was down here and she said, "Merritt, I am very sorry Mr. 
Gunter has proven me to be a liar today about a certain date 
o·n a bond''. I told her I was sorry. From that day to this 
Mrs. Parkes has never mentioned bonds to me. 
Q. She created the impression on my mind that there had 
been time and again when interviews between you and her 
would take place about this Mason indebtedness; that they 
were numerous. Is that correct f 
A. Mr. Powell, I testified a few minutes ago she never men-
tioned the amount of the indebtedness to me in her 
page 98 ~ life. She did mention interest at different times. 
Sometimes I could pay it and sometimes couldn't 
pay it at that time. 
Q. The interest fell due once a year did it not Y · 
A. That is right. 
Q. I repeat ag-ain, her testimony conveys the idea very 
clearly that she had many, many interviews with you about 
these bonds. 
A. She had interviews with me about the interest but never 
had an interview about the outstanding indebtedness on that 
farm. 
Q. In order .that I may cover the matter completely I will 
ask you if you have any recollection of ever talking with 
her in the presence of her son, Carlisle, about any outstand-
ing bonds? 
A. No, sir. He was present a lot of times when I talked 
with her about interest. She did come to my home about 
interest, but that was all. 
By Mr. Mapp: 
Q. Mr. Chandler, you were formerly the Cashier of Acco-
mack Banking Company, were you not Y 
A. I was. 
Q. You were Cashier during the year-from the beginning 
until it closed? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And of course that includes 1908 and 19097 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I hand you a check signed '' S. B. Shrieves, per J. Harry 
Rew", dated }.{a~ch 11, 1909, payable to Accomack Banking 
Company $700.00, attached to which is a typewritten memo-
randum showing a deposit by S. B. Shrieves, of Hopkins, 
Virginia, 1908 $700.00, and then check $700.00, balance 00. 
~Ir. Gunter: May I ask what is the purpose of that check? 
~fr. Mapp: H·e says this was the money that Harry in-
vested without any authorization from him. 
page 99} Q. It was deposited in his name Y 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Gunter: Question objected to because it cannot in 
any way, shape, or form support the contention of Mr. 
Shrieves that there is an indebtedness due to him by the 
estate of J. Harry Rew. This only shows that there was de-
posited in the name of Mr. Shrieves $700.00 in the Accomack 
Banking· Company, by J. Harry Rew perhaps. 
Q. Mr. Chandler, are you able to identify that check as be-
ing in the handwriting of J. Harry RewY 
A. It is. -
Q. And the memorandum attached indicates the deposit 
that ~fr. Shrieves had a deposit of $700.00 in 1908 and drawn 
out on this check in 1909. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I will ask you to give that as ''Exhibit Z'' with your 
depositions. 
EX. Z, J. M. CHANDLER. 
No. xx Parksley, Va ...... 3/11 ...... 1909 
ACCOMACK BANKING COMPANY INC. 
Parksley, Va. 
Pav to the 
.. Order of Accomack Bng. Co. $700.00 
Seven Hundred . . . ...... o • o •••• o •• o 0 ••••• 100 Dollars 
S. B. SHRIEVES 
per J. HARRY REW 
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1908. 
DeJ?osit 
Check 
Balance 
Balance 
S. B. 8-hreves, 
Hopkins, Va. 
700.00 
700.00* 
00 
700.00 
None. 
page 100 ~ · Mr. Gunter: Motion to strike out answer be-
cause irrelevant and immaterial and for reasons 
further stated in the objection to the question. Without waiv-
ing objection made to the question and the motion to strike 
out answer hereto, Mr. Chandler, I will ask you to state if· 
the Accomack Banking Company or you or Mr. J. Harry 
Rew dealt in any Larchmont Realty Corporation bonds or 
any Larchmont Investment Corporation bonds in the year 
1909 or 1910Y 
A. My recollection is they did not That is my best recol-
lection . 
. And further this .deponent saith not. 
State of Virginia, 
County of Accomack, to-wit: 
I, E. L. Parks, ·a Commissioner in Chancery of the Circuit 
Court of Accomack County; hereby certify that the foregoing 
depositions were duly taken before me, (the :first 78 pages of 
which were taken by me in shorthand and the last 31 pages 
by Miss Virginia Bull and later reduced to writing), signa-
tures of witnesses to stenographic notes being waived by 
counsel. 
Given under my hand this 4th day of. June, 1935. 
EUDIE L. PARKS, 
Comr. in Chancery. 
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Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Accomack County. 
Annie E. Fox Parkes, Pltff., 
v. 
J. Harry Rew's Admrs., et als., Defts. 
(In Chancery.) 
I • 
'j 
To the Honorable John E. Nottingham, Judge of said Court: 
Pursuant to a decree entered in the above entitled cause 
on April 15, 1935, depositions haye been taken bP.fore me, 
which are here,vith filed, together with exhibits, and I have 
otherwise investigated the matters mentioned in said decree, 
and now respectfully report to the Court as follows : 
page 101 ~ 1. Fr.om the depositions of J. Merritt Chandler, 
Nora E. Chandler' and Lemuel R. Mason, it ap-
pears that in December, 1925, J. 1ierritt Chandler took up by 
assig·nment the $5,000.00 bond due to Lemuel R. Mason by 
Joseph H. J\iason and wife, secured by deed of trust dated 
J nne 1, 1920, and recorded in the Clerk's Office of this Court 
in D. B. 118, page 177, under which deed of trust· sale. was 
made by J. Harry Rew, Trustee, on September 26, 1925, the 
property having been knocked down to J. Merritt Chandler, 
at the price of $14,900.00, he signing a purchaser's acknowl-
edgment. The inventory filed by Mr. Rew, Trustee, shows J. 
1\tierritt Chandler as the purchaser. (See Inventories 1923-
1926, page 400.) 
In Accounts of Fiduciaries, 1925-1928, page 90, by an ac-
count made up by said Trustee before James C. J\1:elson, Com-
missioner of Accounts, and confirmed by the Court on De-
cember 18, 1925, it appears that the said Trustee distributed 
the net proceeds of said sale among the holders of the three 
$5,000.00 bonds secured by the deed of trust. (The deed of 
trust originally secured the payment of $19,000.00,-three 
$5,000.00 bonds and one bond for $4,000.00, but it is admitted 
that the $4,000.00 bond was paid off before sale, by whom I 
am not definitely advised,-possibly by a sister of Joseph II. 
Mason.) 
Mrs. Annie E. Fox Parkes, Assignee, and plaintiff in this 
cause, holds two of the $5,000.00 bonds above referred to and 
it is her contention that she has received no part of the prin-
cipal of said bonds. I am sure this is correct, since her state-
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1nent is borne out by the guaranty execU:ted by J. Merritt 
Chandler and J. Harry Rew on ~1ay 22, 1930, hereinafter re-
ferred to. ~Irs. Parkes says interest was paid to her by J. 
IIarry Rew and J. Merritt Chandler through 1930, with a 
credit of $325.00 on 1931. 
Mr. Chandler states that on day of sale J. I-Iarry Rew, 
Trustee, requested him to attend the sale and bid on the 
property for him, l\1r. Rew; that he complied with said re-
quest, and the property was knocked off to him at the price 
above mentioned; that on the way home from sale, Mr. Rew 
persuaded him to join in .with him in the pur-
page 102 ~ chase, which he finally consented to do, and that 
thereafter, until the date of ~Ir. Rew's death, 
they jointly paid the interest due to Annie E. Fox Parkes, 
paid the taxes and divided the rents; that no part of the 
purchase price of said farm was ever paid by him except the 
sum of $4,973.00, of which amount $4,970.00 was paid by him 
in December, 1925, by his personal check to Lemuel R. Mason, 
Assignee, and $3.00 in cash later paid L~muel R. Mason, to 
take up the bond due to said Mason and secured by the deed 
of trust executed by Joseph Ir. Mason and wife, under which 
sale was made. Lemuel R. 1\fason testified that Mr. Chandler 
paid him the amount stated for his bond-$4,970.00 by check 
and $3.00 in cash. Mr. Chandler is unable to produce can-
celed check showing this payment, saying ·same has been 
lost or misplaced, but his bank account with Accomack Bank-
ing Company, Inc., Parksley, Va., as of December 17, 1925, 
shows a charge of $4,970.00. Mr. Chandler and Lemuel R. 
Mason state that the assignment from Mr. Mason to Mr. 
Chandler was made on a separate piece of paper ,-a Bank 
letterhead. Mr. Chandler states that he assigned the bond 
to his wife, Nora E. Chandler, on the same sheet of paper on 
which the assignment was made to him by Lemuel R. ~fason, 
and attached it to the bond with a paper clip; that he de-
livered the bond,.with assignments thereon, to Nora E. Chand-
ler on the date he took it up; that J. Harry Rew knew he had 
taken up the bond and promised to reimburse him for one-
half the amount paid L. R. Mason, but never did. 
Mrs. Chandler states that she looked at the bond on the 
day it was given to her, which was in December, 1925, saw 
it was for $5,000.00 and executed by Joseph H. Mason and 
wife, and saw the assignment to Mr. Chandler by Lemuel R. 
Mason and the assignment to her by Mr. Chandler on a sepa-
rate sheet of paper; that she put the bond, with the assign-
ment attached thereto, in her desk. 
Mr. Chandler states that his attention was not called to 
the bond again until one day, three, four or five years later 
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when J. Harry Rew asked him to let him have the Joe Mason 
hond, he wanted to take it down and show it to Mr. Mapp. 
He states he went up to the house; asked his wife for the 
bond, she gave it to him, he delivered it to Mr. Rew, who kept 
it possibly one and one-half hours and returned it to him, 
and he in turn again delivered it to Mrs. Chand-
page 103 } ler, thinking it to be in exactly the same form it 
was when loaned to Mr. Rew. 
Mrs. Chandler states that she gave the bond to Mr. Chand-
ler on the day in question, without looking on the inside, that 
he returned it in about an hour and a half, that she did not 
look at the inside of the bond when it was returned to her 
and she again placed it in her d·esk. 
Both Mr. and Mrs. Chandler state that they made no ex-
amination of the bond from that time until after J. Harry 
Rew's death (he having died in July, 1933), and this suit 
was started, whe:q, upon examining the bond they found that 
the sheet showing the assignment from Lemuel R. Mason to 
J. J\ferritt Chandler and the assignment from J. Merritt 
Chandler to Nora E. Chandler, as of December .. , 1925, had 
ooen removed and ncross the face of the bond these words 
written: "Paid in full, L. R. Mason, Assignee, by J. Harry 
Rew." 
It appears from the records in the Clerk's Office of this 
Court in D. B. 118, page 177, that on May 13, 1930, said deed 
of trust executed by ,Joseph H. Mason and wife bearing date 
. June 1, 1920, was released as to the $4,000.00 bond and as 
to the $5,000.00 bond held by Lemuel R. Mason, Assignee. 
1\fay 13, 1930, must have been the day . on which the bond 
held by Nora E. Chandler, Assignee of ,J. Merritt Chandler, 
Assignee of Lemuel R. Mason, was borrowed by J. Harry Rew 
for the purpose of taking it to show to Mr. Mapp, since this 
is the only time it was ever out of Mrs. Chandler's possession 
after it was given to her by her husband in December, 1925, 
until after J. Harry Rew's death. 
The testimony of G. Walter Mapp is to the effect that 
he represented Annie E. Fox Parkes, holder of two of the 
$5,000.00 bonds secured by the Joseph H. Mason deed of 
trust; that Mrs. Parkes was anxious about the bonds; that his 
dealings in the matter were for the most part with J. Harry 
Rew, but in writing him letters about tbe matter, it was his 
custom to send carbon copies to J. Merritt Chandler; that 
the statement had been repeatedly made to him by Mr. Rew 
tl1at Mrs. Parkes' two bonds were the only bonds outstand-
ing· ag-ai·nst the property, although the deed of trust had not 
been released as to the $9,000.00 claimed to have been paid; 
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· that the second guarantee of J. Harry Rew and 
page 104 ~ J. Merritt Chandler on the bonds held by Mrs .. 
Parkes was soon to expire, and that he, Mr. Ma pp, 
told Mr. Rew that unless the deed of trust was released as 
to the two bonds paid, he could not accept a third guarantee ; 
but would be compelled to start action on the second guar-
antee; that Mr. Rew readily consented to release the deed of 
trust or have it . released as to the $4,000.00 bond and the 
$5,000.00 bond formerly held by Lemuel R. Mason, Assignee, 
and said deed of trust was released as to these two bonds on 
11ay 13, 1930; that on May 22, 1930, a third guaranty of the 
two bonds held by Mrs. Parkes was executed by J. Harry 
Rew ·and J. J\1erritt Chandler. (See pages 25 and 26 of tes-
timony of J. Merritt Chandler, herewith filed.) 
· Annie E. Fox Parkes, plaintiff, in her testimony here-
with filed, states emphatically that J. Merritt Chandler told 
her on many occasions tl1at her two $5,000.00 bonds were the 
only bonds outstanding against the Joseph H. J\1ason Farm .. 
J. Merritt Chandler, on the other hand, is just as emphatic 
in stating that his only conversation with Mrs. Parkes on the 
subject of the bonds was as to interest; that he made no such 
statement as to her bonds representing the sole lien indebted-
ness against the Mason ·Farm. 
Mr. Chandler did not state in his testimony, nor was he 
asked, why he thought J. Harry Rew desired the bond which 
had been ~ssigned to Nora E. Chandler to show to Mr. Mapp 
on the 13th day of May, 1930. 
The statements of the parties directly interested in this 
matter are conflicting, and I am unable to say where the er.-
ror occurs, but in view of the records in the Clerk's Office 
and the circumstances in the case, I would say that the bonds 
of Annie E. Fox Parkes constitute a first lien on the Joseph 
H. Mason Farm. 
Respectfully submitted this 4th day of June, 1935. 
EUDIE L. PARKS, 
Comr. in Chancery. 
Costs: 
E. L. Parks, Commissioner in Chancery, for depo-
sitions (78 pages) and report · 
Virginia Bull, stenographer, 31 pages, 
I 
$25.00 
10.00 
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page 105 ~ EXCEPTIONS OF' J. MERRITT CHANDLER 
AND NORA E. CHANDLER, 
FILED JUNE 13TH, 1935. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court for the County of Accomack. 
Annie E. Fox Parkes, Pltff., 
v. 
J. Harry Rew's Admrs., et als., Defts. ! I 
(In Chancery.) 
The defendants, J. Merritt Chandler and Nora E. Chandler, 
his wife, except to the report of Miss E. L. Parks, Commis-
Rioner in Chancery, made pursuant to the decree entered in 
·the above entitled cause on the 15th day of April, 1935, and 
filed on the 4th day of J nne, 1935, upon the following grounds : 
First: Because the said report in the first clause thereof 
holds that the two bonds of Joseph H. Mason and Elizabeth 
P. Mason, his wife, each for $5,000.QO, held by the plaintiff, 
Annie E. Fox Parkes, constitute a first lien on the "Joseph 
H. Mason farm'', and 
Second: Because the said report fails to hold and report 
that the said J. Merritt Chandler and Nora E. Chandler, his 
wife, or either of them, have and are entitled to any equitable 
interest in the said ''Joseph H. Mason Farm'' by reason of 
the taking up by assignment by the said J. Merritt Chandler 
from a certain Lemuel R. Mason a bond of the said Joseph 
H. Mason and wife, likewise for the sum of .$5,000.00, and 
secured by the same deed of trust on the said ''Joseph H. 
Mason farm'' which secures the said two bonds of the said 
Annie E. Fox Parkes, and the later assignment of said bond 
by the said J. Merritt Chandler to the said Nora E. Chandler, 
his wife, there being no question raised in the testimony be-
fore the said Commissioner in Chancery that the said Lemuel 
R. Mason received from the said J. Merritt Chandler the 
sum of $4,973.00 as the consideration of the said assignment 
of said bond. 
• • : 0 
J. MERRITT CHANDLER and 
NORA E. CHANDLER, 
By STEWART K. POWELL, Attorney . 
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page 106 } And on this same day, to-wit: · 
Circuit Court of the County of Accomack, on Thursday, 
the 20th day of June, in the year of our Lord, Nineteen Hun-
dred and Thirty-five. 
Annie E. Fox Parkes, Plaintiff, 
v~ 
J. Harry Rew's .Administrators, et als., Defendants. 
In Chancery. 
This cause came on this day to be again heard upon the 
papers formerly read and upon the report of E. L. Parks, 
Commissioner in Chancery, filed herein on the 4th day of 
June, 1935, pursuant to a decree entered in the above entitled 
cause on the 15th day of .April, 1935, the exceptions of J. 
Merritt Chandler and Nora E. Chandler, filed herein June 
15, 1935, the exceptions of Annie E. Fox Parkes, Velma 
.Annis Phillips, and Sidney B. Shrieves, to said report, filed 
,June 8, 1935, and was argued by counsel. 
On consideration whereof the Court, without at this time 
determining to whom th~ bond of $5,000.00, secured by the 
deed of trust of December 1, 1920, belongs, whether to J. Mer-
ritt Chandler, or to his wife, Nora E. Chandler, but being 
of the opinion that said bond is a lien against the Joseph H. 
Mason Farm, along with the two bonds for the sum of $5,-
000.00 each, held by the plaintiff, Annie E. Fox Parkes, sus-
tains the exceptions of the said J. 1\ferritt Chandler and Nora 
E. Chandler to the report of said Commissioner in Chancery 
and overrules said report to said extent . 
.And it appearing to the Court that the plaintiff, .Annie E. 
Fox Parkes, desires to n1ake application to the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia for an appeal from so much 
of this decree as holds that the bond for $5,000.00, originally 
secured by deed of trust of December 1, 1920, from Joseph H~ 
Mason and wife to J. Harry Rew, whether said bond belongs 
to J. Merritt Chandler or to his wife, Nora E. Chandler, is a 
lien against the Joseph H. Mason Farm, along with the two 
. bonds for a like sum of $5,000.00, each, held by 
page 107 ~ her, it is ordered that the operation of this decree 
be suspended, as to so much thereof as so holds, 
being paragraph two· of the decree, for the purpose of enabling 
the said Annie E. Fox Parkes to make application to the 
Supreme Court for an appeal, but. upon condition that she, 
or someone for her, shall before this Court or its Clerk, in 
\ 
I_ 
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his of·fice, enter into and aclmowledge a bond, payable to the 
Commonwealth of Virginia, with surety deem~d sufficient by 
the Court or its Clerk, in the penalty of $1,000.00 conditioned 
according to the Statute of Virginia in such case made and 
provided. 
And the Court reserves all further consideration. 
The suspending bond required by the foregoing decree has, 
this 22nd day of July, 1935, been executed before me in the 
Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of Accomack County, with 
R. Carlisle Parkes, principal, and Annie E. Fox Parkes, and 
G. Walter Mapp, sureties. 
JOHN D. GRANT, JR., Clerk. 
State of Virginia, 
County of Accomack, to-wit: 
I, John D. Grant, Jr., Clerk of the Circuit Court for the 
County of Accomack, in the State of Virginia, do hereby cer-
tify that the foregoi·ng- is a true transcript of so much of 
the record and proceedings of the suit of Annie Fox Parkes, 
who sues, etc., against J. Harry Rew's Administrators, and 
others, pending in said Court, as relates to the claim of the 
defendants, J. Merritt Chandler and Nora E. Chandler, to 
be the owners of a bond for $5,000.00, executed by Joseph H. 
1\.tiason and wife, dated June 1, 1920, and adjudged by the Cir-
cuit Court of said County in the second paragraph of the 
decree entered on June 20, 1935, without determining to whom 
to be a valid lien, along 'vith the two bonds for a like sum of 
$5,000.00 each, held by the plaintiff, against the Joseph H. 
~fa son farm, and specifically set out in the Notice of the Plain-
tiff to Stewart K. Powell, Attorney of record, for J. Mer-
ritt Chandler and Nora E. Chandler, and to J. 
page 108 ~ Merritt Chandler and Nora E. Chandler, defend-
ants, which notice was rendered duly executed 
as to said parties, and is on file in the record of said cause. 
And I further certify that the said Stewart I{. Powell, .At-
torney of record, for J. Merritt Chandler and Nora E. 'Chand-
ler, and J. Merritt Chandler and Nora E. Chandler have been 
duly notified of the intention of the plaintiff to have the fore-
going· transcript of the record n1ade out. 
The cost of the foregoing transcript is $63.85, and is charged 
to the plaintiff. 
JOHN D. GRANT, JR., Clerk. 
A Copy-Teste: 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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